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Minimum Bias Trigger in ATLAS

Content :
Since the restart of the LHC in November 2009, ATLAS has collected inelastic pp-
collisions to perform first measurements on charged particle densities. These
measurements will help to constrain various models describing phenomenologically soft
parton interactions. Understanding the trigger efficiencies for different event types
are therefore crucial to minimize any possible bias in the event selection. ATLAS
uses two main minimum bias triggers, featuring complementary detector components and
trigger levels. While a hardware based first trigger level situated in the forward
regions with 2.2 < |eta| < 3.8 has been proven to select pp-collisions very
efficiently, the Inner Detector based minimum bias trigger uses a random seed on
filled bunches and central tracking detectors for the event selection. Both triggers
were essential for the analysis of kinematic spectra of charged particles. Their
performance and trigger efficiency measurements as well as studies on possible bias
sources will be presented. We also highlight the advantage of these triggers for
particle correlation analyses.
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HLT selection of inelastic

events with Inner Detector

based Minimum Bias Trigger 

ID Mb:

→ L1: Random Trigger on 

colliding bunches

→  L2-Spacepoints (3D-hits) 

at least 4 pixel clusters with

enough deposited charge & 4 

SCT spacepoints in whole ID 

range of|η| < 2.5 

→ 1 EF-track in silicon

detector

switched off for this year

runs due to low beam-

background rates

d

Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators

Use of Interaction Triggers: Measurements of Charged Particle Properties

The first ATLAS publication [1] was on charged particle

multiplicities. For this and following measurements

MBTS_1 data was analysed and one important

ingredient to this analysis was to correct for the

MBTS_1 inefficiency. This could be achieved purely

from data using the ID Mb trigger as reference trigger:

Two sources of systematic uncertainties were

considered

1. determined from MC: a possible trigger correlation
of both triggers (not observed → neglected)

2. determined from data: difference of the MBTS_1 

trigger efficiencies when track impact parameters

criteria are varied (estimate effect of beam-

background contamination)

This study was performed with slightly different offline

selection criteria and used as input for charged particle

multiplicity measurements at √s = 900 GeV and √s = 7

TeV [1,2]. Here results are shown for the currently

largest analysed kinematic range.

Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators
 consist of 16 counters per side

 cover 2.09< |η| < 3.84

 robust and relatively simple system

 highly sensitive to beam interactions

→ was used for detector commissioning

 L1 interaction trigger

 trigger configuration is flexible: require

X hits, e.g. 1 or 2 hits in total 

(L1_MBTS_1, L1_MBTS_2)

 At L2 access to signal fit values

Silicon Strip 
Detector (SCT)
6 M channels
• 4 barrel layers, 2 x 

9 end-cap disks

• stereo pairs of 

single sided sensors

• σrφ ~ 17 μm, σz ~ 

580 μm

Transition Radiation 
Tracker (TRT)
370,000 carbon fibre

drift tubes („straws“)

double-diffractive

L1_MBTS_2 & ID Mb & offline selection

L1_MBTS_2 & offline selection
ε (ID Mb) =

Inner Detector (ID)

MBTS_1 & ID Mb & offline selection

ID Mb & offline selection
ε (MBTS_1) =

MBTS_1 Trigger Efficiency w.r.t ID MB as a function of selected tracks at √s=900 GeV and √s = 7 TeV 

Acknowledgements: I owe special thanks to my ATLAS collegues in particular William H. Bell, Emily Nurse, Jinlong Zhang, Edward Sarkisyan-Grinbaum, Brian T. Martin, Johan Lundberg, Andrea Messina, Thilo Pauly, David Berge, Tomasz Bold, Jiri Masik, 
Brian Petersen, Gerhard Brandt, Alison Lister, Prafulla Bahera, Klaus Mönig, Nick Ellis and Hermann Kolanoski. 

The Detector and Trigger System
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MBTS

Inner Detector based Minimum Bias Trigger

Minimum Bias InteractionTriggers in ATLAS
Regina E. Kwee, CERN/Humboldt-University of Berlin

for the ATLAS-Collaboration

Pixel Detector, 80 M channels

• 3 barrel layers, 2 x 3 end-cap disks

• σrφ ~10 μm, σz ~ 115 μm

Physics Motivation and Trigger Scenarios

covers |η| < 2.5 

MBTS

MBTS

ID

• inel. interactions involve dominantly a small

momentum transfer Q2 (soft scattering)

• large Q2 processes (hard scatters) are described

in the frame of perturbative QCD

• in the limit of small pT (few GeV‘s) the

perturbative cross-section of a 2 parton → 2 

parton scattering process diverges:

• integrated cross-section exceeds total proton-

proton cross-section

→ multiple parton interaction (MPI)

phenomenological models ↔currently best

approach for description of soft interactions
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highly uncertain

at LHC energies

single diffractive
dissociation

double diffractive
dissociation

non-diffractive
dissociation

σsd = 3.3 mb

σsd = 9.2 mb

σdd = 10.7 mb

σdd = 13.7 mb

σnd = 61.6 mb

σnd = 48.5 mb

Typical Minimum Bias Event

Need trigger that selects all types of inelastic interactions

At initial data-taking the luminosities are very low,

→ trigger clean signal of single pp-collisions

Nov-Dec. 2009 :

• data-taking with colliding protons at √s = 900 GeV

• 2 filled bunches colliding in ATLAS

→ collisions frequency ~ 4.5 kHz

• instantanious luminosity L = 1026 cm-2s-1

• interaction rate is R = σ inel ∙L ≈ 8 Hz with σinel (√s = 900 GeV) = 

52.5 mb (Pythia 6) 

From March 2010:

• data-taking at √s = 7 TeV

• luminosity increased but pp-interaction/BC << 1

→ use Minimum Bias Trigger

• for pp-interaction/BC ≥ 0.5 → use pure random trigger

Probability of an pp-interaction per bunch-crossing:

~ 0.01% → 99.99 % of the bunch-crossings (BC) were empty!

Trigger Efficiency Measurements

Commissioning of ID Mb Trigger

 deployment during cosmic ray data-taking

 development of validation, online- and offline 

monitoring tools and analysis frame for fast 

performance feedback

Robustness

 several fall-back configurations for different 

beam background conditions

 possibility to monitor noisy modules of pixel and

SCT detector

 test of trigger in dedicated technical runs in 

„stress-scenarios“:

→ running trigger at high input rates, reading out 

the full silicon detector
→ running trigger on very busy MC events

The Trigger Efficiency was determined purely from data using an orthogonal trigger for the control sample. The used

phasespace is exactly the same as used for the latest measurement of charge particle multiplicities (see talk by Alison

Lister „Charged particle multiplicities in inelastic pp events with the ATLAS detector“). While the efficiency as a funtion
of selected tracks and possible biases in pT and η of the ID Mb was obtained with MBTS_2 as reference, the trigger

efficiency of MBTS_1 was computed w.r.t. ID Mb (see right box).

3-Level-Trigger 

Level 1 (L1): Hardware + internal Trigger, 

L1 latency 2.5 μs

Level 2 (L2): Software Trigger

reconstructs physics objects

(found by L1) and tracks

L2  latency O(10 ms)

Event Filter (EF): Software Trigger

uses more refined calibration

constances than L2

EF latency O(1 sec)

High-Level trigger (HLT) = L2+EF

cosmic-ray event

splash

event

counter signals

L1 Central Trigger 

Processor forms

L1 multiplicities

read-out by electronics

of hadronic tile

calorimeter
→ reconstruct time 

and energy of signal

monitor signal, 

ability to verify L1 decision

Noise occupancy in Pixel Detector

Pixel Detector occupancy in randomly triggered events with empty bunches. Noise rate is 

dominated by few pixels (300-1500 out of 80M) which are detected on a run-by-run basis by offline 

prompt calibration and masked during the bulk processing. For the bulk processing, the remaining 

noise occupancy is <10-9 hit/ pixel/BC, corresponding to <0.2 noise hits per event when reading out 

5 BC. The runs shown correspond to the data taking period 18th April – 9th May 2010

Commissioning with MBTS

 MBTS was fully operational 

during cosmic-ray runs and at

the very first splash events at

ATLAS

 used MBTS signals to align

signals of other sub-detectors

of ATLAS in time (timing-in)[4]

 Tuned trigger thresholds with
first collision data at √s= 900 

GeV

Monitor Online Beam-Background Rate

use difference of averaged times per side

Figure was taken from [3]

This table shows the acceptance for
inelastic interactions at √s = 7 TeV from

MC (pythia6) for ID Mb and MBTS

Trigger ND SD DD

ID Mb 0.9981 0.6448 0.7602

MBTS_1 0.9993 0.7004 0.8407

MBTS_2 0.9985 0.6520 0.7839

scope traces of an MBTS signal

see also talk by John Baines about Performance of the ATLAS Trigger with Proton Collisions at the LHC

The figure show an 100% efficient ID Mb trigger. It thereby does
not introduce any bias in pT and η.

Performance of different MBTS configuration w.r.t. ID Mb. 

For definition see right.

MBTS

Different processes contribute to

inelastic interactions. At √s= 7 TeV

σinel = 76.9 mb (PHOJET [5])

σinel = 71.4 mb (PYTHIA6 [6])

 inelastic interaction is the dominant

process at LHC 

 forms pile-up to rare signal events

(several pp-collisions per BC)

recording rate

RID Mb~3 Hz

recording rate

RMBTS_1~9 Hz
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New Physics Sensitivity of the Rare Decay
B --> K^* l^+ l^-

Saturday 24 Jul 2010 at 12:00 (00h13')

Content :
We present a complete method to construct QCD-protected observables based on the
exclusive 4-body B-meson decay B --> K^* l^+ l^- in the low dilepton mass region. The
core of the method is the requirement that the constructed quantities should fulfil
the symmetries of the angular distribution. We have identified all symmetries of the
angular distribution in the limit of massless leptons and explore: a new non-trivial
relation between the coefficients of the angular distribution, the possibility to
fully solve the system for the K^* amplitudes, and the construction of non-trivial
observables. We also present a phenomenological analysis of the new physics
sensitivity of angular observables in the decay based on QCD factorisation. We
further analyse the CP-conserving observables, AT2, AT3 and AT4. They are practically
free of theoretical uncertainties due to the soft form factors for the full range of
dilepton masses rather than just at a single point as for AFB. They also have a
higher sensitivity to specific new physics scenarios compared to observables such as
AFB. Moreover, we critically examine the new physics reach of CP-violating
observables via a complete error analysis due to scale dependences, form factors and
Lambda/m_b corrections. We have developed an ensemble method to evaluate the error
on observables from Lambda/m_b corrections. Finally, we explore the experimental
prospects of CP-violating observables and find that they are rather limited. Indeed,
the CP-conserving (averaged) observables will offer a better sensitivity to large CP
phases and may be more suitable for experimental analysis.

Primary authors : HURTH, Tobias (CERN/Mainz Univ.)

Co-authors : EGEDE, Ulrik (Imperial College) ; MATIAS, Joaquim (Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona) ;
REECE, Will (Imperial College/CERN) ; RAMON, Ramon (Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona)

Presenter : HURTH, Tobias (CERN/Mainz Univ.)

Session classification : 06 - CP violation, CKM and Rare Decays

Track classification : 06 - CP violation, CKM and Rare Decays
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Hadron Spectroscopy at COMPASS
Friday 23 Jul 2010 at 12:00 (00h13')

Content :
The COMPASS experiment focused its physics program on hadron spectroscopy in the last
two years. As a fixed target experiment at the CERN SPS accelerator, COMPASS features
large acceptance and high momentum resolution and thus qualifies well for studies of
diffractive dissociation and central production. Hadron formation with both 190 GeV
pi-/K- amd 190 GeV p/pi+ beams on liquid hydrogen, copper and nickel was observed
through the years 2004, 2008 and 2009 to search for exotic mesons and glueballs. We
present an overview of the spectroscopy program which includes studies of
diffractively produced 3 and 5 charged pionic final states, studies of neutral modes,
kaonic final states and first results from central production analyses.

Primary authors : THE COMPASS COLLABORATION ()

Co-authors :

Presenter : NERLING, Frank (Fakultaet fuer Physik)

Session classification : 04 - Hadronic Structure, Parton Distributions, soft QCD, Spectroscopy

Track classification : 04 - Hadronic Structure, Parton Distributions, soft QCD, Spectroscopy

Type : Parallel Session Talk
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HadronHadron spectroscopyspectroscopy at COMPASS: at COMPASS: 
First First resultsresults on on diffractivediffractive dissociationdissociation

Outline:Outline:

Frank Nerling
Universität Freiburg, Physikalisches Institut

on behalf of the
COMPASS Collaboration

• Introduction
The COMPASS experiment
PWA method

• First results on diffractive production (2008 data)
neutral channel: 3π final states neutral vs. charged mode

First PWA fits - main wave
kaonic channels: Kaon diffraction & first glimpse on (ΚΚπ)−

Further ongoing analyses
• Conclusions & outlook

35th Internationl conference on High Energy Physics,
Paris, France, 22-28 July 2010

−
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SM1

SM2

Beam
(muon or hadron)

MuonWall

MuonWall

E/HCAL
E/HCAL

RICH

a) Nucleon spin structure:
polarised muon beam (160 GeV/c µ+)
polarised solid targets (6LiD, NH3)

COmmon Muon Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy
(~250 physicists, 25 institutes, 10 countries)

Target
(different kind)

see Talk, F. Kunne

The COMPASS experimentThe COMPASS experiment

[hep-ex/0703049, NIM A 577, 455 (2007)]
[NIM A Hadron Set-up 2008/09 under preparation] 

~50m

b) Baryon & meson spectroscopy:
• Diffractive production (this talk)
• Central production
• Primakoff

hadron beams (190 GeV/c π-,K-)
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SM1

SM2

Beam
(muon or hadron)

MuonWall

E/HCAL
E/HCAL

RICH

a) Nucleon spin structure:
polarised muon beam (160 GeV/c µ+)
polarised solid targets (6LiD, NH3)

COmmon Muon Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy
(~250 physicists, 25 institutes, 10 countries)

Target
(different kind)

b) Baryon & meson spectroscopy:
• Diffractive production (this talk)
• Central production
• Primakoff

hadron beams (190 GeV/c π-,K-)

see Talk, F. Kunne

The COMPASS experimentThe COMPASS experiment

~50m

MuonWall

Hadron runs:  
• 2004 pilot run (4 days π− on Pb target: ~BNL statistics)
• 2008/09 (10-100x world stats (LH2), π±, Κ ±, p± beam, plus nuclear targets)
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Different Different productionproduction mechanismsmechanisms

a) Diffractive production b) Central production

c) Photo production (Primakoff reactions)
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a) Diffractive production b) Central production

c) Photo production (Primakoff reactions)

Focus on first results
from diffractive dissociation

Different Different productionproduction mechanismsmechanisms
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Diffractive scattering
• study of JPC exotic mesons
• t-channel Reggeon exchange
• forwards kinematics, target stays intact

Hybrid candidates (1.3 - 2.2 GeV/c²): 
lightest hybrid predicted: exotic JPC =1−+

• π1(1400): VES, E852, Crystal Barrel −> ηπ
• π1(1600): E852, VES −> ρπ, η‘π, f1π, b1π
• π1(2000):  E852 −> f1(1285) π, b1(1235) π
…. still controversal COMPASS

• Glueballs:     gg, ggg
• Hybrids:        qqg
• Tetraquarks: (qq)(qq)

Mesons and Spin Mesons and Spin ExoticExotic StatesStates

QCD: meson states beyondConstituent quark model
• color neutral qq systems
• Quantum numbers IG JPC

• P = (-1)L+1 C = (-1)L+S G = (-1)I+L+1 

• JPC multiplets:  0 + +   , 0 − + , 1 − − , 1 + − , 1 + + , 2 + + , …
• Forbidden: 0 − −, 0 + − , 1 − + , 2 + − , 3 − +, …
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Diffractive scattering
• study of JPC exotic mesons
• t-channel Reggeon exchange
• forwards kinematics, target stays intact

Hybrid candidates (1.3 - 2.2 GeV/c²): 
lightest hybrid predicted: exotic JPC =1−+

• π1(1400): VES, E852, Crystal Barrel −> ηπ
• π1(1600): E852, VES −> ρπ, η‘π, f1π, b1π
• π1(2000):  E852 −> f1(1285) π, b1(1235) π
…. still controversal COMPASS

• Glueballs:     gg, ggg
• Hybrids:        qqg
• Tetraquarks: (qq)(qq)

Diffractive pion dissociation
• incoming π−excited to resonance X-

• X- decays into final state, e.g. (3π)−:
π− p −−> π−π+π− p (charged mode)

• small momentum transfer

Mesons and Spin Mesons and Spin ExoticExotic StatesStates

Constituent quark model
• color neutral qq systems
• Quantum numbers IG JPC

• P = (-1)L+1 C = (-1)L+S G = (-1)I+L+1 

• JPC multiplets:  0 + +   , 0 − + , 1 − − , 1 + − , 1 + + , 2 + + , …
• Forbidden: 0 − −, 0 + − , 1 − + , 2 + − , 3 − +, …

QCD: meson states beyond: 
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PWA PWA usingusing isobarisobar modelmodel

Partial wave analysis:
• program: Illinois/Protvino/Munich (D.Ryabchikov) software (IHEP/VES, TUM/COMPASS)
• Isobars: (ππ)S [broad f0(600)+f0(1370)], f0(980), ρ(770), f2(1270), ρ3(1690)
• Acceptance: corrections included (2004: ~60%, rather flat)

Step 1) Mass independent PWA: (40MeV/c² bins, 41+1 partial waves)

X- decay described using isobar model:
• Intermediate di-pion resonance (isobar)

• Spin S and rel. orbital angular
momentum L w.r.t bachelor π−

• L+S couple to J
• Partial waves (reflectivity basis): JPC Mε [isobar] L
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PWA PWA usingusing isobarisobar modelmodel

Partial wave analysis:
• program: Illinois/Protvino/Munich (D.Ryabchikov) software (IHEP/VES, TUM/COMPASS)
• Isobars: (ππ)S [broad f0(600)+f0(1370)], f0(980), ρ(770), f2(1270), ρ3(1690)
• Acceptance: corrections included (2004: ~60%, rather flat)

Step 1) Mass independent PWA: (40MeV/c² bins, 41+1 partial waves)

X- decay described using isobar model:
• Intermediate di-pion resonance (isobar)

• Spin S and rel. orbital angular
momentum L w.r.t bachelor π−

• L+S couple to J
• Partial waves (reflectivity basis): JPC Mε [isobar] L

Step 2) Mass dependent χ2 fit: (to mass independent result)
• 6 main partial waves chosen, parameterised by Breit-Wigner
• Coherent background for some waves
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DiffractiveDiffractive dissociationdissociation intointo 33π π final final statesstates
(2004 (2004 datadata, Pb , Pb targettarget)) [PRL 104 (2010) 241803]
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DiffractiveDiffractive dissociationdissociation intointo 33π π final final statesstates
(2004 (2004 datadata, Pb , Pb targettarget)) [PRL 104 (2010) 241803]
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Mass of outgoing 3π system – charged
mode: π− p −−> π−π+π− p 

Mass of outgoing 3π system – neutral 
mode: π− p −−> π−π0π0 p 

DiffractiveDiffractive dissociationdissociation intointo 33π π final final statesstates
(2008 (2008 datadata, LH, LH22 targettarget))
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First First comparisoncomparison: Neutral vs. : Neutral vs. chargedcharged modemode
simple simple isospinisospin symmetrysymmetry checkcheck

aa22(1320) (1320) −−> > ρπρπ

a2(1320)  used as a 
standard candle for normalisation

Isospin symmetry: neutral / charged mode
• isobar decaying into f2 π: 1/2 intensity expected
• isobar decaying into ρ π:  1/1 intensity expected
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First First comparisoncomparison: Neutral vs. : Neutral vs. chargedcharged modemode
simple simple isospinisospin symmetrysymmetry checkcheck

aa22(1320) (1320) −−> > ρπρπ

ππ22(1670) (1670) −−> > ff22 ππ

aa11(1260) (1260) −−> > ρπρπ

Isospin symmetry: neutral / charged mode
• isobar decaying into f2 π: 1/2 intensity expected
• isobar decaying into ρ π:  1/1 intensity expected
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Setting for Kaon separation in 2008 

StudiesStudies of final of final statesstates withwith ((hiddenhidden) ) strangenessstrangeness
---- KaonicKaonic channelschannels

RICH: Final state particle ID

CEDARs: Beam particle ID

Major upgrade in 2006: 
[NIM-A587:371-387, 2008], [NIM-A616:21-37, 2010]

Motivation:
• Search for JPC spin exotic mesons

decaying via ΚΚπ
• Study glueball candidates predicted

to decay into ΚΚ
• New insights on kaonic spectrum

in general

−

−
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Main issues of selection:
• Beam kaon tagged by CEDARs
• Final state kaon identified by RICH
• ~600 k events on tape (2008 data only)

to be compared with ~200 k events WA3

KaonicKaonic channelschannels I: I: KaonKaon diffractiondiffraction
ΚΚ−− p p −−>> ΚΚ−− ππ−− ππ++ pp

2008 data

2008 data

2008 data
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Main issues of selection:
• Beam kaon anti-tagged by CEDARs
• Final state kaon identified by V0 vertex (Κs Κs )  or by RICH (Κ+Κ−)

• Combinatorics in Ksπ− case
• Resonances: K*(892), K2*(1430), K3*(1780), also probably K4*(2045)

38% of 2008 data
38% of 2008 data

KaonicKaonic channelschannels II: II: ((ΚΚπΚΚπ))−−

ππ−− p p −−> π> π−− ΚΚss ΚΚss p    p    vs.vs. ππ−− p p −−> > ππ−−ΚΚ++ΚΚ−− pp

−−
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KaonicKaonic channelschannels II: II: ((ΚΚπΚΚπ))−−

ππ−− p p −−> π> π−− ΚΚss ΚΚss p    p    vs.vs. ππ−− p p −−> > ππ−−ΚΚ++ΚΚ−− pp

• Difference near threshold momentum cut due to RICH  
• known resonances seen as expected

38% of 2008 data
38% of 2008 data

Main issues of selection:
• Beam kaon anti-tagged by CEDARs
• Final state kaon identified by V0 vertex (Κs Κs )  or by RICH (Κ+Κ−)

−−
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SummarySummary & & conclusionsconclusions

• COMPASS: high potential for Hadron Spectroscopy
2004 data: Observed exotic JPC π1(1600) [PRL 104 (2010) 241803]
2008/09: Data taken with hadron beams on proton & nuclear targets
Very high statistics (10-100x world statistics)

• COMPASS measures Neutral & Charged channels
First results on 3π final state 2008 data (diffr. dissociation)

First comparision neutral vs. charged mode (PWA: isospin symmetry)
=> independent confirmation of new states within same experiment

=> Ongoing: Ecal calibration (for full usage of hardware upgrades)

• COMPASS measures kaonic final states (diffr. dissociation) 
Kaon diffraction: First look into Κ−π+π− promising (2008 only: 3x WA32))

(ΚΚπ)−: First comparison ΚsΚsπ− vs. Κ−Κ+π− (PWA underway)

Further:
(ΚΚπ)0: in ΚsΚ+/−π−/+ π− final states (PWA started, higher masses (> 2.2 GeV)

PWA of  f1(1285)π &  f1(1420)π ( never done before)
=> more results soon
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Further

Central production (charged & neutral, pionic & kaonic),

Baryon spectroscopy (charged & neutral, pionic & kaonic),

Primakoff & low t’ => transition region of production mechanisms

…. different targets also
detailed study of different production mechanisms

ConclusionsConclusions & & outlookoutlook
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Further

Central production (charged & neutral, pionic & kaonic),

Baryon spectroscopy (charged & neutral, pionic & kaonic),

Primakoff & low t’ => transition region of production mechanisms

…. different targets also
detailed study of different production mechanisms

ConclusionsConclusions & & outlookoutlook

THANK YOU !!!THANK YOU !!!

StayStay tunedtuned forfor interesting
interesting COMPASS 

COMPASS resultsresults ……COMPASS 2008/09: 
=> 10-100 times „world statistics“
=> additional data with pos.beam

& nuclear targets
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BackupBackup
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COMPASS spectrometer: COMPASS spectrometer: HadronHadron setup 2008/09 setup 2008/09 

π−,Κ−

Recoil detector (RPD) 
to trigger on reactions 

inside target

0.4m  
liquid H2 target 

Electromagnetic calorimeters

ECAL1 
(2°≤ θγ ≤ 12°)

ECAL2  
(0.4°≤ θγ ≤ 2°)

all COMPASS trackers:
SciFi, Si, MM, GEM, DC, Straw, MWPC

p’

(e.g. π° π°, ηη final states)

+Upgraded trackers close to beam:
ColdSilicons, PixelGEMs

CEDARS 
Beam particle PID

RICH-PID: Κ,π,p
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charged modeneutral mode

DiffractiveDiffractive dissociationdissociation intointo 33π π final final statesstates
(2008 (2008 datadata, LH, LH22 targettarget))
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η masses in 2 γ channel:

FurtherFurther neutral neutral channelschannels (PWA (PWA ongoingongoing):):

ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− η η pp & & ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− ηηηη pp

η masses in 4 γ channel:
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η masses in 2 γ channel:

FurtherFurther neutral neutral channelschannels (PWA (PWA ongoingongoing):):

ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− η η pp & & ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− ηηηη pp

η masses in 4 γ channel:
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η masses in 2 γ channel:

FurtherFurther neutral neutral channelschannels (PWA (PWA ongoingongoing):):

ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− η η pp & & ππ−− p p −−>> ππ−− ηηηη pp

η masses in 4 γ channel:

Further ongoing analyses (involving neutrals)
• π−η, π−ηη & π−π−π+η (η −>γγ & η −>3π)

−> π1(1400) −> π−η, 
−> lightest glueball candidate 0++ −> ηη

• π−π−π+π0 , π−π−π+η & π−π−π+π0π0

=> accessible intermediate isobars: f1, b1  η, η‘, ω  search for spin exotic states
--> COMPASS: significantly more statistics w.r.t. previous experiments

After hardware upgrades introduced in 2008/09:
• Optimisation of ECals reconstruction (under development)
• important for all final states involving neutrals
=> Will improve statistics outcome & resolutions
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AnotherAnother channelchannel forfor ππ11(1600) (1600) searchsearch:  f1(1285):  f1(1285)ππ
(also b1(also b1π π in in ππ−−ππ++ππ−−ππ00ππ00 final final statesstates))

Hybrid nature:
Flux tube model: BR(π1 −> f1π ) / BR(π1 −> b1π) [Isgur, Kokoski, Paton,  PRL54, 869-872, 1985]
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FittedFitted resonancesresonances (2004 (2004 datadata))
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2π0 evt := exactly 4 clusters, exactly one 2π0 combi within PDG +- 20 MeV

All & All & PreselectedPreselected gggg pairspairs, , 
circularcircular cutcut on PDG on PDG ππ00 massmass
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2π0 evt := exactly 4 clusters, exactly one 2π0 combi within PDG +- 20 MeV

All & All & PreselectedPreselected gggg pairspairs, , 
circularcircular cutcut on PDG on PDG ππ00 massmass

After final cuts on ∆Φ and exclusivity,
see next slides
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∆Φ∆Φ ((RPDRPD--SpectroSpectro) vs. ) vs. EEbeambeam

+-6 GeV

+-
0.

2 
ra

d
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∆Φ∆Φ ((RPDRPD--SpectroSpectro) vs. ) vs. EEbeambeam
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MassMass spectrumspectrum of of bothboth ππ−−ππ0 0 systemssystems
& & DalitzDalitz plotplot, a, a2 2 regionregion

fabs(m3π -1.32) <= 0.100 GeV/c2
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fabs(m3π -1.32) <= 0.100 GeV/c2

DalitzDalitz plotsplots: : ππ22 regionregion

fabs(m3π -1.67) <= 0.100 GeV/c2
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DecayDecay anglesangles in G.J. in G.J. frameframe: : Full Full PhaseSpacePhaseSpace
GeneratedGenerated PredictionPrediction vs. vs. fittedfitted datadata

a1/a2 mass region - neutral
(1.22 - 1.38 GeV/c²)

a1/a2 mass region - charged
(1.22 - 1.38 GeV/c²)
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WavesetWaveset usedused forfor thethe PWA PWA 
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Inert Model and the evolution of the Universe
I. Ginzburg, K. Kanishev, M. Krawczyk, D. Sokołowska

Abstract
We consider evolution of the Universe after
EWSB leading to the present Inert phase, con-
taining a SM-like Higgs boson and scalar
dark particles among them a Dark Matter can-
didate. We address the question, if there is a
possibility to have a sequence of the phase tran-
sitions instead of a single one leading directly
from EW symmeric phase to the Inert one.

Model
2HDM potential for scalar doublets ϕS , ϕD:

V = −1
2
(m2

11x1 +m2
22x2) +

1
2
(λ1x

2
1 + λ2x

2
2)+

+ λ3x1x2 + λ4x3x
†
3 +

1
2
(
λ5x

2
3 + h.c

)
,

x1 = ϕ†SϕS , x2 = ϕ†DϕD, x3 = ϕ†SϕD .

V is invariant under a Z2 symmetry transfor-
mation:

ϕS
Z2−−→ ϕS , ϕD

Z2−−→ −ϕD.

The conservation of Z2 parity gives the Dark Mat-
ter candidate from the Z2-odd doublet ϕD.
We set Yukawa interaction to Model I
(only ϕS couples to fermions).

Thermal evolution of V
The first order corrections to the potential due
to the thermal evolution are given by the ∝ T 2

contributions to the mass termsm2
ii, while λi of

the quartic terms are unchanged:

m2
ii(T ) = m2

ii − ciT 2 , i = 1, 2

c1 =
3λ1 + 2λ3 + λ4

12
+

3g2 + g′2

32
+

(g2
t + g2

b )
8

,

c2 =
3λ2 + 2λ3 + λ4

12
+

3g2 + g′2

32
.

g, g′ – the EW gauge couplings, gt, gb – SM
Yukawa couplings (fermionic contribution).

Extrema
The most general EWSB solution:

〈ϕS〉 =
1√
2

(
0
vS

)
, 〈ϕD〉 =

1√
2

(
u
vD

)
gives three neutral (u = 0) extrema:

III1 : vD = 0, v2
S = v2 = m2

11/λ1,

Inert extremum – SM-like Higgs h from ϕS and
DM candidate H from ϕD.

III2 : vS = 0, v2
D = v2 = m2

22/λ2,

Inert-like extremum – with massless fermions
(Model I) and no candidate for DM.

MMM : vD, vS 6= 0, v2 = v2
S + v2

D,

Mixed extremum – the standard 2HDM type of
extremum.
The extremum with lowest energy is the
ground state of the system – the vacuum.

Possible sequences leading to Inert phase today
The possible sequences of phase transitions (different vacua) on (µ1, µ2) plane :

µ1(T ) = m2
11(T )/

√
λ1, µ2(T ) = m2

22(T )/
√
λ2, R = λ345/

√
λ1λ2, λ345 = λ3 + λ4 + λ5.

µ1(T )

µ2(T )

III

V
IV

II
I

A

C

B

I2

I1

EW

a) R > 1

µ1(T )

µ2(T )

VIII

VII VI

C

A

MI2

I1

EW

MI2

I1

EW

µ1(T )

µ2(T )

IX

C

A

b) 0 < R < 1

c) −1 < R < 0

red hatch – I1 vacuum and I2 local minimum, blue hatch – I2 vacuum and I1 local minimum;
A : µ2(T ) = µ1(T )R, B : µ2(T ) = µ1(T ), C : µ2(T ) = µ1(T )R−1.

The possible sequences ("rays") that start in EW symmetric phase: µ1(T ), µ2(T ) < 0
and lead to the Inert phase (I1 being the global minimum) today:

EW → I1:

• rays I, VI, IX – I2 is not an extremum. For R < 0 ray IX is the only possible ray which
corresponds to EW symmetry in the past

• rays II, VII – I2 is an extremum, but never was a (local) minimum

• ray III – I2 is a local minimum, but never was a global minimum

EW → I2 → I1:

• ray IV – I2 is not a local minimum, but was a global minimum in the past

• ray V – I2 is a local minimum, it was a global minimum in the past

EW → I2 →M → I1:

• ray VIII – I2,M were global minima in the past

References
[1] I. Ginzburg, I. Ivanov, K. Kanishev, The Evolution of vacuum states and phase transitions in 2HDM during cooling of Universe,

Phys.Rev.D81:085031,2010
[2] I. Ginzburg, K. Kanishev, M. Krawczyk, D. Sokołowska Evolution of the Universe to the present Inert phase, (in prep.)

Example (Mh = 120 GeV, MH = 60 GeV, MA = 68 GeV, MH± = 110 GeV):

λ345

λ2

b

0.1 b

0.2 b

0.3 b

0.4 b

0
b b b

0.3
b b b

0.6
bbb

-0.3

λ1 = λ2

IX VI VII

VIII

IV V

I

II

III

d) (λ345, λ2) plot with fermions

λ345

λ2

b

0.1 b

0.2 b

0.3 b

0.4 b

0
b b b

0.3
b b b

0.6
bbb

-0.3

λ1 = λ2

IX VI VII
V

I

II III

e) (λ345, λ2) plot without fermions

The different sequences (rays I-IX) leading to Inert phase with Dark Matter particleH .
Fermionic contribution important! For example, for λ2 ≤ λ1 different type of vacuum in the past
possible only if the fermionic part of c1 included.

1
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parton distributions
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OUTLINE

• Why do we need transverse momentum dependent (TMD)
formulations?

• Issues on TMD, or “unintegrated”, pdf’s:

⊲ gauge-invariant matrix elements and infrared subtraction factors

⊲ endpoint divergences in TMD splitting functions

⊲ TMD factorization and prospects



I. WHY TMD FORMULATION?

A) Standard QCD factorization: e.g., DIS
e

p

pµ

µq

• DIS necessarily sensitive to long timescales, BUT

σ can be written as σ(Q,m) = C(Q, parton momenta > µ)⊗f(parton momenta < µ,m)

in “infinite-momentum” frame, δtscatter ≪ τpartonp e

Pdf ′s : f(x, µ) =

∫

dy−

2π
e−ixp+y−

˜f(y)

˜f(y) = 〈 P | ψ(y) V †
y (n) γ+ V0(n) ψ(0) | P 〉 , y = (0, y−, 0)

Vy(n) = P exp
(

igs

∫∞

0
dτ n ·A(y + τ n)

)

տ gauge-theoretic analog of number op. a†a



♦ Renormalization group invariance ⇒
d

d lnµ
σ = 0 ⇒ d

d lnµ
ln f = γ = − d

d lnµ
lnC

→֒ DGLAP evolution equations [Altarelli-Parisi

Dokshitzer

Gribov-Lipatov]

f = f0 × exp

∫

dµ

µ
γ(αs(µ))

ր resummation of (αs ln Q/ΛQCD)n to all orders in PT

Note: expansions γ ≃ γ(LO) (1 + b1αs + b2α
2
s + ...)

C ≃ C(LO)
(

1 + c1αs + c2α
2
s + ...

)

give LO, NLO, NNLO, ... logarithmic corrections



B ) Multiple-scale hard scattering in hadronic collisions

q2
1 ≫ · · · ≫ q2

n ≫ Λ2
QCDH

fa

f b

p
A

p
B

q2

s

• more complex, potentially large corrections to all orders in αs, ∼ lnk(q2i /q
2
j )

e.g. γ ≃ γ(LO) (1 + c1αs + ...+ cn+mα
m
s (αs L)n + ...) , L = “large log”

→֒ yet summable by QCD techniques that

⊲ generalize renormalization-group factorization
⊲ extend parton field correlat.’s off the lightcone (“unintegrated”,

or TMD, pdf’s)



Generalized factorization formulas: examples

• Sudakov form factor S:
pA

p
B

k k=0

pA
+

−pB
−

k
+

k
−

(a)                                                  (b)

S

B A

⊲ entering Drell-Yan production, W-boson p⊥ distribution, etc.

⇒ ∂S/∂η = K ⊗ S CSS evolution equations [Collins-Soper-Sterman]
տ resums αn

s lnm M/pT

• High-energy resummation: s ≫ M 2 ≫ Λ2
QCD

e

p

s
2M

g

γ

♦ energy evolution: BFKL equation [Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov]
→֒ corrections down by 1/ ln s rather than 1/M



I.A Example: Sudakov form factor of quarks

Collins & H, PLB 472 (2000) 129

Soft collinear effective theory (SCET): Hoang, Manohar et al., arXiv:0901.1332

• Theory well-known. Enters Drell-Yan production, W-boson p⊥ distribution, etc.

pA

p
B

k k=0

pA
+

−pB
−

k
+

k
−

(a)                                                  (b)

S

B A

Look for decomposition of the amplitude Γ

Γ =
∑

regions R

MΓ(R) + nonleading

such that i) term for hard region be integrable; ii) splitting be defined gauge-invariantly

σ[Γ] =

∫

[dk] S ⊗ CA ⊗ CB ⊗ H + nonleading



Example: Soft-region term S
pA

p
B

k

− −
coll. subtr.

soft approx.

lightlike
eikonals

non−lightlike

uA = (u+
A, u

−
A , 0⊥), uB = (u+

B , u
−
B , 0⊥) (η = u+

A/u
−
A)

S =

unsubtracted soft
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈0|Vq(p̂A) Vq̄(p̂B)|0〉

〈0|Vq(p̂A)Vq̄(uB)|0〉 〈0|Vq(uA)Vq̄(p̂B)|0〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

collinear subtractions

residual external lines
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈0|Vq(uA)|0〉 〈0|Vq̄(uB)|0〉

with Vq(n) = P exp

(

ig

∫ 0

−∞
dz A(z n) · n

)

, Vq̄(n) = P exp

(

−ig

∫ 0

−∞
dz A(z n) · n

)

⇒ ∂S/∂η = K ⊗S CSS evolution equations [Collins-Soper-Sterman]
տ resums αn

s lnm M/pT



II. UNINTEGRATED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS
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p p

0 y

˜f(y) = 〈 P | ψ(y) V †
y (n) γ+ V0(n) ψ(0) | P 〉 , y = (0, y−, y⊥)

Vy(n) = P exp
(

igs

∫∞

0
dτ n ·A(y + τ n)

)

eikonal Wilson line in direction n

• works at tree level [Mulders, 2002; Belitsky et al., 2003]

• subtler at level of radiative corrections [Collins & Zu; H; Cherednikov et al.]

→֒ x→1 ⇒ explicit regularization method (unlike inclusive case)

• non-abelian Coulomb phase → spectator effects possibly non-decoupl.
[Mulders, Bomhof; Collins, Qiu; Brodsky et al]



FULL TMD FACTORIZATION IS NOT AVAILABLE YET

see e.g.: Mulders & Rogers, arXiv:1001.2977; Xiao & Yuan, arXiv:1003.0482

• soft gluon exchange with spectator partons

Mert Aybat & Sterman, PLB671 (2009) 46

Boer, Brodsky & Hwang, PRD 67 (2003) 054003

⇒ factorization breaking in higher loops?

Collins, arXiv:0708.4410

Vogelsang and Yuan, arXiv:0708.4398

Bomhof and Mulders, arXiv:0709.1390

♦ likely suppressed for small-x, small-∆φ

♦ could affect physical picture near large x, back-to-back region

• Note: Coulomb/radiative mixing terms also appear to break coherence

in di-jet cross sections with gap in rapidity [Forshaw & Seymour, arXiv:0901.3037]



II.A LIGHTCONE DIVERGENCES

♦ Suppose a gluon is absorbed or emitted by eikonal line:
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+ + . . .(0, 0, 0  ) (0, y  , y  )

p p p p

q

f(1) = PR(x, k⊥) − δ(1 − x) δ(k⊥)

∫

dx′dk′⊥PR(x′, k′⊥)

where PR =
αs CF

π2

[

1

1 − x

1

k2
⊥ + ρ2

+ {regular at x→1}

]

ρ=IR regulator

↑

︷ ︸︸ ︷

endpoint singularity (q+→ 0, ∀ k⊥) [Brodsky et al, 2001; Collins, 2002]

♦ Physical observables:

O =

∫

dx dk⊥ f(1)(x, k⊥) ϕ(x, k⊥)

=

∫

dx dk⊥ [ϕ(x, k⊥) − ϕ(1, 0⊥)] PR(x, k⊥)

inclusive case: ϕ independent of k⊥ ⇒ 1/(1 − x)+ from real + virtual

general case: endpoint divergences (incomplete KLN cancellation)



• Distributions at fixed k⊥ are no longer protected by KLN

mechanism against uncancelled lightcone divergences

• Only after supplying matrix element with a regularization

prescription is distribution well defined.

• Note: regularization of endpoint divergences may also affect

distributions integrated over k⊥ and UV subtractions

Ex. :

∫

dk⊥ f(x, k⊥, µ) Θ(µ− k⊥)
?
= fMS(x, µ)

= holds only at tree level: full relation involves coefficient function R
∫ µ

dk⊥ f(x, k⊥, µ) = R(x) ⊗ fMS(x, µ)

♦ R calculable as a power series in αs, R(x) = δ(1 − x) +
∑

k rk α
k
s :

— (φ3)6 [Collins & Zu, 2005]

— fg(x→0) [Catani et al, 1994]

• Applications: Cut-off regularization vs. Subtractive regularization



CUT-OFF APPROACH

⊲ cut-off in Monte-Carlo generators using u-pdf’s

S. Jadach and M. Skrzypek, arXiv:1002.0010; arXiv:0905.1399 (DGLAP)

S. Höche, F. Krauss and T. Teubner, EPJC 58 (2008) 17 (KMR/BFKL)

LDCMC Lönnblad & Sjödahl, 2005; Gustafson, Lönnblad & Miu, 2002 (LDC)

CASCADE Jung, 2004, 2002; Jung and Salam, 2001 (CCFM)

⊲ cut-off from gauge link in non-lightlike direction n:

p

n η = ( p . n) / n
2 2

Collins, Rogers & Stasto, PRD 77 (2008) 085009

Ji, Ma & Yuan, PRD 71 (2005) 034005; JHEP 0507 (2005) 020

earlier work from 80’s and 90’s: Collins et al; Korchemsky et al

finite η ⇒ singularity is cut off at 1 − x >
∼

√

k⊥/4η

∗ Note: Subtractive regularization is possible alternative to cut-off [Collins & H, 2001]



II.B UPDF’s BY SUBTRACTIVE APPROACH

• Endpoint divergences x→1 from incomplete KLN cancellation

Subtractive method: more systematic than cut-off. Widely used in NLO calculations.

Formulation suitable for eikonal-operator matrix elements: Collins & H, 2001.

[See also ”SCET” analog: Manohar and Stewart, 2007; J. Chiu et al, arXiv:0905.1141]

• gauge link still evaluated at n lightlike, but multiplied by “subtraction factors”

˜f(subtr)(y−, y⊥) =

original matrix element
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈P |ψ(y)V †y (n)γ+V0(n)ψ(0)|P 〉
〈0|Vy(u)V †y (n)V0(n)V †0 (u)|0〉 / 〈0|Vȳ(u)Vȳ

†(n)V0(n)V †0 (u)|0〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

counterterms

ȳ = (0, y−, 0⊥); u = auxiliary non-lightlike eikonal (u+, u−, 0⊥)

H, PLB 655 (2007) 26

u
0 y

u
0 y

p

0 y

♦ u serves to regularize the endpoint; drops out of distribution integrated over k⊥



u
0 y

u
0 y

p

0 y

One loop expansion:

f
(subtr)

(1)
(x, k⊥) = PR(x, k⊥) − δ(1 − x) δ(k⊥)

∫

dx′dk′⊥PR(x′, k′⊥) (←from numerator)

− WR(x, k⊥, ζ) + δ(k⊥)

∫

dk′⊥WR(x, k′⊥, ζ) (←from vev′s)

with PR = αsCF /π
2
{

1/[(1 − x) (k2
⊥ +m2(1 − x)2)] + . . .

}

= real emission prob.

WR = αsCF /π
2
{

1/[(1 − x) (k2
⊥ + 4ζ(1 − x)2)] + . . .

}

= counterterm

• ζ-dependence cancels upon integration in k⊥ [ζ = (p+2/2)u−/u+]

⇒ O =

∫

dx dk⊥ f
(subtr)

(1)
(x, k⊥) ϕ(x, k⊥)

=

∫

dx dk⊥ {PR [ϕ(x, 0⊥) − ϕ(1, 0⊥)] + (PR −WR) [ϕ(x, k⊥) − ϕ(x, 0⊥)]}

• first term: usual 1/(1 − x)+ distribution

• second term: singularity in PR cancelled by WR



Note: counterterms at one loop give contributions to f(x, k⊥)

−WR(x, k⊥, ζ) + δ(1 − x) δ(k⊥)

∫

dx′dk′⊥WR

and

+δ(k⊥)

∫

dk′⊥WR(x, k′⊥, ζ) − δ(1 − x) δ(k⊥)

∫

dx′dk′⊥WR

ζ angle of eikonal u; WR computed to order αs

⊲ virtual correction to gauge link does not depend on y⊥

Korchemsky et al, 1992

⊲ relation with cusp anomalous dimension in Cherednikov et al

arXiv:0904.2727; arXiv:0802.2821; arXiv:1004.3697

⊲ one-loop counterterm gives extension for k⊥ 6= 0 of the

plus-distribution regularization



Unintegrated quark evolution

• flavor-singlet quark distribution coupled to gluons at small x via

Pg→q(z; q, k) = Pqg,GLAP(z)

(

1 +
∞
∑

n=0

bn(z)(k2/q2)n

)

all bn known; Pg→q computed in closed form (positive-definite)

in [Catani & H, 1994; Ciafaloni et al., 2005-2006] by small-x factorization

• alternatively, Pg→q(z; q, k) splitting function re-obtained from
operator matrix element for unintegrated pdf [A. Dafinca, in progress]

⇒ verify consistency of TMD pdf with high energy
factorization at small x



Conclusions

• TMD formulations serve to treat multiple-scale problems in hadronic
collisions

• Gauge-invariant operator matrix elements imply

treatment of rapidity divergences from endpoint region
⇒ infrared subtraction factors

• Full TMD factorization not available yet

• Factorization and splitting functions under better control in special
cases: e.g., small x
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♦ Explicit one-loop expression for soft term:

S1 =
−i g2

(2 π)4

∫

dk+ dk− d2k⊥
1

(k2 − m2
g + i ε)

[

soft approximation
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1

(k− − i ε) (k+ + i ε)

−
1

(k− − i ε)

u−B
(u−B k+ + u+

B k− + i ε)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

collinear−to−pA counterterm (k−→0)

note: |u+
B

/u−

B
| cuts off small k+

−
u+

A

(u+
A k− + u−A k+ − i ε)

1

(k+ + i ε)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

collinear−to−pB counterterm (k+→0)

note: |u−

A
/u+

A
| cuts off small k−

]

Here uA = (u+
A, u−A, 0⊥), uB = (u+

B, u−B, 0⊥) are directions of non-lightlike eikonals

♦ S1 is one-loop expansion of eikonal-operator vev’s product:

S =

unsubtracted soft
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈0|Vq(p̂A) Vq̄(p̂B)|0〉

〈0|Vq(p̂A)Vq̄(uB)|0〉 〈0|Vq(uA)Vq̄(p̂B)|0〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

collinear subtractions

residual external lines
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈0|Vq(uA)|0〉 〈0|Vq̄(uB)|0〉

with Vq(n) = P exp

(

ig

∫ 0

−∞
dz A(z n) · n

)

, Vq̄(n) = P exp

(

−ig

∫ 0

−∞
dz A(z n) · n

)



One-loop result for hard-region term: Collins + H

hep-ph/0009286

MΓ(H) =
−g2

8π2

∫

d2k⊥
k2
⊥

{

ln

(

k2
⊥

Q2

)

+ iπ +
1 − k2

⊥/Q
2

r

[

ln

(

1 + r

1 − r

)

− iπ

]}

where Q2 = 2 p+
A p

−
B , r =







√

1 − 4 k2
⊥/Q

2 if 4k2
⊥/Q

2 ≤ 1 ,

i
√

4 k2
⊥/Q

2 − 1 if 4k2
⊥/Q

2 > 1 .

• M(H) purely ultraviolet (regardless of whether or not observable is IR-safe)

• obtained by defining IR counterterms through gauge-invariant operators



Order-αs analysis [H, hep-ph/0702196]

⊲ Expand Wilson-line matrix element

to one loop

⊲ Gauge link at infinity does not contribute

in covariant gauge

⊲ d = 4 − 2ε for UV divergences
(a)                                                  (b)

��
��
��

��
��
��

���
���
���

���
���
���

��
��
��
��

��
��
��
��

��
��
��
��

��
��
��
��

0 y 0 y

n n

˜f(a)+(b)(y) =
αsCF

4d/2−2πd/2−1
p+

∫ 1

0

dv
v

1 − v

[

eip·yv 2d/2−1

(

ρ2

µ2

)d/4−1

×
1

(−y2µ2)d/4−1
Kd/2−2(

√

−ρ2y2) − eip·y Γ(2 −
d

2
) (

µ2

ρ2
)2−d/2

]

K = modified Bessel function; Γ = Euler gamma function

ρ2 = (1 − v)2m2 + vλ2

• v→1: endpoint singularity
• can relate result to ordinary pdf by expanding in y2 →֒



→֒ Separate long-distance terms in ln(µ2/ρ2)

and short-distance terms in ln(y2µ2)

[nonlocal operator technique

of Balitsky & Braun, 1991]

˜f(a)+(b) ≃
αsCF

4d/2−2πd/2−1
p+

∫ 1

0

dv
v

1 − v

{

[

eip·yv − eip·y] Γ(2 −
d

2
) (

µ2

ρ2
)2−d/2

+ eip·yv 4d/2−2 Γ(
d

2
− 2) (−y2µ2)2−d/2

+

∞
∑

k=1

Γ(2 − d/2) Γ(d/2 − 1)

k! 4k Γ(k + d/2 − 1)
eip·yv (

ρ2

µ2
)d/2+k−2(−y2µ2)k

+

∞
∑

k=1

4d/2−2−k Γ(d/2 − 2) Γ(3 − d/2)

k! Γ(k + 3 − d/2)
eip·yv (

ρ2

µ2
)k(−y2µ2)2−d/2+k

}

• First line in rhs: → ordinary pdf (v = 1 singularity cancels)

• Next terms: y⊥ 6= 0 (sing. present even at d 6= 4 and finite ρ)
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Jet-medium interactions in heavy ion
collisions
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Content :
One of the most remarkable discoveries of the ongoing heavy ion physics program at
RHIC is the experimental observation of the jet quenching. The STAR detector, with
its extended angular coverage, has made possible novel studies of jet interactions
with QCD matter using angular correlations.
Di- and tri-hadron correlation studies have shown evidence of strong interactions
between hard partons and the QCD matter, providing experimental constrains on medium
properties, jet fragmentation and theoretical models of energy loss. Jet
reconstruction, recently becoming available, can provide a more direct measurement of
the initial parton energy, thereby further advancing our knowledge of jet-medium
interactions.
In this talk an overview of recent STAR results for jet quenching via triggered
correlations will be presented along with the first measurements from jet
reconstruction in Au+Au collisions.
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STAR

Outline

 STAR detector
 Detector components
 Specifics of Heavy Ion jet studies

 Jet quenching in heavy ion collisions:
 Angular correlations for jet studies
 Full jet reconstruction for HI collisions

 Summary & Outlook

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010
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STAR

The STAR detector

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

ToF

PMD

FPD

FMS

EMC

TPC

 Uniform 2π azimuthal acceptance
 Extended rapidity coverage
 Excellent identification capabilities

3
22-28 July 2010
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HI collisions: the environment 

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

Data:
High multiplicities 

→  background levels
→ new techniques for jet studies

Physics:
Strongly-interacting partonic medium

(ask me how we know)

→ modified jets  
4

22-28 July 2010



STAR

Jet-medium interactions

 Why?
 How to spot?
 Correlations and hadron distributions

High pT spectra and RAA

Triggered and inclusive correlations: pp vs. AA

 Reconstructed jets
Cross-sections and RAA

Jet

Shape modifications (broadening)
Jet-jet, hadron-jet correlations

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

hadrons

q

q

hadrons

leading
particle

leading 
particle

Hard parton 
scattering

hadrons

q

q

hadrons

leading
particle

leading particle

5
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STAR

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

Jet quenching: the discovery

 High pT hadron suppression:
 Final state effect in Au+Au 

collisions
 Observation extends to all accessible 

pT range

PRL 91 (2003) 

072303

 Signature two-particle 
correlation result:

 “Disappearance” of the away-side  
jet in central Au+Au collisions 

(for associated hadrons  pT
assoc>2)

 Effect vanishes in peripheral/d+Au 
collisions

PRL 91 (2003) 

072304
4<pT

trig<6 GeV/c        2<pT
assoc<pT

trig

6
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STAR

Angular pair-correlations

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

84-93%

28-38%

74-84%

18-28%

64-74% 55-64% 46-55%

9-18% 5-9% 0-5%

Evolution of several correlation structures is observed

refρ
Δρ

ηΔ
φΔ

ηΔ
φΔ

refρ
Δρ

STAR Preliminary

Shown are 200 GeV minimum bias Au+Au data 
Similar analysis performed for 200 GeV Cu+Cu, and 62 GeV Au+Au  and Cu+Cu data

proton-proton

7
22-28 July 2010



STAR

0           0.6        1.2 
pT(GeV/c)

0           0.6        1.2 
pT(GeV/c)

0           0.6        1.2 
pT(GeV/c)

0           0.6        1.2 
pT(GeV/c)

0           0.6        1.2 
pT(GeV/c)

Transverse momentum scan

Zoom in on jets: follow pT evolution 

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

pT>0.3 GeV/c pT>0.5 GeV/c

diminishing e+e-

pT>1.1 GeV/c pT>1.5 GeV/c

Fit same-side with asymmetric 2D Gaussian         +        symmetric 2D Gaussian

amplitude amplitudeφ widthη width width

Unlike-charge-sign pairs from 10% most central 200 GeV Cu+Cu data

STAR Preliminary

8
22-28 July 2010



STAR

“Triggered” correlations

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

3 < pT,trigger < 4 GeV/cP RC 80 (2009) 
064912 pt,assoc. > 2 GeV/c

 Near-side correlation structure:
 Central Au+Au: cone-like + ridge-like
 Ridge correlated with jet direction 
 Approximately independent of ∆η and trigger pT

9
22-28 July 2010
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What is same-side ridge?

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

200 GeV

62 GeV

10
22-28 July 2010

 Medium modified jet ?
 Correlated with jet and persists to highest trigger pT

 Jet yield decreases with beam energy, consistent with pQCD
 Ridge/jet ratio consistent between 200 and 62 GeV data

3.0  < p
T

trigger 6.0 GeV/c; 
1.5 < p

T
assoc < p

T
trigger

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Is ridge a pQCD effect? 



STAR

What is same-side ridge?

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

11
22-28 July 2010

 Jet modified medium? 
 Ridge pt-spectra are ‘bulk-like’ and approx. independent of pT

trig

 Ridge decreases from in-plane to out-of-plane

0º

90º

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Is ridge a medium property? Collective flow effect?
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Di-jets through correlations

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

Trig1 is highest pT particle in event with 5-10 GeV/c
Trig2 (pT > 4 GeV/c) is back-to-back with Trig1
Associated particles pT > 1.5 GeV/ctrig1trig2

assoc.

same-side away-side

associated particle
pT spectraSTAR Preliminary

200 GeV Au+Au and d+Au

 No evidence of medium modifications Di-jets observed  - all tangential?
12
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Jet-energy calibration

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

 γrich sample has lower near-side 

yields compared to those of the 

π0 → different bias

Direct γ - hadron correlations

STAR Preliminary

13
22-28 July 2010

 Similar medium effect on the away-

side of π0 and γdir 

→ is this due to tangential emission?

arXiv:0912.1871
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Full jet reconstruction

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

Unfolding

Pythia
smeared
unfolded

 Why?
 High pT hadrons bias towards non-interacting jets
 Full jet reconstruction reduces the bias
 Hadronization

 Why just now? 
 Very complex due to underlying event
 Algorithmic biases
 Data driven correction schemes 

14
22-28 July 2010

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Background variations distort measured inclusive cross section
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Inclusive jet measurements

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at Chicago

15
22-28 July 2010ICHEP 2010

Central Au+Au: background correction leads to a factor of 2 uncertainty in cross-section



STAR

Inclusive jet ratios

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

16
22-28 July 2010

R=0.4

RAA of pions ~ 0.2

RAA
Jet> RAA

π: recover larger fraction of 
cross-section, but not all 

Y
ie

ld
s:

 R
=0

.2
/R

=0
.4

R
A

A
Je

t

Significant ratio suppression wrt. pp

→ medium induced ET broadening

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Significant suppression of ratio relative to p+pMedium-induced jet broadening
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Jet-hadron correlations

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

17
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1.0<pT
assoc<2.5 GeV/c

 0-20% Au+Au

 pp

STAR Preliminary

STAR Preliminary

STAR Preliminary

Au+Au vs. pp:
 Softer momentum distribution for recoil hadrons
 Significant away-side broadening

flat BG subtraction

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Hadrons recoiling against biased jet trigger in central Au+Au



STAR

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

Summary &Outlook:

18
22-28 July 2010

 Jet quenching discovered at RHIC has been extensively 
studied for years:
 Modification of angular shapes, production rates, transverse 

momentum and energy distributions     

 Evolution of jet studies in HI:
 Inclusive hadron measurements → di-hadron correlations → 

multi-particle correlations → full jets

 Outlook:
 Towards “theory-ready” (partonic) energy loss measurements
 Disentangling experimental biases



STAR

Back-Up

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

19
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Low pT ridge

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

200 GeV
62 GeV

STAR Preliminary STAR Preliminary

Transverse particle density

peak amplitude peak η width

83-94% 55-65% 46-55% 0-5%
Same-side evolution

 Sharp transition in both amplitude 
and width at ρ ~ 2.5

 Similar ρ-trends at 62 and 200GeV

20
22-28 July 2010



STAR

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at ChicagoICHEP 2010

3<pT
trig<4GeV/c

in-plane φS=0 out-of-plane φS=90o

0º

90º

STAR Preliminary

Path-length effects

 Same-side yield
 Jet: d+Au ~ Au+Au 

 Ridge decreases from in-plane 
to out-of-plane

Elliptic flow effects?
21
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STAR Jet reconstruction algorithms

Olga Evdokimov
University of Illinois at Chicago

  

ICHEP 2010

 Cone algorithms
 Mid Point Cone (merging + splitting)
 SISCone (seedless, infra-red safe)

 Sequential recombination algorithms
• kT

• anti-kT

• Cambridge/ Aachen

Jet

Fragmentation

Hard scatter

Cone jetKT jet

by P. Jacobs

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Algorithms differ in recombination metric:different ordering of recombinationdifferent event background sensitivities
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Contribution ID : 1026

Heavy quarkonia production at STAR
Thursday 22 Jul 2010 at 11:00 (00h16')

Content :
According to lattice QCD calculation, the suppression pattern of quarkonia states is
expected to provide insight into thermodynamic properties of hot and dense matter,
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), predicted to be created in relativistic heavy ions
collisions at RHIC energies. The suppression in this calculation is caused by
screening of the binding potential between quark and antiquark in QGP. To understand
the suppression of heavy quark hadron production in heavy-ion collisions a systematic
measurement is required in p+p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions. For J/ψ, the data from
p+p collisions may allow us to understand the basic production mechanisms, such as
due to direct production, parton fragmentation and feed down from higher states while
the data from the p+A collision would provide insights into contributions from cold
nuclear matter effects.
In this talk we will report results on heavy quarkonia production via di-electron
decay channel in mid-rapidity in p+p, d+Au, Cu+Cu and Au+Au collisions at
sqrt(sNN)=200 GeV in STAR. Special emphasis would be given to J/ψ measurements at
high pT to understand the basic processes of quarkonium production and to compare the
measurements with several model calculations of the J/ψ nuclear modification factor.
Measurements of Upsilon production in p+p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions will be also
reported. Presented results will be compared with theoretical models for quarkonia
production.

Primary authors : KIKOLA, Daniel (Lawrence Berkeley Nat. Lab./Warsaw Univ. of Technology)
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Presenter : KIKOLA, Daniel (Lawrence Berkeley Nat. Lab./Warsaw Univ. of Technology)
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Heavy quarkonia production at STAR

Daniel Daniel KikoKikołła a for the STAR collaborationfor the STAR collaboration
Warsaw University of Technology/Warsaw University of Technology/Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Why heavy quarks?

• Large mass = early production (at RHIC)

• Quarkonia family:
  c c:  J/ψ,  ψ’, χc ...

b b: ϒ(1S), ϒ(2S), ϒ(3S) ...

• J/ψ suppression → classic QGP signature
T. Matsui, H. Satz, Phys. Lett. B178, 416 (1986).

– due to the color screening of the binding potential

• Quarkonia suppression pattern → QGP temperature
– T and binding energy determine suppression
– model dependent

A.Mocsy 
Eur.Phys.J.C61:
705-710,2009
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J/ψ suppression:  complications
• Production mechanism in p+p not well understood

– no model describes pT spectrum and polarization
simultaneously   (Int.J.Mod.Phys.A21:3857-3916,2006, arXiv:hep-ph/0602091v2)

• Feed-down (up to 50% of all J/ψ) (C. da Silva, arXiv:0907.4696v2)

• ”Cold” matter effects:
– shadowing, nuclear absorption, co-mover absorption ...
(E. G. Ferreiro at al: arXiv:0903.4908v1, A. D. Frawley at al: arXiv:0806.1013v2 )

• “Hot” matter effects:
– regeneration, dissociation by gluons, ...
(R.Rapp, arXiv:0807.2470v2)
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Basic strategy
– baseline - p+p

– “normal” suppression - d+Au

– “anomalous” suppression - Au+Au

RRAA (AA (dAudAu)  )  = 1= 1 if no if no
modification ofmodification of
the productionthe production
in the mediumin the medium
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STAR detector
J/ψ → e+e-, ϒ → e+e-

Large acceptance:
•  full 2π coverage in φ

•  |η|< 1

Barrel E-M Calorimeter

TPC



J/ψ production at STAR
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Low-pT J/ψ in Au+Au 200 GeV

• Model (green band) includes: color screening in QGP, dissociation in
hadronic phase, statistical recombination, B → J/ψ feed-down and
formation time effects

• New Au+Au results with minimum inner material soon (5x higher
statistics)

STAR PreliminarySTAR Preliminary

PHENIX: Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 232301 (2007)

STAR Preliminary

0-20%

20-80% STAR Preliminary

0-20%

20-80%
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J/ψ production test: high-pT measurements

NRQCD (LO CO+CS) –
describes data well, little
room for feed down from
ψ’ , χc, B
G. C. Nayak, M. X. Liu, and F. Cooper, Phys. Rev.
D68, 034003 (2003), and private communication

NNLO CS predicts a
steeper pt dependence
P. Artoisenet et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 152001
(2008), and J.P. Lansberg private communication

Phys.Rev.C80:041902,2009
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J/ψ production test: high-pT measurements

•   Contrast to strong suppression of open charm
B.Abedev et al.,Phys.Rev.Lett. 98 (2007), 192301, S.Adler et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 96(2006) 032301, [4] A. Adil and I. Vitev, Phys.
Lett. B649, 139 (2007), and I. Vitev private communication;  [3] S. Wicks et al., Nucl. Phys. A784, 426 (2007), and W. A. Horowitz
private communication.

•   Rising trend reproduced when B feed-down and formation time
effects included   [2] R. Rapp, X. Zhao, nucl-th/0806.1239

No suppression at high pT

RAA(pT > 5 GeV/c) =
1.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.2

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Phys.Rev.C80:041902,2009
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•  If B → J/ψ then strong near side correlation
•  No significant near side correlation observed
•  B meson’s contribution to J/ψ yield : (13 ± 5)% for pT

J/ψ > 5 GeV/c

STAR Preliminary

How important is B → J/ψ feed-down ?

J/ψ - hadron azimuthal angle correlation

Phys.Rev.C80:041902,2009
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Next level: ϒ
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ϒ

The Good
• Small regeneration and co-mover absorption

(Z.W. Lin and C.M Ko PLB 503:104 (2001),  R. Rapp at all arXiv:0807.2470v2 )

• Low combinatorial background

The Bad
• Low production rate

10-9/min-bias pp (3 orders of magnitude smaller than σJ/ψ)

• Separation of ϒ(1S), ϒ(2S), ϒ(3S) requires good
mass resolution
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baseline: ϒ in p+p 200 GeV
arXiv:1001.2745v2 [nucl-ex]

Color Singlet Model (CSM)
PRL 100, 032006(2008),
Color  Evaporation Model (CEM)
Phys. Rept. 462, 125 (2008)

Consistent with CEM, (inconsistent with CSM: ~ 2σ)
Consistent with world data trend
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Cold nucl. matter: ϒ in d+Au

! 

RdA = 0.78 ± 0.28(stat.)± 0.20(sys.)

arXiv:0907.4538 

•  Consistent with Nbin scaling
•  Cold Nuclear Matter effects (shadowing) are rather small
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•  4.6σ significance, 95 Signal counts in 8 < m < 11 GeV/c2

•  Includes ϒ, Drell-Yan + bb
•  Analysis in progress

ϒ in Au+Au 200 GeV
0-60%, 
L = 496 µb-1
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Summary and Outlook

• High-pT J/ψ measurement in p+p - a crucial test of
quarkonia production in QCD

• (B → J/ψ) / J/ψ  = (13 ± 5)% for pT > 5 GeV/c
• No J/ψ suppression at high-pT in Cu+Cu 200GeV: RAA ~ 1
• First ϒ cross section measurements at RHIC energies:

– p+p results consistent with Color Evaporation Model
– d+Au: RdAu = 0.78 ± 0.28 (stat.) ± 0.20 (sys.)

• Outlook
– new p+p and Au+Au 200 GeV data with new ToF available soon

(5x higher statistics)
– high-pT J/ψ in Au+Au and ϒ RAA in Au+Au



Backup
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Heavy quarks = early production
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Cold Nuclear Matter Eff.
Initial state

(Before c c formation) Final state

1. Shadowing

2. Initial parton 
 energy loss

c c

D 

D 
Nuclear absorption

and/or co-movers
interaction
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Quarkonia family

H. Satz, J. Phys. G 32 (2006) R25
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Disentangle contributions via Correlations

     UA1:PLB 200, 380(1988) and PLB 256,112(1991)

J/ψ-hadron correlation can shed light on different contribution to
J/ψ production

1)

2)

No near side correlation

Strong near side correlation
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Hot wind dissociation

• Hot wind dissociation →  high pT direct J/ψ suppression
• (H. Liu, K. Rajagopal and U.A. Wiedemann, PRL 98, 182301(2007) and hep-ph/0607062,

M. Chernicoff, J. A. Garcia, A. Guijosa hep-th/0607089)

J/ψ

Hot wind dissociation

T. Gunji, QM08

AdS+CFT with hydro
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CLIC Main Parameters
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1132079?ln=fr http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html

Center-of-mass energy CLIC 500 G CLIC 3 TeV

Beam parameters Conservative Nominal Conservative Nominal

Accelerating structure 502 G

Total (Peak 1%) luminosity 0.9(0.6)·1034 2.3(1.4)·1034 1.5(0.73)·1034 5.9(2.0)·1034

Repetition rate (Hz) 50

Loaded accel. gradient MV/m 80 100

Main linac RF frequency GHz 12

Bunch charge109 6.8 3.72

Bunch separation (ns) 0.5

Beam pulse duration (ns) 177 156

Beam power/beam (MWatts) 4.9 14

Hor./vert. norm. emitt (10-6/10-9) 3/40 2.4/25 2.4/20 0.66/20

Hor/Vert FF focusing (mm) 10/0.4 8 / 0.1                   8 / 0.3 4 / 0.07

Hor./vert. IP beam size (nm) 248 / 5.7 202 / 2.3 83 / 2.0 40 / 1.0

Hadronic events/crossing at IP 0.07 0.19 0.57 2.7

Coherent pairs at IP 10 100 5 107 3.8 108

BDS length (km) 1.87 2.75

Total site length km 13.0 48.3

Wall plug to beam transfer eff 7.5% 6.8%

Total power consumption MW 129.4 415

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1132079?ln=fr
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
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Example Site at CERN 

CERN site

Prevessin

Detectors and

Interaction Point

IP under CERN Prevessin site

Phase 1: 0.5 TeV extension 13 km

Phase 2: 3 TeV extension 48.5 km

0.5TeV = 13 Km

3 TeV = 48.5 Km



Detector Reserve

D. Schulte
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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(S)LHC, ILC, CLIC reach

5 ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
Gian Giudice CLIC09
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CLIC Physics up to 3 TeV

What can CLIC provide in the 0.5-3 TeV range?
In a nutshell…

Higgs physics:
•Complete study of the light standard-model Higgs boson, including rare decay 
modes (rates factor ~5 higher at 3 TeV than at 500 GeV)

•Higgs coupling to leptons
•Study of triple Higgs coupling using double Higgs production

•Study of heavy Higgs bosons (supersymmetry models)

Supersymmetry:
•Extensive reach to measure SUSY particles

And in addition:
•Probe for theories of extra dimensions
•New heavy gauge bosons (e.g. Z’)
•Excited quarks or leptons

6 ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010D. Schulte
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ILD concept adapted to CLIC

Changes to the ILD detector:

• 20 mrad crossing angle

• Vertex Detector to ~30 mm inner radius, 

due to Beam-Beam Background

• HCAL barrel with 77 layers of 1 cm 

tungsten

• HCAL endcap with 70 layers of 2 cm steel 

plates

• Forward (FCAL) region adaptations

Fully implemented in Mokka/Marlin 

Andre Sailer

Berlin Humboldt /CERN

CLIC_ILD

D. Schulte
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SiD concept adapted to CLIC

Changes to the SiD detector:

• 20 mrad crossing angle

• Vertex Detector to ~30 mm inner radius, due 

to Beam-Beam Background

• HCAL barrel with 77 layers of 1 cm tungsten

• HCAL endcap with 70 layers of 2 cm steel

• Inner bore of cryostat moved to 2.9 m radius

• Forward (FCAL) region adaptations

Fully implemented in SiD SLiC software

CLIC_SiD

6.9 m

6.9 m

Christian Grefe

Bonn Univ. / CERN

D. Schulte
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Jet Energy Resolution and PFA

• Is an ILD-sized detector based on PFA suitable for CLIC ?
• Defined modified ILD+ model:  

• B = 4.0 T        (ILD = 3.5 T)
• HCAL = 8 ΛI (ILD = 6 ΛI)

• Jet energy resolution
• using unmodified algorithm

EJET sE/E = a/√Ejj |cosq|<0.7 sE/Ej

45 GeV 25.2 % 3.7 %

100 GeV 28.7 % 2.9 %

180 GeV 37.5 % 2.8 %

250 GeV 44.7 % 2.8 %

375 GeV 71.7 % 3.2 %

500 GeV 78.0 % 3.5 %

• Meet “LC jet energy resolution goal *~3.5%+” for 500 GeV jets

PFA

Mark Thomson

Cambridge

D. Schulte



Beam-Induced Background and Time–Stamping

Simulation example of heavy Higgs doublet H0A0 at ~1.1 TeV mass (supersymmetry K’ point)

e+e- H0A0
 bbbb 

• Signal + full standard model background + γγ=>hadron background

• CLIC-ILD detector: Mokka+Marlin simulation, reconstruction + kinematic fit.

Zero bunch crossings
MA mass resol. 3.8 GeV

20 bunch crossings
MA mass resol. 5.6 GeV

40 bunch crossings
MA mass resol. 8.2 GeV

Marco Battaglia

UCSC / CERN

About 3 γγ=> hadron events per bunch crossing
• energy goes mostly in the forward region

D. Schulte 10
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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Operation & Machine Protection System
• Basic concept is being developed (M. Jonker et al.)

• based on LHC experience

• Loss monitoring/control

• Startup scenarios

• Accidental beam losses
• Slow drifts

• e.g. temperature
• Next pulse permit (if pulse is OK next pulse is allowed otherwise safe beam 
operation)

• Slow trips
• e.g. magnet failure
• interlock 2ms before pulse

• Fast trips
• e.g. RF or kickers
• reduce incidence frequency and impact
• protective masks



D. Schulte
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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Main Linac Alignment Concept

• Straight reference line defined by overlapping 
wires

• Girders are aligned to these wires

• Detailed work ongoing on module integration, 
mechanical alignment in module, wire system test, 
sensor cost reduction, use of laser system

H. Mainaud-Durand et al. CERN

• Pre-alignment O(10um)
• with wire system
• detailed model in 
simulations

• Dispersion free steering
• aligns BPMs and 
quadrupoles

• Move girders onto the beam
• use wakemonitors
• removes wakefield effects



• RMS error of 11μm found
• Target is 10μm

• More work remains to be done
• Found two bad points due to 
mechanical problem
• Stake-out error needs to be 
determined

TT1 Alignment Results

Wire 
#1

Wire 
#2Wire 

#3

Hydrostatic network

WPS

HLS

Invar metrological plate

Tiltmeter

Legend

Th Touze et al., CERN
D. Schulte 14



Parameter Optimisation

A. Grudiev et al.D. Schulte 15
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010



Optimisation Results 
• Optimisation - figure of merit:

– Minimum project cost for 3TeV with 
L0.01=2 1034cm-2s-1

• Structure limits
– RF breakdown – scaling

(Esurf<260MV/m , P/Cτ1/3 limited)
– RF pulse heating  (ΔT<56°K)

• Beam dynamics
– Beam-beam effects
– Damping rings, BDS
– Main linac emittance preservation –

wake fields

• Cost model

• Merged into one big model

• Chose 100MV/m and 12GHz

A.Grudiev, H. Braun, D. Schulte, W. Wuensch.D. Schulte 16
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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Damping Ring Design

• Present CLIC DR design for 3TeV achieves goals for transverse emittances 
with a 20%-30% margin (380nm horizontal and 4.1nm vertical)

• Conservative DR output emittances (2.4μm horizontal, 10nm vertical) for 
CLIC @ 500GeV scaled from operational or approved light source projects 
(NSLSII, SLS)

• Route to lower emittances to be defined

PARAMETER NLC
CLIC 

(3TeV)

bunch population (109) 7.5 4.1

bunch spacing [ns] 1.4 0.5

number of bunches/train 192 316

number of trains 3 1

Repetition rate [Hz] 120 50

Extracted hor. normalized emittance [nm] 2370 <500

Extracted ver. normalized emittance [nm] <30 <5

Extracted long. normalized emittance [keV.m] 10.9 <5

Injected hor. normalized emittance [μm] 150 63

Injected ver. normalized emittance [μm] 150 1.5

Injected long. normalized emittance [keV.m] 13.18 1240



Horizontal Beam Size Optimisation

D. Schulte 18
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010



Project Preparation
Project cost, schedule, site, integration aspects and many technical details are 

critical part of a project

• Analytic cost estimate is being prepared (Ph. Lebrun et al.)

– To verify previous synthetic cost estimate

– To identify cost drivers

– In collaboration with ILC to exploit synergy and provided comparable basis for 
cost estimate

• Schedule is being developed (K. Foraz et al.)

• Other technical issues are being addressed

– To provide base line for conceptual design

• A number of changes have been implemented

– To make sure that we did not overlook an issue

– To prepare for the TDR phase

• Potential sites are being explored (-> J. Osborn et al.)

– Strong synergy with ILC site studies and common ILC-CLIC working group

• Close collaboration with ILC

D. Schulte 19
ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/

CLIC Progress and Status

D. Schulte for the CLIC study team

http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/�
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/�
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/�
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/�
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/�


Helsinki Institute of Physics (Finland)

IAP (Russia)

IAP NASU (Ukraine)

IHEP (China)

INFN / LNF (Italy)

Instituto de Fisica Corpuscular (Spain)

IRFU / Saclay (France)

Jefferson Lab (USA)

John Adams Institute/Oxford (UK)

Polytech. University of Catalonia (Spain)

PSI (Switzerland)

RAL (UK)

RRCAT / Indore (India)

SLAC (USA)

Thrace University (Greece)

Tsinghua University (China)

University of Oslo (Norway)

Uppsala University (Sweden)

UCSC SCIPP (USA)

Aarhus University  (Denmark)

Ankara University (Turkey)

Argonne National Laboratory (USA)

Athens University (Greece)

BINP (Russia)

CERN

CIEMAT (Spain)

Cockcroft Institute (UK)

ETHZurich (Switzerland)

Gazi Universities (Turkey)

John Adams Institute/RHUL (UK)

JINR (Russia)

Karlsruhe University (Germany)

KEK (Japan) 

LAL / Orsay (France) 

LAPP / ESIA (France)

NCP (Pakistan)

North-West. Univ. Illinois (USA)

Patras University (Greece)

http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/CTF3_Coordination_Mtg/Table_MoU.htm

38 Institutes from 19 countries

CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration

http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/CTF3_Coordination_Mtg/Table_MoU.htm�
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/CTF3_Coordination_Mtg/Table_MoU.htm�
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Reminder: The CLIC Layout



140 µs train length - 24 × 24 sub-pulses
4.2 A - 2.4 GeV – 60 cm between bunches

240 ns

24 pulses – 101 A – 2.5 cm between bunches

240 ns 5.8 µs

Drive beam time structure - initial Drive beam time structure - final

CLIC RF POWER SOURCE LAYOUT

Drive Beam Accelerator
efficient acceleration in fully loaded linac

Power Extraction

Drive Beam Decelerator Section (2 × 24 in total)

Combiner Ring × 3

Combiner Ring × 4
pulse compression & 
frequency multiplication

pulse compression & 
frequency multiplication

Delay Loop × 2
gap creation, pulse 
compression & frequency 
multiplication

RF Transverse 
Deflectors

CLIC Power Source Concept 

D. Schulte 4ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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CLIC Main Parameters
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1132079?ln=fr http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html

High gradient to reduce cost
• Break down of structures at high fields 

and long pulses
• Pushes to short pulses
• and small iris radii (high wakefields)

High luminosity
• Improve wall plug to RF efficiency
• Push RF to beam efficiency

• Push single bunch charge to beam 
dynamics limit

• Reduce bunch distance to beam 
dynamics limit

• Push specific luminosity -> High beam 
quality

• Beam-based alignment and tuning
• Excellent pre-alignment
• Component stabilisation

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1132079?ln=fr�
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html�


CLIC Plan
• Divided the identified critical issues into three categories (endorsed by ACE)

– Failure to solve a feasibility issue implies that the CLIC technology is fundamentally 
not suited to build a machine of interest for high energy physics

– Performance issues can compromise the performance
– Cost issues have significant impact on cost

• For the CDR concentrate on addressing feasibility issues (mid 2011 to council)
– Targeted conclusion: It is worth to make a technical design of such a machine
– A baseline is being developed, involving many new experts
– Will have turned the feasibility issues mostly into performance issues

• Programme is in place and needs some continuation afterwards
– A number of important performance issues addressed
– A number of important cost issues addressed

• In the TDR phase more detail is needed (2016)
– Targeted conclusion: One can propose this very design as a project
– Something that is not a feasiblity issue could kill a project
– Addressing the performance issues
– Reducing cost
– A workplan for the TDR phase is being finalised

D. Schulte 6ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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10 CLIC Feasibility Issues

• RF Structures (gradient + power generation):
– Accelerating Structures (CAS)

– Power Production Structures (PETS)

• Two Beam Acceleration (power generation and machine 
concept):

– Drive beam generation

– Two beam module

– Drive beam deceleration

• Ultra low beam emittance and beam sizes (luminosity):
– Emittance preservation during generation, acceleration and focusing

– Alignment and stabilisation

• Detector (experimental conditions):
– Adaptation to short interval between bunches

– Adaptation to large background at high beam collision energy

• Operation and Machine Protection System (robustness)



T18 reaches 95-105 MV/m

Damped TD18 reaches an 
extrapolated 85MV/m
• Second TD18 under test at KEK
• Pulsed heating expected to be 
above limit

Will test TD24 this year
• expect similar or slightly better 
performance

Goal: 3 10-7/m at 100 MV/m loaded at 
230 ns 

Accelerating Structure Results

T18 and TD18 built 
and tested at SLAC 
and KEK
• real prototypes 
with improved 
design are TD24

S. Doebert et al.



PETS Results 

Klystron based (SLAC):
• achieved: 137 MW/266 ns/1.2 10-6

• target: 132MW/240ns/10-7

Beam based (with recirculation):
• Power

• 130 MW peak at 150 ns
• Limited by attenuator and phase 
shifter breakdowns
• Power production according to 
predictions

Structures had damping slots but no 
damping material 

Novel design of on-off mechanism
• will be tested this year

More testing is needed, conditions 
should be improved

D. Schulte 9ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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150 MeV e-linac

PULSE COMPRESSION
FREQUENCY MULTIPLICATION

CLEX (CLIC Experimental Area)
TWO BEAM TEST STAND

PROBE BEAM
Test Beam Line

3.5 A - 1.4 µs

28 A - 140 ns

30 GHz test stand

Delay Loop

Combiner Ring

total length about 140 m

magnetic chicane

Photo injector tests,
laser Infrastructure from LEP

Two-Beam Acceleration:
CLIC Test Facility (CTF3)

• Demonstrate Drive Beam generation
(fully loaded acceleration, beam intensity and bunch frequency multiplication x8)

• Demonstrate RF Power Production and test Power Structures

• Demonstrate Two Beam Acceleration and test Accelerating Structures
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Drive Beam Generation

• Delay loop and combiner ring worked
• some improvements remain to be done

• slight increase in current
• optimisation of beam transport in 
combiner ring

S. Bettoni et al. 
CERN

• Full beam loading operation 
demonstrated
• Current stability in drive beam 
accelerator close to target (1.5 10-3

vs. 0.75 10-3)
• Further improvement possible

• simulated feedback: 0.6 10-3



Fire in CTF3 Klystron Gallery

On March 4 a fire 
destroyed the pulse 
forming network in the 
faraday cage of MKS13

Cleaning of components is needed to prevent corrosion
=> several months delay, restarting now

D. Schulte 12ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010



Drive Beam Deceleration and Module: CLEX

Decelerator sector: ~ 1 km, 90% of energy extracted

Two-beam Test Stand:
• Single PETS with beam
• Accelerating structure with beam

• wake monitor
• kick on beam from break down

• Integration

Test Beam Line: 
• Drive beam transport (16 PETS)

• beam energy extraction and 
dispersion
• wakefield effects

D. Schulte 13ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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• Integration aspects are important
• alignment
• vacuum
• transport
• cabling
• …

• Principle of two-beam acceleration 
had been established in CTF and CTF2

• Beam tests of PETS are ongoing
• accelerating structure installed
• wake kick measurements

• Some tests after 2010
• e.g. wake monitors, design exists

• Later full modules will be tested

Two Beam Module

G. Riddone et al.
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Drive Beam Deceleration
• Drive beam has high current (100A) and 
large energy spread (factor 10)

• Simulations show that the beam is 
stable
• Several iterations of PETS design

• Test Beam Line (TBL) under construction will 
increase confidence

• the first PETS installed (8 for end 2010)
• beam to the end

D. Schulte 15ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
E. Adli et al.Oslo Univ. / CERN
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Ultra Low Beam Emittances/Sizes 

• Designs for critical lattices exist achieving target 
performances
– Critical beam physics issues are being addressed in time for CDR

• E.g. electron cloud, intra-beam scattering, fast beam ion 
instability, RF stability, beam-based alignment, stability and 
feedback

– Specification for critical hardware exists

• Design exist of key components and tests are ongoing/planned 
(alignment system, mechanical stabilisation systems, phase 
stabilisation systems, DR wigglers, ML quadrupoles, final doublet, 
instrumentation …)

• Also detailed studies for baseline design, e.g. cabling and power 
supplies

– Very important issue are imperfections

• Key issue are the alignment and stabilisation hardware 
performances
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Important Example: Element Stabilisation

D. Schulte

• Tight tolerances on magnet mechanical stability
• main linac ~1nm
• final doublet ~0.2nm
• correlations matter

• Beamline elements move
• ground motion (site dependent)
• technical noise

• Minimise impact of motion by
• technical noise identification/minimisation
• support/component design
• active mechanical stabilisation
• beam-based orbit feedback
• motion sensor based feed-forward on the 
beam
• intra-pulse IP feedback

• Chose tools according to needs
• LEP tunnel with no technical noise would 
only need beam-based feedback

ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010 K. Artoos et al
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Element Stabilisation (cont.)

L.Brunetti et al

D. Schulte

• Illustrative example: final doublets
• tolerance is 0.3nm beam-beam jitter
• cantilever design made and tested at LAPP

• new design required to match magnet 
and IR design
• inclusion of low pass “mechanical 
filter”

• stabilisation (m.f.), beam-based feedback 
(b.) and sensor based feed-forward /ff.) used

ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010
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CLIC Detector Issues 
• Detector requirements are close to those for ILC detectors

– First studies indicate that ILC performances are sufficient

– Adapt ILD and SID concepts for CLIC

– Close collaboration with validated ILC designs

• Differences to ILC

– Larger beam energy loss

– Time structure (0.5ns vs. 370ns)

– Higher background

• High energy

• Small bunch spacing

– Other parameters are slightly modified

• Crossing angle of 20 mradian (ILC: 14 mradian)

– Larger beam pipe radius in CLIC (30mm)

– Slightly denser and deeper calorimetry

• Linear collider detector study has been established at CERN beginning of 
2009 (led by L. Linssen, see http://www.cern.ch/lcd)



Beam-Induced Background

• Beamstrahlung

– Disappear in the beam pipe

• Coherent pairs

– Largely disappear in beam pipe

• Incoherent pairs

– Suppressed by strong solenoid-field

• Hadronic events

– Impact reduced by time stamping

• Muon background from upstream linac

ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010D  Schulte



Engineering Issues

ICHEP Paris, July 24, 2010

Focus on critical issue of providing a stable environment for QD0.
• Support QD0 from tunnel with cantilever (A. Herve et al.)

first studies indicate small jitter amplification
• QD0 design exists (M. Modena et al.)
• Intra-pulse interaction point feedback integration worked out (Ph. Burrows et al.)
• Feedback and stability under study
• Long L* is being studied
Other practical issues are also studied
• profit from LHC experience

tunnel

experiment

Alain Herve (ETHZ), Hubert Gerwig (CERN)

D. Schulte
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Conclusion

• Conceptual design is advancing well
– Baseline choices have been finalised
– Strong involvement of expert groups

• Feasibility issues are being addressed
– Overall good progress but will have to continue after CDR

• Verify conceptual design with experiments

• Project preparation is ongoing -> feedback on design
– Cost study
– Schedule
– Site studies

• The TDR phase is being prepared

• Thanks to all the people from whom I stole slides
– Jean-Pierre Delahaye, Lucie Linssen, Steffen Doebert, Alexej Grudiev, Frank Tecker, Walter 

Wuensch …
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LHC Machine Upgrades

7/22/2010 1

Roger Bailey, CERN, Geneva

The plans for increasing the integrated luminosity of the LHC beyond its nominal 
parameters are well under way. The first upgrade is based on improvement of the 
collimation system, probably the most limiting factor at present. This will allow to 
reach and to pass the nominal 1034 cm-2 s-1. Other improvements in the injector 
chain (Linac4, PSB at 2 GeV, SPS upgrade) and in the LHC ring (a new cryo-plant for 
cooling of SC RF cavities, removal of radiation limitation in electronic equipment, 
etc.) should be able to bring us around 1.7-2 1034 cm-2s-1. Then, in the longer term 
a major upgrade involving :

• New Inner Triplets and insertion magnets
• A revision of the matching region and of the corrector system
• Crab Cavities to allow full exploitation of the low β* of the new triplets
• New cryoplants dedicated to the cooling of the new magnets and cavities

The implementation of this new scheme accompanied by other possible 
improvements under consideration (shorter bunches, etc.) should allow a peak 
luminosity of ~ 5 1034 cm-2 s-1 and improved luminosity lifetime by “luminosity 
leveling”. Finally, the very preliminary outcome of first discussions and studies on 
a LHC energy upgrade to around 28-33 TeV cm will be presented.



Instantaneous luminosity
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• Nearly all the parameters are variable (and not independent)
– Number of bunches per beam kb
– Number of particles per bunch 

– Normalised emittance n
– Relativistic factor (E/m0) 

– Beta function at the IP  *

– Crossing angle factor F
• Full crossing angle c
• Bunch length z

• Transverse beam size at the IP *
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“Thus, to achieve high luminosity, all one has to do is make (lots of) high 
population bunches of low emittance to collide at high frequency at 
locations where the beam  optics provides as low values of the amplitude 
functions as possible.”   PDG 2005, chapter 25

Interaction Region

Energy

Total Intensity

Beam Brightness



LHC nominal performance
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Nominal settings

Beam energy (TeV) 7.0

Number of particles per bunch 1.15 1011

Number of bunches per beam 2808

Crossing angle (rad) 285

Norm transverse emittance (m rad) 3.75

Bunch length (cm) 7.55

Beta function at IP 1, 2, 5, 8 (m) 0.55,10,0.55,10

Derived parameters

Luminosity in IP 1 & 5 (cm-2 s-1) 1034

Luminosity in IP 2 & 8 (cm-2 s-1)* ~5 1032

Transverse beam size at IP 1 & 5 (m) 16.7

Transverse beam size at IP 2 & 8 (m) 70.9

Stored energy per beam (MJ) 362

* Luminosity in IP 2 and 8 optimized as needed



LHC performance drivers
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Total Intensity
Beam Brightness

Energy

Interaction region (β*, F)

Interconnects
Training
Machine protection

Collimation
Injector chain
Electron cloud effect
Machine protection

Optics
Aperture

Machine protection

Nominal

Initial



Evolution of target energy during commissioning
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2002-2007
7 TeV

Summer 20085 TeV

Summer 2009
3.5 TeV

October 2009

450 GeV

Detraining

Stabilizers

nQPS
2 kA

6 kA

9 kA

When Why

12 kA

Late 2008 Splices

1.18 TeV

Design
• All main magnets commissioned for 7TeV 

operation before installation

• Detraining found when hardware 
commissioning sectors in 2008

– Easy to get to 5TeV
– Harder to get to 6TeV or higher

• Machine wide investigations following S34 
incident showed problem with spices

• Machine wide investigations following S34 
incident showed problem with stabilizers

• Commissioning of new QPS system
– Breakdown at operational voltage

– connector quality 
– Obliged to run at lower voltage

– OK for 2kA
– Need to change connectors



• Train magnets
– Should be easy to get to 6TeV

– 6.5 TeV should be in reach

– 7 TeV will take time

• Fix stabilizers for 12kA

• Complete pressure relief system

• Fix connectors

• Commission nQPS system

• Commission circuits to 6kA

7/22/2010 6

The way back

2014 ?

2010

Training

Stabilizers

nQPS

When What

7 TeV

3.5 TeV

2 kA

6 kA

1.18 TeV

450 GeV

2011

2013

2009

6.5 TeV



LHC Intensity limits 2010 2011
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Fix Imax to 6 1013 protons per beam at 3.5TeV
(about 20% nominal intensity)

30MJ stored beam energy

0.2%/s assumed
• First stage installed and allows 40% of 

nominal intensity at 7TeV

• Under certain assumptions

• LHC lifetimes and loss rates

• 0.1%/s assumed (0.2h lifetime)

• Ideal cleaning

• Imperfections bring this down

• Deformed jaws

• Tilt & offset & gap errors

• Machine alignment

• Machine stability

• Tight settings a challenge early

• Intermediate settings make use 
of aperture to relax tolerances

• Collimation system conceived as a staged system

• At higher energies cleaning gets harder !!!



• With experience assume that we can

– Move to tight settings

– Achieve 0.1% loss rates

– Get the imperfection factor down
• Should allow to push to higher intensities at 3.5 TeV

• Still have the 40% limit expected at 7 TeV

• Then need to install something more

– Collimators in the cold regions of the machine in 2012
• Using “missing magnet” space in the dispersion suppressors

• Requires moving magnets in LSS3 and LSS7 (24 magnets each)

• Being pursued with high priority

7/22/2010
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Higher intensities



• Lower energy means bigger beams

– Less aperture margin around the IP

– Higher β* helps in this

• > 150 bunches requires crossing angle

– Requires more aperture

– Higher β* again helps

• Targets for 3.5TeV

– 2m no crossing angle

– 3m with crossing angle

7/22/2010 9

β* and F in 2010 2011

 
n  



• The squeeze is always going to be challenging

– Changing optics with dangerous beams

– Follow / anticipate with collimators

– Particularly tricky below 1m

• With experience, should be easier, but still …
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β* evolution



Early beam operation

Repair of Sector 34
1.18

TeV

nQPS

6kA

3.5 TeV

Isafe < I < 0.2 Inom

β* > 2 m

Ions

3.5 TeV

~ 0.2 Inom

β* ~ 2 m

Ions

2009 2010 2011

No Beam B Beam Beam

• Energy limited to 3.5 TeV
• 2010

– Intensity carefully increased to 
collimation limit

– β* pushed as low as possible
– Target luminosity 1032 cm-2s-1

• 2011
– Run at established limits
– Target integrated luminosity 1 fb-1

40% efficiency for physics → 106 seconds collisions per month

106 seconds @ <L> of 1032 cm-2 s-1 → 100 pb-1

Energy TeV 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50

Bunch intensity 1.E+10 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Bunches per beam 4 24 432 792

Emittance µm 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75

β* m 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50

Luminosity 1 and 5 cm-2 s-1 1.0E+30 6.1E+30 1.1E+32 2.0E+32

Total inel X section cm2 6.0E-26 6.0E-26 6.0E-26 6.0E-26

Event rate Hz 6.1E+04 3.7E+05 6.5E+06 1.2E+07

Event rate / Xing Hz 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3

Protons 4.0E+11 2.4E+12 4.3E+13 7.9E+13

% nominal 0.1 0.7 13.4 24.5

Current mA 0.7 4.3 77.7 142.5

Stored energy MJ 0.2 1.3 24.2 44.4

Beam size 1 and 5 um 59.3 59.3 59.3 59.3



Getting to nominal (dates indicative)
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Energy3.5TeV
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Increase Beam Energy  to 7TeV

 of 2m

Decrease 

 to 

0.55m

20% 

of Inom

Increase kb

to 2808

Initial Nominal

1032 1034

1 fb-1 ≤ 50 fb-1/yr
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Overall strategy beyond 2016 (dates indicative)
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 etc.

Increase Beam Energy 

to 16.5 TeV

New interaction region 

(to 0.2m, luminosity leveling)

Increase beam 

brightness

Ultimate HL-LHC HE-LHC

2.3 1034 5 1034 2 1034

≤ 100 fb-1/yr ≤ 200 fb-1/yr ≤  100 fb-1/yr

F
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F
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L

n

b
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*
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Present accelerator complex
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LHC beam route

LINAC2
BOOSTER (PSB)

PS
SPS

1972

1959

1976



• The present accelerators are getting old (PS is 50 years old…) 
and they operate far beyond their initial design parameters
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Injector chain
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• Luminosity depends directly upon beam 
brightness N/*

• Brightness is limited by space charge at 
low energy in the injectors

 Need to increase the injection energy in the injection synchrotrons



Injector chain
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PSB

SPS

Linac4

LP-SPL

PS

LHC / 

sLHC
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160 MeV

1.4 GeV
4 GeV

26 GeV
50 GeV

450 GeV

7 TeV

Linac250 MeV

PS2

PSB+

SPS

Linac4

PS

LHC / 

sLHC
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160 MeV

2 GeV

26 GeV

450 GeV

7 TeV

Linac250 MeV

• Scenario 1 (pre 2010)
• Replace old machines

• Consolidate SPS

• Realistic planning 2020

• Scenario 2 (2010)
• Consolidate all machines

• Upgrade PSB energy

• Realistic planning 2015



Intensity Limits

Intensity Limitations (10
11

protons per bunch)

Present SPL-PS2 2GeV in PS

Linac2/LINAC4 4.0 4.0 4.0

PSB or SPL 3.6 4.0 3.6

PS or PS2 1.7 4.0 3.0

SPS 1.2 >1.7? >1.7?

LHC 1.7-2.3? 1.7-2.3? 1.7-2.3?

Reminder design = 1.15  (for 1034); Ultimate = 1.7   (for 2.3x1034)

Conclusion from (or just after) Chamonix workshop in February 2010: 
• We continue (as planned) and finish the study for LP-SPL/PS2
• Study in parallel the PS Booster energy upgrade
• Decision can be taken when we have the results of these studies



Goals of Phase I of the original upgrade project: 

• flexibility & performance

• improve spares count

• cope with radiation damage

• enable focusing of the beams to *=0.3 m in IP1 and IP5

Scope of the project:

1. Upgrade of ATLAS and CMS interaction regions: Interfaces between LHC and experiments remain 
unchanged.

2. Cryogenic cooling capacity and other infrastructure in IR1 and IR5 remain unchanged and will be 
used to full potential.

3. Replace present triplets with wide aperture quadrupoles based on the LHC dipole (Nb-Ti) cables 
cooled at 1.9 K.

4. Upgrade D1 separation dipole, TAS and other beam-line equipment (also TAN) so as to be 
compatible with the inner triplets.

5. Modify matching sections (D2-Q4, Q5, Q6) to improve optics flexibility, and introduce other 
equipment to the extent possible.
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High Luminosity Interaction Regions
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Reconsidered at Chamonix 2010

• Key preliminary findings (report forthcoming)
– Can expect 1.2 to 1.35 better luminosity with present limitations

• 30 cm  is more difficult than 55 cm of the present  LHC. Better solution 
found with   = 40 cm offering a 3 sigma margin per beam (which was part of 
the initial goal) but only 1.2 gain in lumi over nominal. Today we are limited by 
a single element. IR upgrade will use all the margins in the whole ring.

– Radiation damage not an issue till 2020 with evolution now expected

– In any case the Triplet cannot be built before 2016 at best (resources)

1. Will the phase 1 upgrade produce an increase in useful 
integrated luminosity?

2. Do we have the resources to complete on a time scale 
which is reasonable with respect to phase 2?



• High Gradient/Large Aperture Quads, with Bpeak 13-15 T. US-LARP engaged to 
produce proof using Nb3Sn by 2013. Construction is 1 year more than Nb-Ti : 2018 
is a reasonable assumption. Nb-Ti remains as a backup solution.

• Higher field quadrupoles translate into 
– higher gradient/shorter length
– larger aperture/same length 
– or a mix of the two

•  as small as 22 cm are possible  with a factor 2.5 in luminosity by itself, if 
coupled with a mechanism to compensate the geometrical reduction

• Crab Cavities: this is the best candidate for exploiting small  (for  around 
nominal only +15%). However it should be underlined that today Crab Cavities are 
not validated for LHC , not even conceptually: the issue of machine protection 
should be addressed with priority

• SC links to replace at the surface electronic equipment today in the tunnel and 
exposed to high radiation

• New Cryoplants in IP1 & IP5: for power AND to make independent Arc- IR:
2.8 kW @ 1.8 K scales as 5.2 kW @ 2 K (for 1 set of cold compressor)
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New study underway 



Crab cavities for exploiting low 
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Provisional route to achieving all this
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Shutdowns

2012 2016 2020

LHC machine Splices for 7 TeV
Collimators in IR3
R2E driven modifications

Collimation phase II
Prepare for crab cavities
New RF cryogenic system

New Triplets
Crab cavities

LHC 
experiments

ALICE – TID and calorimeter
ATLAS – forward beam pipes
CMS – infrastructure
LHCb – conical beam pipe

Assuming 30 to 50 fb-1

ALICE – new vertex detector
ATLAS – pixel detector + upgrades
CMS – many improvements
LHCb – full trigger upgrade, new 
vertex detector

Assuming 300 to 600 fb-1

ALICE – vertex detector upgrade
ATLAS – new inner detector 
CMS – new inner detector 
LHCb –

Injectors In two 3-4 month shutdowns
• Preparations for PSB energy 
upgrade
• SPS upgrade

Linac 4 connection to PSB
Completion of PSB energy 
upgrade for 2 GeV operation
PS and SPS consolidation

Consolidation of all machines in 
3-4 month injector shutdowns



HE-LHC

“First Thoughts on a Higher-Energy LHC”

Ralph Assmann, Roger Bailey, Oliver Brüning, Octavio
Dominguez Sanchez, Gijs de Rijk,  Miguel Jimenez, 
Steve Myers, Lucio Rossi, Laurent Tavian, Ezio
Todesco, Frank Zimmermann

Abstract:
We report preliminary considerations for a higher-energy 

LHC (“HE-LHC”) with about 16.5 TeV beam energy 
and 20-T dipole magnets. In particular we sketch 
the proposed principal parameters, luminosity 
optimization schemes, the new HE-LHC injector, the 
magnets required, cryogenics system, collimation 
issues, and requirements from the vacuum system.

Table of Contents:
1. Parameters 
2. Luminosity optimization
3. Injector 
4. Magnets
5. Cryogenics studies
6. Vacuum system
7. Collimation issues
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EuCARD-AccNet mini-workshop on a higher-energy LHC 

“HE-LHC’10” –14-16 October ’10, Malta



HE-LHC
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Provisional parameter list for LHC energy upgrade at 33 TeV centre-of-mass energy 



• 2 options on the table

– Ring-Ring
• e-p and e-A (A=Pb, Ar, …) collisions, limited possibilities for 

polarized e

• More “conventional” solution, like HERA, no difficulties of principle 
at first sight but constrained by existing LHC in tunnel

• Steady progress with detailed design

– Linac-Ring
• e-p and e-A (A=Pb, Ar, …) collisions, polarized e from source, 

poorer Luminosity/Power

• No previous collider like this (at present)

• Comparisons of layouts
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LHeC



Ring-Ring
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• No interference with LHC
• Meets design parameters
• Synchrotron radiation energy loss 

< 50 MW (maximum dipole filling)
• 2 quadrupolesfamilies
• Reasonable sextupole strength 

and length

• Dedicated injector at 10GeV
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Linac-Ring
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• Clear goals for 2010 and 2011

• Route to nominal pretty clear (E, kb, )

– Needs collimation upgrade in 2012

• Pragmatic upgrade of the injectors for around 2016

– Linac 4, upgraded booster

• Single upgrade of the HL IRs around 2020

• Planning will be finalised during second half of 2010

– Ongoing HL-LHC task force (Chamonix 2011 if not before)

– Ongoing HE-LHC study group (Chamonix 2011 if not before)

– Ongoing LHeC machine study group (CDR Q4 2010)
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Summary
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Very hectic area !

3 ∅ 12.00 x 145m

e- RTML

Positron Transfer Dump

Can be shortened due
to deletion of Photon pipe

Positron Main Dump

Electron BDS

PLTR

Spin Rotation

e+ Energy Compression

Virtual ILC
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Making the ILC a reality
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Governance Activity

FALC

American 

Governance

Asian 

GovernanceGDE 

Governance

ILC-HiGrade 

Governance CERN Council 

(Strategy group)

EU Legal 

Framework

ILCSC Siting

ILCSC

Communication

Cross-members
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Overview of Governance activity

Over last 18 months have gathered information from “cognate 

projects”. First we produced “1-page summaries” of the 

projects to gather together the important facts and the 

open questions or issues that each project raised. 

This then led to discussions, further fact gathering etc.

Cognate projects include: ALMA, ESS, FAIR, ITER, SKA, 

XFEL.

We have also examined initiatives from Brussels, such as 

ERIC framework and whether they can be applied to our 

problems. 
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1-page summary - e.g. ALMA

Complex agreement – ALMA is not a legal entity. 

Host (Chile – special position) + regional membership (Americas (=US/Canada (+ Taiwan!)), 

Europe (=ESO), Asia (=Japan – with link with Taiwan). No clear leading region; Japan 

joined late, leading to “de-descoping”. All partners involved in ~ all aspects of project.

Each region carried out separate procurement for WBS items for which it took responsibility; 

Common fund does not exist. Total cost ~ $1.25 billion (2008$)

Host provides site only; present in Board but does not vote on many things. EU +Americas 

50:50 before Japan; Japan then 25% of enlarged project => EU:Am:Asia 3/8:3/8:1/4

Project reports to ALMA Board which meets 3 times per year with extra telecons.

Issues

– ALMA’s lack of legal standing is problem; staff employed by two different bodies;

– Procurement led to 3 different designs of antennae – although there are positive 

aspects of this (risk reduction) it is a problem;

– Partners joining (and leaving) not properly catered for;

– Management control weak – multiple paths of reporting to regional funding agencies; 

– Council subordinate to regional interests and did not become robust;

– Ownership of assets, pensions fund etc. needed earlier clarification.
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Pro Formas

In order to get information into a common format that 

facilitates comparison and deduction, have completed “pro-

formas” for representative subset of projects. Pro-forma 

headings are: 

– 1) Legal Status of project

– 2) Management Structure

– 3) Representation and voting structure in governing body

– 4) Duration of agreement

– 5) Attribution of in-kind contributions, value engineering etc

– 6) Running costs

– 7) Budgetary control

B. Foster ICHEP Paris 07/10 7Global Design Effort



Example Pro Forma - ITER

1) Legal Status of project
ITER has a legal personality and as such can make contracts, licenses, legal proceedings and agreements. The 

ITER Organisation (IO) employs the core ITER organisation and project personnel.  In addition to the IO 

there is a local Host Organisation operated by CEA which is responsible for the non-project related activities 

which are typically related to site support such as services to the site boundary, land, transport, 

telecommunications and other such things.  There is also site support staff employed in medical, emergency 

services, cafeteria, and environmental activities.

An ITER Agreement consisting of 29 articles, common understandings and annexes supports ITER.  These 

documents were generated and signed serially over a two-year period by all seven collaboration members.  

The agreements are quasi-legal in nature and cover such items as intellectual property, privileges and 

immunities, and the umbrella agreement.  Common understandings cover more project related issues such 

as cost sharing, schedule, operations, procurement practices, and cost estimates.  In addition the IO has 

some bilateral agreements such as one with CERN.

“The ITER Organization shall have international legal personality, including the capacity to conclude agreements 

with States and/or international organizations.

The ITER Organization shall have legal personality and enjoy, in the territories of the Members, the legal capacity 

it requires, including to:

a) conclude contracts; 

b) acquire, hold and dispose of property; 

c) obtain licenses; and 

d) institute legal proceedings.” 

Decommissioning is by building up a fund during operation (presumably as an additional charge on top of full 

operations cost) which is then handed over to host state who then deal with any shortfall and decommission, 

issuing bulletins to member states as they progress. 

In addition to the construction project the agreements cover operations and deactivation.
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Recommendations

a) Legal Status 

• ILC should be set up as an international treaty 

organization similar to ITER, taking advantage of zero 

VAT rating and similar privileges. 

b) Management Structure

• ILC should have a strong Council as the ultimate 

governance body. Council delegates should be of 

sufficient standing to make decisions in a timely 

fashion. The ILC should have a Director General and a 

Directorate, proposed for Council ratification by the DG. 

The DG should have significant delegated authority from 

the Council, allowing him or her to act decisively without 

continual need to refer back to Council.
B. Foster ICHEP Paris 07/10 9Global Design Effort



Recommendations

c) Representation and voting structure in 

governing body

• Each Council “member state” should have 2 official 

delegates and a maximum of 2 advisors. One of the two 

delegates should be a particle physicist. There should 

be the option, every few years, of Ministerial Council 

Meetings in which delegates are the relevant 

government minister. 

• Council should decide questions not of a financial 

nature by simple majority; financial questions should be 

decided by a qualified majority voting decided by a 

majority of financial contributions plus a majority of 

individual member states.
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Recommendations

d) Duration of ILC Agreement

• The ILC agreement should be fixed term – a 

construction period of ~9 years plus 20 years of 

operation; it should be extendable by agreement of 

Council in periods of 5 years. Withdrawal would not be 

allowed until a minimum of 10 years after the agreement 

comes into force and then only after 1 full year after 

notice of withdrawal.
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Recommendations

e) Attribution of in-kind contributions, value 

engineering, etc.

• The ILC construction project should be based on a Work 

Breakdown Structure (WBS) system. In-kind 

contributions will be likely to form the majority of 

contributions to the project’s infrastructure. An agreed 

register of WBS items should be set up and a committee 

constituted to consider bids for WBS items from 

member states. Value engineering should be used in 

defining the “value” of each WBS item.  There should be 

an adequate Common Fund (of at least 20%) in order to 

give management enough flexibility. There should be no 

strict “juste retour”.  
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Recommendations

f) Contingency

• If and when needed, the Council should have the authority to 

call on a central contingency budget with a maximum of 10% 

of the total project cost and to allocate it as appropriate. 

Increases in costs to produce a WBS item smaller than 25% 

or some other agreed ceiling in cash should be borne by the 

country with responsibility for that item; they are 

recommended to have appropriate internal contingency. It is 

important to avoid double counting between the central 

contingency and a country’s internal contingency in arriving 

at the overall project costing. If costs for a WBS item increase 

beyond the agreed ceiling, the case could be referred to and 

considered by a standing Board and either referred back to 

the submitting country or referred to Council for release of 

central contingency, as appropriate. 
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Recommendations

f) Contingency (contd.)

• Exhaustion of the central contingency should lead to 

appropriate descoping of the project to be decided by 

management with Council’s agreement. 

g) Running costs & decommissioning

• Running costs should be evaluated at the time of setting 

up the organization and a suitable algorithm agreed to. 

A commonly chosen algorithm is that running costs 

should be distributed roughly proportional to capital 

contributions. 

• Decommissioning should be the responsibility of the 

state that provided that WBS item; the Host State should 

have residual responsibility.
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Summary

• Emphasise that this is an interim report and a call for 

comments. Also incomplete – e.g. siting issues currently 

being addressed. 

• Has been presented to community in various venues

at CERN, DESY, ECFA. Presented to FALC last month. 

Reaction positive and constructive. 

B. Foster ICHEP Paris 07/10

• Feedback & ideas from community very welcome.

Plan to build on this work and integrate into full 

Project Implementation Plan for the TDR report in 2012.
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A brief introduction

Higher-order corrections play an important role for physics at the Tevatron
and the LHC:

Many cross sections experience large K-factors (prime example: Kgg→H
>
∼ 2)

Distortions of distributions, mainly due to emission of additional partons.

In past decade: Huge progress in embedding these corrections
systematically into multi-purpose MCs like HERWIG, PYTHIA, or SHERPA.

Two effects:

Qualitatively better description of QCD data at all colliders (LEP, Hera,
Tevatron), especially for hard radiation/multijet events.
Improved handling of systematic uncertainties - often largely reduced scale
uncertainties, in POWHEG case: better description of σtot.

In this talk: Will review latest developments, in particular multijet merging
at LO, the POWHEG method, and the combination of both (“MENLOPS”).
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Multijet merging

Why multijet merging?

Parton shower yields approximation to ME

But: lack of phase space in hadronic collisions typically results in too little
QCD activity.

ME vs. PS
MEs: hard, large-angle
emissions; interferences.

PS: soft, collinear emissions;
resummation of large
logarithms.

Combine both,
avoid double-counting.

Right panel: logs in ee → jets.
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Constructing the algorithm

Want the best of both - what else?

Proper description of soft/collinear and hard emissions
Combine QCD matrix elements of different parton multiplicity with showers

General outline of algorithm:

Use LO (tree-level) matrix elements for jet production
Could use parton shower kernel KME

ba ∝ |Mn+1|
2/|Mn|

2

hampered by low efficiency for n → ∞.

Idea effectively used in traditional reweighting for small n.

Also in generation of hardest emission in POWHEG./

Preserve original parton shower evolution equation
(N.B.: this guarantees preservation of log accuracy provided by shower)

Avoid double-counting (positive or negative)
Must slice the phase space: Jet production vs. jet evolution

=⇒ adds a parameter - the jet resolution criterion Qcut

(but inclusive results should better not depend too strongly on this parameter)
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Slicing the phase space

Decompose splitting kernels of parton showers as
Kba(z , t) = Kba(z , t)Θ[Qcut − Qba(z , t)] + Kba(z , t)Θ[Qba(z , t) − Qcut].

In hard region, call KbaΘ[Qba(z , t) − Qcut] → KME
ba ,

Call KbaΘ[Qcut − Qba(z , t)] → KPS
ba in soft region.

Sudakov form factor factorises (exponential):

∆a(µ
2, t) = ∆PS

a (µ2, t)∆ME
a (µ2, t)

Also, no emission probability can be rewritten:

Pno
a (z , t, t̄) =

∆PS
a (µ2, t̄)

∆PS
a (µ2, t)

∆ME
a (µ2, t̄)

∆ME
a (µ2, t)

ga(z , t)

ga(z , t̄)

In shower, need to veto emissions with Qba > Qcut.
But may have emissions at Q < Qcut but t larger than those in ME:
must cure “mismatch” of shower and jet measure −→ truncated showers
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Defining PS histories

Identify most likely splitting
acc. to PS branching probability

Combine partons into mother
parton
acc. to inverse PS kinematics

Continue until 2 → 2 core process

 shower specific cluster algorithm

 predetermined shower emissions

PS starts at core process
can radiate “between” ME emissions

ME branchings must be respected
evolution-, splitting- & angular variable preserved

 truncated shower

Example branching history
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Truncated shower

Shower emission below Qcut:
 emission accepted

 large-angle soft emissions

 soft color coherence

 approx. in CKKW only

Shower emission above Qcut:
 entire event is rejected

 Sudakov suppression PME
no, a(t, t

′)

 to be described by ME instead

 σtot preserved at LO

Implementations

Available implementations of this method in SHERPA & HERWIG++.

MLM method for ALPGEN, MADGRAPH etc. (misses some terms)
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: Total cross sections

Qcut and/or Nmax variation should affect σtot only beyond (N)LL

Example: DY-pair production σtot @ Tevatron

Nmax
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Qcut

20 GeV
192.6(1)

191.0(3) 190.5(4) 189.0(5) 189.4(7) 188.2(8) 189.9(10)
30 GeV 192.3(2) 192.7(2) 192.6(3) 192.9(3) 192.7(3) 193.2(3)
45 GeV 193.6(1) 194.4(1) 194.3(1) 194.4(1) 194.6(2) 194.4(1)

LO

Nmax = 6

Nmax = 5

Nmax = 4

Nmax = 3

Nmax = 2

Nmax = 1

20 30 45
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1.0
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Qcut/GeV

σ
/

σ
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O
)

improved “merging systematics” of σtot < ±3%
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: jet multiplicities

Jet rates and -spectra improved compared to pure PS simulation

Example: DY-pair production σe+e−+Njet
CDF Data: PRL 100 (2008) 102001

SHERPA, Qcut = 30 GeV
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HERWIG++, Qcut = 30 GeV
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: jet spectra

Example: All-jets pT ’s in DY-pair production CDF Data: PRL 100 (2008) 102001

Compare with results from SHERPA
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: jet spectra

Example: All-jets pT ’s in DY-pair production CDF Data: PRL 100 (2008) 102001

Compare with results from HERWIG++

pT (jet) for Njet ≥ 1 pT (jet) for Njet ≥ 2
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: cross sections

CDF data from PRL 100 (2008) 102001 and D0/, arXiv:0808:1296

Impact of αS - global in SHERPA
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Z
0+jets at Tevatron: Z/γ∗ transverse momentum

DØ data: PRL 100 (2008) 102002

Impact of αS - global in SHERPA
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A new Monte Carlo approach for Prompt-Photon Production
(S.Höche, S.Schumann, F.Siegert PRD 81 (2010) 034026)

treat photons and QCD partons fully democratically
(Glover, Morgan Z. Phys. C 62 (1994) 311)

combine matrix elements of different parton/photon multiplicity with

QCD⊕QED evolution and hadronisation  models Dγ
q,g (z ,Q2)

Generalised merging formalism

Emission probabilities factorise trivially as before

∆a(Q
2
0 ,Q2) = ∆(QCD)

a (Q2
0 ,Q2)∆(QED)

a (Q2
0 ,Q2)

Implemented by adding splitting functions q → qγ

Different then large-NC QCD: spectators all particles with opposite charge

Neglect (negative) interference with same-sign charges
(S.Dittmaier, Nucl. Phys. B 565 (2000) 69)
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Results: photon fragmentation function in e
+
e
− → Hadrons
(Aleph data from Z. Phys. C 69 (1996) 365)

Validation of the shower/hadronisation component

Perform jet finding including final-state photons

Study photon-energy fraction wrt its containing jet: zγ ≡ Eγ/Ejet
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Isolated prompt-photon production at Tevatron
(Data from CDF, Phys. Rev. D 80 (2009) 111106)

cuts: 30 < Eγ
T < 400 GeV, |ηγ | < 1, isolation: ER=0.4

T − Eγ
T < 2 GeV

Sherpa: pure shower vs. ME⊕TS

E
γ
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γ
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Di-Photon production at Tevatron: Invariant mass
(D0/ data, arXiv:1002.4917)

Compare with other codes: DiPhox, ResBos, Pythia

Sherpa: merged 2 → {2, 3, 4} plus gg → γγ box
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Di-Photon production at Tevatron: Transverse momentum of pair
(D0/ data, arXiv:1002.4917)

Compare with other codes: DiPhox, ResBos, Pythia

Sherpa: merged 2 → {2, 3, 4} plus gg → γγ box
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Di-Photon production at Tevatron: Azimuthal decorrelation
(D0/ data, arXiv:1002.4917)

Compare with other codes: DiPhox, ResBos, Pythia

Sherpa: merged 2 → {2, 3, 4} plus gg → γγ box
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The POWHEG method

Basic idea

Want total cross section and first emission correct at O(αS)

Master formula:

dσNLO = dΦBB̄(ΦB))




∆̄(p⊥, min) +

∫

p⊥, min

dΦR|B
R(ΦR)

B(ΦR)
∆̄(p⊥)




 .

B, R denote Born and real emission ME, respective phase space ΦB,R.

ΦR|B is the phase space for one particle splitting connecting both.

Since Sudakov form factor ∆̄ reads:

∆̄(p⊥) = exp

[

−
∫

dΦR|BΘ[k⊥(ΦR) − p⊥]
R(ΦR)

B(ΦR)

]

,

the expression in square bracket above = 1 (unitarity).

B̄(ΦB) denotes the NLO-weighted differential xsec for Born configuration.
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Algorithm

Generate a starting Born-type parton configuration distributed according to

dΦBB̄(ΦB) = dΦB

[
B(ΦB) + V(ΦB) +

∫
dΦR|BR(ΦR)

]

with B the Born, V the virtual, and R the real emission contribution.

Generate the hardest emission according to ∆̄, where the usual splitting
kernel K(t, z) is replaced by the ratio R(ΦR)/B((ΦB):

dt

t
dz K(t, z) → dΦR|B(t, z)

R(ΦR)

B(ΦB)

Perform a regular truncated shower on the resulting parton configuration.

Algorithm

Two public implementations: In HERWIG++ and in the POWHEGBOX,
SHERPA in progress (see next talk).

The POWHEGBOX implementation “sits” on top of arbitrary parton shower
through LHE-Interface, harms truncating the shower.
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Available
processes/implementations

pp → W /Z (POWHEGBOX & HERWIG++)

pp → H (POWHEGBOX & HERWIG++)

pp → V + H (HERWIG++)

pp → ZZ (POWHEGBOX)

pp → QQ (POWHEGBOX)

single-top (POWHEGBOX)

VBF (POWHEGBOX)

In preparation:

pp → VV (POWHEGBOX)

pp → V+jet (POWHEGBOX)

W+jets at Tevatron: p
W
⊥ -spectra

POWHEG method as implemented
in HERWIG++ vs. MC@NLO and
HERWIG++.
(Note: when only shape considered, do not expect difference to
native HERWIG++ with ME corrections included

=⇒ simple check of implementation.)
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Z+jets at Tevatron: p
Z
⊥-spectra

POWHEG method as implemented in HERWIG++ vs. MC@NLO and HERWIG++.

CDF Run I D0 Run II
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H+jets at LHC: Implicit higher orders in POWHEG

Can replace B̄ → B in dσ to check if huge K -factor of O(2) is just due to
proper NLO correction (left panel): expect only a vertical shift.

Can also check for shape w.r.t. higher-order code and switch on/off shower
& hadronisation effects (right panel)

F. Krauss CERN TH & IPPP Durham
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H+jets at LHC: Implicit higher orders in POWHEG

Cross check with MC@NLO, which has similar goal, but different algorithm.

Problem in MC@NLO becomes apparent: resides on HERWIG-shower, which
does not have full phase space coverage - interplay of positive and negative
weights with this partial phase space filling produces dips.

That’s why I like POWHEG better - and it’s easier to implement.
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The MENLOPS method

Basic idea
At present:

can merge “arbitrary” tree-level MEs with PS
Several automated codes on the market
Automation of 1-loop QCD corrections seems feasible
(automated codes now emerging)

We should make use of both and automate ME⊗PS at 1-loop

Strategy: Use whatever is available

Process NLO parton-level events with PS at low multiplicities
(through MC@NLO or, preferably, POWHEG method)
Combine NLO simulation with higher-order tree-level using standard
ME⊗PS technique for high multiplicities

First step: POWHEG for lowest multiplicity only.
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Some theoretical considerations
Compare σ(NLO) for POWHEG and ME⊗PS:

dσ
(POW)
NLO = dΦBB̄(ΦB))




∆̄(p⊥, min) +

∫

p⊥, min

dΦR|B
R(ΦR)

B(ΦR)
∆̄(p⊥)




 ;

dσ
(MEPS)
NLO = dΦBB(ΦB))




∆(p⊥, min) +

∫

p⊥, min

dΦ̃R|B
R(ΦR)

B(ΦR)
∆(p⊥)




 .

Nearly the same. Most notably: NLO vs. LO normalisation.
Boils down to a local K factor = B̄ /B
Also note: different Sudakovs, in ME⊗PS [. . . ] does not integrate to one.
Reason: Kernel in Sudakov ∆ differs from R/B.

Proposal by Hamilton & Nason: scale up ME⊗PS by global K -factor, use
MLM merging scheme.

See next talk for version on improved CKKW merging.
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Some results

(From K.Hamilton’s talk at MC4LHC Tools Readineess, March 2010)
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Some results

(From K.Hamilton’s talk at MC4LHC Tools Readineess, March 2010)
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Conclusions

Predictions by Monte Carlo event generators benefitted dramatically from
inclusion of higher-order corrections in various ways: Total cross section
under NLO control, emission pattern for each jet according to full ME.

LO-merging technology now very mature, many implementations,
theoretical framework is fully established

(NLO calculations discover scale setting prescription of merging algorithms, may lead to better NLO predictions.)

For simple processes (about one colour line) two ways of including full NLO
calculation into shower: MC@NLO (maybe a bit tedious) and POWHEG.

The latter opens the door to combining both merging and matching.

The ultimate goal, of course, of this development is a multijet merging with
NLO matrix elements

−→ work in progress.
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Machine	  

OrganisaLon	  



LEP*LHC	  (1984,	  1990)	  	  -‐	  	  Lausanne,	  Aachen	  	  
E.Keil	  LHC	  project	  report	  93	  (1997)	  	  
Thera	  (2001),	  	  	  
QCD	  explorer	  (2003)	  	  
J.Dainton	  et	  al,	  2006	  JINST	  1	  10001	  	  	  

LHeC	  at	  DIS	  conferences	  since	  Madison	  2005	  

Chris Quigg

2007	  CERN	  SPC	  and	  [r]ECFA	  
2008	  Divonne	  I,	  ICFA,ECFA	  
2009	  Divonne	  II,	  NuPECC,	  ECFA	  

2010	  Divonne	  III,	  	  ECFA	  -‐	  CDR	  



Lepton-‐Proton	  ScaIering	  Experiments	  

Status	  2009	  

done	  

planned	  

	  Tevatron/LEP/HERA	  (Fermiscale)	  	  LHC/LC/LHeC	  (Terascale)	  
100	  fold	  increase	  in	  luminosity,	  in	  Q2	  and	  1/x	  w.r.t.	  HERA	  	  	  



Luminosity	  	  
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Ring-‐Ring	  
Power	  Limit	  of	  100	  MW	  wall	  plug	  
“ulLmate”	  LHC	  proton	  beam	  

 L	  =	  2	  1033	  cm-‐2s-‐1	  	  	  O(100)	  d-‐1	  
	  	  HERA	  0.5d-‐1	  	  with	  100	  Lmes	  less	  L	  

LINAC	  Ring	  	  
Pulsed,	  60	  GeV:	  ~1032	  
High	  luminosity:	  
Energy	  recovery:	  P=P0/(1-‐η)	  
β*=0.1m	  
[5	  Lmes	  smaller	  than	  LHC	  by	  
	  reduced	  l*,	  only	  one	  p	  squeezed	  
	  and	  IR	  quads	  as	  for	  HL-‐LHC]	  

L	  =	  	  1033	  cm-‐2s-‐1	  	  	  O(100)	  d-‐1	  



	  Precision	  QCD	  and	  Electroweak	  Physics	  

Structure	  funcLons	  [F2,FL,xF3gZ,F2gZ;	  F2cc,F2bb,F2ss]	  in	  p/d	  and	  A	  	  
Quark	  distribuLons	  from	  direct	  measurements	  and	  QCD	  fits	  	  
Strong	  coupling	  constant	  αs	  to	  per	  mille	  accuracy	  
Gluon	  distribuLon	  in	  full	  x	  range	  to	  unprecedented	  precision	  
Standard	  Model	  Higgs	  	  
Single	  top	  and	  anL-‐top	  quark	  producLon	  at	  high	  rate	  (5pb)	  
Electroweak	  couplings	  (light	  and	  heavy	  quarks	  and	  mixing	  angle)	  
Heavy	  quark	  fragmentaLon	  funcLons	  
Charm	  and	  beauty	  below	  and	  way	  beyond	  threshold	  at	  per	  cent	  accuracy	  
Heavy	  quarks	  in	  real	  photon-‐proton	  collisions	  [LR	  opLon]	  
Jets	  and	  QCD	  in	  photoproducLon	  and	  DIS	  
Gluon	  structure	  of	  the	  photon	  
….	  

Based	  on	  weak	  =	  electromagneRc	  cross	  secRons,	  p,	  d,	  e±,Pe	  	  and	  high	  precision	  and	  full	  acceptance	  



Strong	  Coupling	  Constant	  

αs	  least	  known	  of	  coupling	  constants	  	  
Grand	  UnificaLon	  predicLons	  suffer	  from	  δαs	  	  

DIS	  tends	  to	  be	  lower	  than	  world	  average	  

LHeC:	  per	  mille	  accuracy	  indep.	  of	  BCDMS.	  
Challenge	  to	  experiment	  and	  to	  h.o.	  QCD	  

SimulaLon	  of	  αs	  measurement	  at	  LHeC	  	  

1/α	  

MSSM	  -‐	  B.Allnach	  et	  al,	  hep-‐ex/0403133	  

fine	  structure	  

weak	  

strong	  

J.Bluemlein	  and	  H.	  Boe7cher,	  arXiv	  1005.3013	  (2010)	  

+pol	  ?	  



Single	  top	  and	  anR-‐top	  	  ProducRon	  in	  Charged	  Currents	  

€ 

e−p→νX

€ 

e+p→νX

€ 

W +s→ c

€ 

W − s→ c

€ 

W −b→ t

€ 

W +b→ t LHeC	  is	  a	  single	  top	  and	  
single	  tbar	  quark	  `factory’	  

CC	  t	  cross	  secLon	  O(5)pb	  	  

CC	  events	  for	  10	  d-‐1	  



Max	  Klein	  LHeC	  ECFA	  11/08	  

QuesLons	  	  on	  a	  TeV	  ep	  Collider	  

G.	  Altarelli	  

J.Bartels:	  Theory	  on	  low	  x	  

Divonne	  08	  



Beauty	  -‐	  MSSM	  Higgs	  

In	  MSSM	  Higgs	  producRon	  is	  b	  dominated	  

First	  measurements	  of	  b	  at	  HERA	  can	  be	  	  
turned	  to	  precision	  measurement	  of	  b-‐df.	  

LHeC:	  higher	  fracLon	  of	  b,	  larger	  range,	  
smaller	  beam	  spot,	  be7er	  Si	  detectors	  

CTEQ	  Belyayev	  et	  al.	  JHEP	  0601:069,2006	  	  



	  Low	  x	  Physics:	  non-‐linear	  parton	  evoluRon	  (ep/eA)	  

10	  

Based	  on	  	  p/A	  [e±,Pe]	  and	  high	  precision	  and	  full	  acceptance	  in	  forward	  and	  backward	  region	  

Unitarity	  and	  QCD	  
ExpectaLons	  from	  LHC	  
Nuclear	  Parton	  DistribuLons	  
New	  physics	  at	  low	  x	  
DiffracLon	  
Vector	  Mesons	  
Deeply	  Virtual	  Compton	  Sca7ering	  
Jets	  and	  Parton	  Dynamics	  
Forward	  jets	  and	  parton	  emission	  	  
IniLal	  QGP	  [AA-‐eA]	  
UHE	  Neutrino	  Sca7ering	  and	  LHeC	  



eA	  	  eX	  

11	  

Extension	  of	  kinemaLc	  range	  by	  3-‐4	  orders	  of	  
magnitude	  into	  saturaLon	  region	  (with	  p	  and	  A)	  
Like	  LHeC	  ep	  without	  HERA..	  (e.g.	  heavy	  quarks	  in	  A)	  



SaturaRon	  of	  Gluon	  Density	  

MUST	  show	  up	  as	  LHeC	  measures	  in	  
unitarity	  limited	  region.	  Can	  be	  uniquely	  
idenLfied	  (inclusive	  F2/FL,	  diffracLon,	  J/ψ).	  

With	  eA	  reach	  effecLvely	  x	  of	  10-‐8	  (UHEν)	  
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NuPECC	  –	  Roadmap	  5/2010:	  New	  Large-‐Scale	  FaciliRes	  

G.	  Rosner,	  NuPECC	  Chair,	  Madrid	  5/10	  	  
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1033cm−2s−1, L =∫ 100 fb−1,E e= 60GeV
10	  GeV	  injector	  into	  
bypass	  of	  P1	  
2	  1010e	  (LEP:	  4	  1011)	  
~10	  min	  filling	  Rme	  
synchronous	  ep	  +	  pp	  

Ring-‐Ring	  configuraLon	  

Newly	  built	  magnets	  
installed	  on	  top	  of	  
the	  LHC,	  bypassing	  
LHC	  experiments	  
in	  the	  twenRes.	  



Bypasses	  

15	  

AlternaLve	  He	  supplies	  	  
and	  SEE	  relocaLon.	  Seed	  
for	  P1,5	  service	  	  
galeries	  

S.	  Waisz	  (Chamonix	  10)	  

J.Osborne	  GS-‐SEM	  

Bypasses	  

Away	  from	  galeries	  

Double	  tunnel	  (?):	  use	  to	  install	  rf	  
[typically	  0.5-‐1km]	  

Aim	  to	  keep	  Ue=Up	  

Tunnel	  connecLon	  (CGNS,	  DESY)	  

Possibly	  in	  line	  with	  P1,5	  redesigns	  

CMS	  



	  Accelerator:	  Ring	  -‐	  Ring	  

	  Based	  on	  HERA,	  LEP	  and	  LHC	  Experience	  

Baseline	  Parameters	  and	  InstallaLon	  Scenarios	  
La}ce	  Design	  [OpLcs,	  Magnets,	  Bypasses,	  IR	  for	  high	  L	  and	  1o]	  
Rf	  Design	  [InstallaLon	  in	  bypasses,	  Crabs]	  
Injector	  Complex	  [Sources,	  Injector]	  
InjecLon	  and	  Dump	  
Beam-‐beam	  effects	  
Impedance	  and	  CollecLve	  Effects	  
Vacuum	  and	  Beam	  Pipe	  
IntegraLon	  and	  Machine	  ProtecLon	  
Powering	  Issues	  
e	  Beam	  PolarizaLon	  
Deuteron	  and	  Ion	  Beams	  

BINP	  Novosibirsk	  
BNL	  
CERN	  
Cockcro~	  	  
Cornell	  
DESY	  
EPFL	  Lausanne	  
KEK	  
Liverpool	  U	  
SLAC	  
TAC	  Turkey	  

Workpackages	  for	  CDR	  



	  	  	  	  Arc	  cell	  design:	  LFODO(e)=LFODO(p)/2	  

LHC	  Cryo	  jumpers	  accounted	  	  
for	  in	  asymmetric	  FODO.	  

Further	  interferences	  
mapped	  and	  being	  studied.	  

Experiments	  bypassed	  in	  new	  
tunnels	  which	  houses	  rf.	  

e	  Ring	  Design	  

Meets	  spaRal	  LHC	  constraints	  
Synchrotron	  radiaRon	  <	  50MW	  
Two	  types	  of	  quadrupoles	  
Reasonable	  sextupole	  parameters	  
Dipoles:	  4x	  lighter/slimmer	  than	  LEP	  
Prototypes:	  Novosibirsk	  and	  CERN	  	  



InteracRon	  Region	  

Small	  crossing	  angle	  of	  about	  1mrad	  to	  avoid	  first	  parasiLc	  crossing	  	  (L	  x	  0.77)	  
(Dipole	  in	  detector?	  Crab	  caviLes?	  Design	  for	  25ns	  bunch	  crossing	  [50ns?]	  
	  Synchrotron	  radiaLon	  –direct	  and	  back,	  absorpLon	  …	  	  recall	  HERA	  upgrade…)	  

2nd	  quad:	  3	  beams	  in	  horizontal	  plane	  
separaLon	  8.5cm,	  MQY	  cables,	  7600	  A	  	  

1st	  sc	  half	  quad	  (focus	  and	  deflect)	  
	  separaLon	  5cm,	  g=127T/m,	  MQY	  cables,	  4600	  A	  	  

Focus	  of	  current	  acRvity	  



Linac-‐Ring	  configuraLon	  

Note:	  CLIC	  x	  LHC	  ~1030	  
due	  to	  different	  Rme	  
structure	  (0.5	  vs	  50ns)	  

Baseline:	  Energy	  Recovery	  Linac	  	  	  	  
	  60	  GeV	  Power=100MW	  	  	  	  1033cm-‐2s-‐1	  

TentaLve	  sketch	  



1.67 km 
0.34 km 

30-GeV linac 

LHC p 

LHC p 

1.0 km 

2.0 km 

10-GeV linac 

10-GeV linac Pulsed-‐60	   ERL	  

LHC p 

70-GeV linac 

3.9 km 

2.0 km 

Pulsed-‐140	  

injector 
dump 

injector dump 
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IP 

IP 

IP 

140-GeV linac 

or	  linear	  

injector dump 

IP 
7.8 km 

Linac-‐Ring	  ConfiguraLons	  

Luminosity	  ~1033	  
High	  Energy,	  0.5	  1032	  

Least	  effort:	  ~	  1032	  



	  Accelerator:	  LINAC	  -‐	  Ring	  

	  Based	  on	  ILC,	  SLC	  and	  LHC	  Experience	  

Baseline	  Parameters	  [Designs,	  Real	  photon	  opLon,	  	  ERL]	  
Sources	  [Positrons,	  PolarisaLon]	  
Rf	  Design	  
InjecLon	  and	  Dump	  
Beam-‐beam	  effects	  
La}ce/OpLcs	  and	  Impedance	  	  
Vacuum	  and	  Beam	  Pipe	  
IntegraLon	  and	  Layout	  
InteracLon	  Region	  
Powering	  Issues	  
Magnets	  
Cryogenics	  

BINP	  Novosibirsk	  
BNL	  
CERN	  
Cockcro~	  	  
Cornell	  
DESY	  
EPFL	  Lausanne	  
KEK	  
Liverpool	  U	  
SLAC	  
TAC	  Turkey	  

Workpackages	  for	  CDR	  



Cf	  recent	  papers	  to	  IPAC10	  at	  Kyoto	  (from	  LHeC	  web	  page)	  

For	  ERL	  version:	  
2	  x	  560,	  1m	  long	  caviRes	  
25	  MW	  cryo	  power	  

LINAC-‐Ring	  	  Parameters	  



Design	  Parameters	  

electron	  	  beam	   RR	   LR	  	   LR	  
e-‐	  energy	  	  at	  IP[GeV]	   60	   60	   140	  
luminosity	  [1032	  cm-‐2s-‐1]	   17	   10	   0.44	  
polarizaRon	  [%]	   40	  	   90	   90	  
bunch	  populaRon	  [109]	   26	   2.0	   1.6	  
e-‐	  bunch	  length	  [mm]	   10	   0.3	   0.3	  
bunch	  interval	  [ns]	   25	   50	   50	  
transv.	  emit.	  γεx,y	  [mm]	   0.58,	  0.29	   0.05	   0.1	  
rms	  IP	  beam	  size	  σx,y	  [µm]	   30,	  16	   7	   7	  
e-‐	  IP	  beta	  funct.	  β*x,y	  [m]	   0.18,	  0.10	   0.12	   0.14	  
full	  crossing	  angle	  [mrad]	   0.93	   0	   0	  
geometric	  reducRon	  Hhg	   0.77	   0.91	   0.94	  
repeRRon	  rate	  [Hz]	   N/A	   N/A	   10	  
beam	  pulse	  length	  [ms]	   N/A	   N/A	   5	  
ER	  efficiency	  	   N/A	   94%	   N/A	  
average	  current	  [mA]	   131	   6.6	   5.4	  
tot.	  wall	  plug	  power[MW]	   100	   100	   100	  

proton	  beam	   RR	   LR	  
bunch	  pop.	  [1011]	   1.7	   1.7	  
tr.emit.γεx,y	  [µm]	   3.75	   3.75	  
spot	  size	  σx,y	  [µm]	   30,	  16	   7	  
β*x,y	  [m]	   1.8,0.5	   0.1	  

bunch	  spacing	  [ns]	   25	   	  25	  

RR=	  Ring	  –	  Ring	  
LR	  =Linac	  –Ring	  

TentaRve:	  	  8.7.2010	  

“ulLmate	  p	  beam”	  
present	  record	  Np=1.3	  1011	  

1.7	  probably	  conservaLve	  

Design	  also	  for	  deuterons	  	  
(new)	  and	  lead	  (exists)	  



Detector	  

CalibraLon:	  
H1/2	  

ResoluLon:	  
H	  	  bbar	  

Acceptance:	  
Down	  to	  1-‐179o	  

Forward:	  TeV	  Jets	  
Backwards:	  100	  GeV	  Electrons	  
FB	  Asymmetry	  of	  detector	  

Beampipe:	  as	  small	  as	  possible	  

Modularity	  for	  installaLon	  in	  ‘short’	  Lmes	  	  
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Fwd	  Tracker	  	  -‐	  	  acLve	  Thickness	  8.	  cm	  each	  
Si-‐Pix/Si-‐Strip/SiGas	  	  Tracker:	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  4.86	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  61.3	  cm	  
Planes	  1	  -‐	  5:	  	  
z1-‐5	  =	  140.	  /	  200.	  /	  260.	  /	  320.	  /	  370.	  cm	  

EllipRcal	  Pixel	  Tracker:	  
inner-‐∅x	  =	  9.32cm	  

inner-‐∅y	  =	  7.82cm	  

2.4cm	  acLve	  radius	  

Barrel	  Tracker	  	  -‐	  	  acLve	  Radius	  2.5cm	  each	  
Si-‐Pix/Si-‐Strip/SiGas	  	  Tracker:	  
1.	  layer:	  inner	  R	  =	  	  	  8.8	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  11.3	  cm2.	  
layer:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  21.3	  cm;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  23.8	  cm3.	  layer:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
=	  33.8	  cm;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  36.3	  cm4.	  layer:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  46.3	  
cm;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  48.8	  cm5.	  layer:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  58.8	  cm;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
=	  61.3	  cm	  

4	  Cone	  structured	  fwd/bwd	  Si-‐pix/Si-‐strip/Si-‐gas	  Tracker	  
R	  min	  =	  4.86	  cm	  
2.5cm	  acLve	  thickness	  

Bwd	  Tracker	  	  -‐	  	  acLve	  Thickness	  8.	  cm	  each	  
Si-‐Pix/Si-‐Strip/SiGas	  	  Tracker:	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  4.86	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  61.3	  cm	  
Planes	  1	  -‐	  5:	  	  
z1-‐5	  =	  -‐140.	  /-‐210.	  /-‐280.	  /-‐340.	  /-‐370.	  cm	  

Hadron	  Calorimeter	  -‐	  5	  Modules	  (beige)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  112.	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  289.	  cm	  
Modules	  1	  -‐	  5:	  	  
ΔZ1-‐5	  =	  217.	  /	  250.	  /	  250.	  /	  250.	  /	  217.	  cm	  

Fwd/Bwd	  Hadron	  Calo	  -‐	  (grey)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  21.0	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  110.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  177.	  cm	  

Fwd/Bwd	  Hadron	  Calo	  Insert	  -‐	  (beige)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  6.5	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  20.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  177.	  cm	  

Fwd/Bwd	  Elecromagn	  Calo	  Insert	  1&2	  -‐	  (pink)	  
inner	  R1=	  	  	  6.5	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  20.	  cm	  
inner	  R2=	  	  	  21.	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  40.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  40.	  cm	  

Solenoid	  -‐	  3.5T	  
inner-‐R	  =	  300.0cm	  

inner-‐R	  =	  330.0cm	  
half	  length	  =	  600.	  cm	  

EllipRcal	  Beam	  Pipe:	  
inner-‐∅x	  =	  7.3cm	  

inner-‐∅y	  =	  5.8cm	  
outer-‐∅x	  =	  8.1cm	  

outer-‐∅y	  =	  6.6cm	  
➟	  thickness:	  0.8cm	  

Fwd/Bwd	  Electromagn.	  Calo	  2	  -‐	  (green)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  21.	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  110.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  40.	  cm	  

Fwd/Bwd	  Electromagn.	  Calo	  1	  -‐	  (green)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  70.	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  110.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  250.	  cm	  

Barrel	  Electromagn.	  Calo	  -‐	  (green)	  
inner	  R	  =	  	  	  70.	  cm;	  outer	  R	  =	  110.	  cm	  
ΔZ	  =	  250.	  cm	  

April	  10	  
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Steps	  towards	  compleRon	  of	  CDR	  

CERN	  invites	  referees	  for	  

PresentaRon	  to	  Science	  Policy	  CommiIee	  	  June	  10	  

InvitaRon	  of	  Referees	  July/August	  2010	  

Drav	  of	  CDR	  by	  October	  2010	  

CERN-‐ECFA-‐NuPECC	  Workshop	  (November)	  

Report	  to	  ECFA:	  26.11.2010	  

FinalisaRon	  of	  design	  involving	  referees	  

Ready	  for	  print:	  	  March	  2011	  

EvaluaLon	  

possibly	  a	  TDR	  with	  dedicated	  groups	  at	  CERN	  



Towards	  a	  TentaRve	  Schedule	  

CDR	  printed	  in	  spring	  2011	  
	  	  	  	  Study	  of	  installaLon	  and	  interference	  issues	  sLll	  to	  be	  done	  

InstallaLon	  of	  (ring	  or	  linac)	  LHeC	  towards	  2021	  
	  	  	  	  	  Make	  maximum	  use	  of	  LHC	  shutdowns	  (~50	  months).	  

2021-‐30:	  ~10	  years	  of	  operaLon	  with	  LHC	  [p/A]	  
	  	  	  	  colliding	  with	  Ee	  ≈	  60	  GeV	  [e-‐/e+]:	  ~100d-‐1	  in	  ep	  

later:	  possible	  extension	  to	  high	  Ee	  LHeC	  

	  	  	  	  During	  HE-‐LHC	  upgrade	  shutdown	  and	  long	  term	  operaLon	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  With	  16	  TeV	  p	  colliding	  with	  e.g.	  Ee	  =	  140	  GeV	  [e-‐/e+]	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Q2

max=	  9	  TeV2	  	  xmin	  =10-‐7	  in	  DIS	  region	  

The	  Rme	  schedule	  of	  the	  LHeC	  is	  linked	  to	  the	  LHC,	  ep	  has	  to	  be	  doable	  
as	  an	  upgrade	  or	  5th	  experiment	  to	  the	  LHC,	  so	  far	  that	  looks	  feasible	  



Thanks	  to	  

and	  a	  similar	  number	  of	  	  parRcle	  physicists	  engaged	  in	  this	  study	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  to	  CERN,	  ECFA,	  NuPECC	  and	  my	  UK	  

Machine	  and	  detector	  experts	  



Backup	  slides	  
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HERA	  	  -‐	  an	  unfinished	  programme	  
Low	  x:	  DGLAP	  seems	  to	  hold	  though	  ln1/x	  is	  large	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Gluon	  SaturaLon	  not	  proven	  

High	  x:	  would	  have	  required	  much	  higher	  luminosity	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  [u/d	  ?,	  xg	  ?]	  

Neutron	  structure	  not	  explored	  

Nuclear	  structure	  not	  explored	  

New	  concepts	  introduced,	  invesLgaLon	  just	  started:	  
-‐parton	  amplitudes	  (GPD’s,	  proton	  hologram)	  
-‐diffracLve	  partons	  
-‐unintegrated	  partons	  

Instantons	  not	  observed	  

Odderons	  not	  found	  
…	  

Fermions	  sLll	  pointlike	  
Lepton-‐quark	  states	  (as	  in	  RPV	  SUSY)	  not	  observed	  

*)	  For	  an	  experimental	  review	  see:	  
M.Klein,	  R.Yoshida,	  “Collider	  Physics	  at	  HERA’’	  
arXiv	  0805.3334,	  Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys.61,343(2008)	  
HERA	  II	  analysis	  sLll	  ongoing	  



LQ	  Quantum	  Numbers	  

Charge	  asymmetry	  much	  cleaner	  in	  ep	  [in]	  than	  in	  pp	  [out].	  	  
Similar	  for	  simultaneous	  determinaRon	  of	  coupling	  	  
and	  quark	  flavour.	  	  PolarisaRon	  for	  spectroscopy	  	  

JINST	  1	  2006	  P10001	  



Gluon	  -‐	  SM	  Higgs	  

In	  SM	  Higgs	  producRon	  is	  gluon	  dominated	  

LHeC:	  huge	  x,Q2	  range	  for	  xg	  determinaRon	  

WW	  to	  Higgs	  fusion	  has	  sizeable	  ep	  xsecRon	  

CTEQ	  Belyayev	  et	  al.	  JHEP	  0601:069,2006	  	   Hbb	  
QCD3j	  



	  Electroweak	  Couplings	  

For	  H1,	  CDF,	  LEP	  cf	  Z.Zhang	  DIS10	  

ZEUS	  



Contact	  InteracRons	  
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High	  luminosity	  vs	  high	  energy	  

CI	  study:	  
LHeC	  freezes	  the	  pdfs	  which	  
allows	  new	  
physics	  to	  be	  revealed.	  	  
HERA+BCDMS	  reshuffle	  the	  sea…	  	  	  



Dipole	  Magnets	  

Accelerator	   LEP	   LHeC	  

Cross	  SecRon/	  cm2	   50	  	  x	  50	   20	  x	  10	  

MagneRc	  field/	  T	   0.02-‐0.11	   0.01-‐0.10	  

Energy	  Range/GeV	   20-‐100	   10-‐80	  

Good	  Field	  Area/cm2	   5.9	  x	  5.9	   6	  x	  3.8	  

FODO	  length/m	   76	   107	  [double]	  

Magnet	  length/m	   11.5	   5.5	  

segmentaRon	   8x31x6	   8x23x15	  

Number	  of	  magnets	   1488+192	  [DS]	   3080+320	  

Weight	  /	  kg/m	   800	   200	  

CERN:	  40cm	  model	  design	  

Novosibirsk:	  Hysteresis	  loop	  measurements	  

Fe	  based	  magnet	  prototypes	  [BINP-‐CERN]	  	  CDR	  

challenges:	  
compact	  design	  for	  installaLon	  	  
good	  reproducibility	  at	  injecLon:	  0.01T	  to	  10-‐3..-‐4	  



LHC	  proton	  interacLon-‐region	  opLcs	  for	  β*x,y=0.1	  m,	  scaled	  from	  the	  nominal	  IR	  opLcs	  (le~)	  [5],	  	  	  
and	  a	  new	  	  IR	  opLcs	  with	  β*x,y=0.1	  m	  for	  protons	  [l*=10	  m]	  	  (top	  right)	  and	  electrons	  [l*=20	  m]	  (bo7om	  right)	  [4]	  
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EmC-‐Endcap-‐fwd	  

Central	  Tracking	  

Bwd	  Tracking	  Fwd	  Tracking	  

EmC-‐insert-‐½-‐fwd	  

Solenoid+Dipole	  	  

1⁰ and 179⁰ �
2⁰ and 178⁰ �
3⁰ and 177⁰ �
4⁰ and 176⁰ �
5⁰ and 175⁰ �
10⁰ and 170⁰ �

112 �

40 �
20 �

60 �

[cm] �250 �217 � 250 � 250 � 217 �

177	  

40	  

40	  

177	  

289 �

EmC-Endcap-bwd 

EmC-insert-½-bwd 

HaC-insert-½-fwd HaC-insert-½-bwd 

EmC-fwd EmC-bwd 

HaC-Barrel-bwd HaC-Barrel-fwd 

112 �

40 �
20 �

60 �

289 �

The Detector - Low Q2 Setup 

EmC-Barrel 

Fwd/Bwd	  asymmetry	  in	  energy	  deposited	  and	  thus	  in	  technology	  [W/Si	  vs	  Pb/Sc..]	  
Present	  dimensions:	  LxD	  =17x10m2	  	  [CMS	  21	  x	  15m2	  ,	  ATLAS	  25	  x	  45	  m2]	  
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EmC-‐Endcap-‐fwd	  

Central	  Tracking	  

EmC-‐insert-‐½-‐fwd	  

Solenoid+Dipole	  	  

1⁰ and 179⁰ �
2⁰ and 178⁰ �
3⁰ and 177⁰ �
4⁰ and 176⁰ �
5⁰ and 175⁰ �
10⁰ and 170⁰ �

112 �

40 �
20 �

60 �

[cm] �250 �217 � 250 � 250 � 217 �

177	  

40	  

40	  

177	  

289 �

EmC-Endcap-bwd 

EmC-insert-½-bwd 

HaC-insert-½-bwd 

HaC-Barrel-bwd HaC-Barrel-fwd 

112 �

40 �
20 �

60 �

289 �

The Detector - High Q2 Setup 

EmC-Barrel 

HaC-insert-½-fwd 

Low Beta Magnet Low Beta Magnet 
+ MagCal + MagCal 

Aim	  of	  current	  evaluaLons:	  avoid	  detector	  split	  in	  two	  phases:	  Lme	  and	  effort	  



	  MoRvaRon	  and	  Status	  

moRvaRon:	  
• rich	  physics	  program:	  eq	  physics	  at	  TeV	  energies 	  	  
 	  precision	  QCD	  &	  electroweak	  physics	  
 	  complemenLng	  LHC	  physics	  results	  
 	  beyond	  the	  Standard	  Model	  
 	  high	  density	  ma7er:	  low	  x	  and	  eA	  

	  	  	  Tevatron/LEP/HERA	  (Fermiscale)	  	  LHC/LC/LHeC	  (Terascale)	  
100	  fold	  increase	  in	  luminosity,	  in	  Q2	  and	  1/x	  w.r.t.	  HERA	  	  	  

status:	  	  
• CERN-‐ECFA-‐NuPECC	  workshops	  (2008,	  2009,	  2010:	  28.-‐30.October)	  
• Conceptual	  Design	  Report	  in	  print	  by	  spring	  2011	  



e-‐Pb	  Collisions	  (RR)	  
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The trouble with 
UHECRs 

Glennys R. Farrar 
NYU 

Seeming contradictions have interesting  
Implications… 

With special thanks to J. Allen, A. Berlind, R. Jansson, C. Lage, I. Zaw  
and members of the Pierre Auger Collaboration 



Contradictions? 

  Experimental?   Interpretational? 

  Consider: 
  Composition 

  Correlations 

  HiRes versus Auger 

  “Auger versus Auger” – Is there any consistent 
interpretation of all the data? 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 2 



Can both HiRes and Auger 
be right about composition? 

Yes!.... 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 3 



Both see the “Auger break” 

  X-max distributions have same shapes: 
  become consistent, when shift HiRes by -0.1 in log E,  and 

systematic shift in Xmax. 

  => break and flattening in Elongation Rate from (astro)physics 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 4 



But could HiRes and Auger  

be seeing different compositions? 
  In principle yes, because see different sky: 

  Intermediate mass nuclei   nearby source 

  Distant sources only  => bimodal composition 
(heavy & light) 

  Only Auger sees Cen A (4 Mpc) 

  Nearest obvious source for HR is  
Virgo (20 Mpc) 

  But doesn’t fit other evidence… 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 5 



Most straightforward 
interpretation of Xmax data: 

  Both HiRes and Auger see the “Auger break”  

=> either 

1)  Composition is becoming heavier at higher energy 

2)  Or, particle physics is changing at higher energy… 

3)  (or both!) 

  Correlation data favors  2)   

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 6 



Correlations 

AGASA* HiRes Auger 

multiplets yes no some 

BL-Lacs no yes [no]@ 

AGNs …. no yes 

Ursa Major Cluster 3 2 can’t see 

Large Scale Structure ?? ?? yes 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 7 

*AGASA angular resolution much worse than HiRes or Auger => 
AGASA correlation studies are less sensitive 
@ Auger angular resolution insufficient to exclude BL-Lac correlation with photon- 
like events, at the HiRes level.  

Need more data to clarify correlations 

COSMIC VARIANCE in SCAN METHOD is large (GRF et al in prep)  



Ursa Major Cluster 

  4 events in AGASA + HiRes (94 total)  HiRes+GRF 05 

Same position within < 1o, 
Chance probability:   2 10-3       GRF 05 

Not in Auger field of view! 

  SDSS =>  foreground empty! 
Extragalactic magnetic deflection low 

“confusion” problem reduced 
            GRF, Berlind, Hogg 06 

  Galactic magnetic deflection 

  Δθ ~ 1o  Z/E100 

       Evidence for proton composition  

Jan. 5, 2010 G. Farrar, Jerusalem Winter School 
GRF, Berlind, Hogg 06 
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Time development of CRs from  
bursting source, with GZK 
GRF 07 &   in prep 

7/11/09 G. R. Farrar, ICRC09 9 

Spectrum (E-2 at 
source) 

Arrival Directions 

T=0-3kyr 

T=30-31kyr 

T=60-61kyr 

T=90-91kyr 

UM CR Energies: 

38, 53, 55, 77 EeV 

+ 1 event in HiRes  
< 30 EeV 

EUHECR ≈  
1049 erg (D200)3 
fGZK 

Too low for GRB   

UM Cluster FAVORS BURSTING SOURCE, 
but not so powerful as GRB 



UHECR correlation with 
Large Scale Structure 

  X-correlate with nearby galaxies 

  Traditional method in cosmology  

  Application to published UHECRs: A. Berlind + GRF 
ICRC09 & in prep (presented here) 

  Application to Auger data: presented by C. Lage 
for the Auger Collaboration, Washington APS Feb, 
2010 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 10 



Significance Level Calculation 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 11 

Significance = Fraction of 10,000 mock datasets where χ2 >  real dataset. 

Cross-correlation between 2MRS and Real Data => 
Σ χ2 for fit to zero correlation, out to some Θmax  

Do the same for each mock data set => 1-sigma range 
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Impact of galaxy sample depth 
and angular separation 

•  Broad minimum    
with respect to Galaxy 
depth 

• Relatively insensitive 
to Θmax 
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Conclusions from  
UHECR-galaxy cross-correlation 

(A. Berlind & GRF using published events) 
•  UHECR arrival directions are inconsistent with an 
isotropic distribution at the 3σ level, and appear correlated 
with locations of nearby galaxies. 

•  Strongest correlations are seen at UHECR energies of E > 
55 EeV, and galaxy depths  D <= 70 Mpc. 

•  The observations are consistent with external galaxies as 
the source of UHECRs, moderate deflections and the GZK 
model. 

• See C. Lage, for the Auger Collaboration, 
Washington APS, Feb. 2010 for results with full dataset 



Cen A & Galactic deflections 
R. Jansson, GRF, I. Feain & B. Gaenssler, in prep 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 14 



Jun 16, 2010 G. Farrar, Auger Analysis Lecce 15 

Fit Galactic magnetic field  
R. Jansson, GRF, Waelkens, Ensslin 09  

Stokes Q 

WMAP5 22.8 GHz, Q&U + RMs 



Jun 16, 2010 16 

Dedicated Cen A study of GMF 
RJ, GRF, I Feain, B Gaelssler in prep 

  New GMF model (RJ+GF) adding 
  Random and striated fields 

  Out-of-plane component 

  Gives MUCH BETTER fit to Q,U & RMs 

  Global fit, with halo and disk 

Reduced χ2 for various models 

  166 new RMs surrounding lobes 
(Feain & Gaenssler) 



Interpretation of Cen A excess 
requires good GMF model! 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 17 

27 Auger events with  18o circle @ CenA Deflection depends on GMF 

Need global GMF fit to constrain CenA deflectionsd 



5 of 27 published Auger CRs are 
most likely protons from Cen A 

  Define Cen A locus 
  Contains 5 events 
  Fraction of Auger exp in 

locus = 0.009 
  27 events => expect 0.25 
  Probability to find ≥ 5 by 

chance =  7 10-6 
  No scan penalty… what  

“idea penalty”??? 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 18 



Implication of Correlations  

  Protons are a major component of UHECRs 
even above 50 EeV 

  Reconciliation with Auger-HiRes “X-max break” 
  Requires σtot  increases faster with E than in 

models, hint of some break or acceleration 

  But, need to get consistency also with ground 
signal!  

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 19 



Simulated versus observed ground 
signal, with proton composition 

  Robust evidence that observed SD signal is too strong 
compared to model predictions 
  The “excess-muon problem” 
  Seen using many approaches, in both SD and Hybrid 

datasets 
  More info in next talk by M. Unger 

  Present models have factor-2 deficiency with protons 
  Fe only increases muons by ~ 1/3, so 
  Factor-1.7 deficiency with Fe 

  Hadronic models matter (Ulrich et al 0906.0418) 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 20 



How can the “muon excess”  
be explained? 

  Problem severe --  not solved by heavy composition 

  Jeff Allen & GRF campaign to explore options: 
  Use QGSJet-2, Sybill, and EPOS 

  Vary total cross section, multiplicity distribution, photon 
fraction 

  “Accept” combos giving observed X-max distribution and 
strength and zenith average LDF 

  Are Golden Hybrid events well-described?  

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 21 



The Axe (1) -- Multiplicity 

  Method: selective choose 
events generated by QII 

  Make a multiplicity cut, only 
keep a fraction, κ, that fall 
below cut 
  Cut at the 90% threshold to see 

maximum effect possible 
  Cut is energy dependent 

  Maximum effect of the “axe” 
  10% reduction of EM signal 
  25% increase in number of 

muons 
  Right direction, need more 

muons 



The axe (2) -- π0 Conversion 

  Convert π0 ‘s of  QII events into 
baryons 

  f is fraction of π0 to convert at 
10 EeV, with logarithmic E 
dependence 

  Maximum effect: 
  10% increase in EM signal 
  60% increase in muonic signal 
  Still need more muons 



π0-Multiplicity Combination 

  Multiplicity cut 
  90 % threshold 
  K = 0.0 

  π0 mod f=100% 
  Maximum effect 

  No change in EM 
  80% increase in muons 
  8% reduction in LP 
  <XMax> dramatically reduced 

  Still not enough muons! 
  Still too much EM ground signal! 
  Getting a doubling of number of muons is non-

trivial 



The Axe -- Conclusions 

 Drastic increase in multiplicity improves LDF muon 
signal 

 Drastic conversion of pi-0’s to other hadrons improves 
LDF 

 VERY hard to get observed muon and EM signals 

 Modification of total cross section fixes X-max 
distribution but doesn’t impact muon problem 

  Evidence of new physics? 



Conclusions (very personal) 

  UHECRs are perplexing, but not daunting. 

  Present evidence favors predominantly proton composition, 
and drastic modifications to final states of hadronic collisions 
at energies > EeV. 

  Promising directions:   
  bursting sources --  produce correlations with large scale 

structure but not individual source classes. 
  Improve GMF modeling for better-constrained reconstructions; 

use more sophisticated recontruction methods. 
  Improve astro source catalogs; start combining HiRes/TA and 

Auger data for all-sky correlation studies. 

July 24, 2010 G. Farrar, ICHEP 26 
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Overview
What is meant by “dielectric acceleration” and why is it 
worth pursuing?
C   k   di l i b d  l      Current work on dielectric‐based accelerator concepts at 
microwave, terahertz, and optical frequencies
Outline e+e‐ collider configurations and parametersOutline e+e collider configurations and parameters
Discuss limitations and open questions
Future ProspectsFuture Prospects



What is dielectric acceleration?What is dielectric acceleration?
Conventional (conducting) case: Conventional (conducting) case: 

EM wave guiding is enforced by outside metal wall
Phase velocity synchronism is enforced by periodic loading 
(metal irises)
Tend to be high‐Q resonators requiring long low‐power pulses 
Limited (at present) to ~150 MV/m (short structures)

Conventional Iris‐Loaded Structure

Dielectric case:
Guiding is by either metal wall or Bragg reflector
Synchronism is enforced by manipulating the effective index Dielectric‐Lined Waveguide

Tend to be low‐Q structures requiring short high‐power pulses
Potentially capable of sustaining >1 GV/m gradients

Bragg Waveguide



Motivation

31 km

ot at o

31.5 MV/m – the ILC design gradient (superconducting)

3

The International Linear 
Collider

150 MV/m – maximum achieved in a metallic structure (75 years)

~1,000 MV/m – gradient expectation for dielectric acceleration
13,800 MV/m – maximum achieved in a dielectric structure (25 years)

~10,000 MV/m – gradient expectation for high‐quality plasma acceleration
50,000 MV/m –maximum gradient achieved in plasma over ~1 meter

>200,000 MV/m—maximum gradient achieved in plasma over ~1 mm

Marx panelMarx panel (a HEPAP subpanel) recommendation(a HEPAP subpanel) recommendation ---- JulyJuly 20062006Marx panel Marx panel (a HEPAP subpanel) recommendation (a HEPAP subpanel) recommendation ---- July July 20062006
“A major challenge for the accelerator science community is to identify and develop new concepts for future energy frontier a“A major challenge for the accelerator science community is to identify and develop new concepts for future energy frontier acceccelerators that will lerators that will 
be able to provide the exploration tools needed for HEP within a feasible cost to society. The future of acceleratorbe able to provide the exploration tools needed for HEP within a feasible cost to society. The future of accelerator--based HEP wbased HEP will be limited ill be limited 
unless new ideas and new accelerator directions are developed to address the demands of beam energy and luminosity and consequnless new ideas and new accelerator directions are developed to address the demands of beam energy and luminosity and consequenuently the tly the 
management of beam power, energy recovery, accelerator power, size, and cost.”management of beam power, energy recovery, accelerator power, size, and cost.”



P/λ 2
Dielectric Breakdown Resistance 

Dielectric Damage Threshold

1053nm
2 J/cm2 @ 1 ps 

>2 GV/m>2 GV/m

Source Wavelength

30cm               3cm  3mm  300μ 30μ 3μ 300nm

λ B. C. Stuart, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett., 74, 
p.2248ff,  (1995).

Fused silica, THz range, 
~psec exposure



Narrowband boundary conditions can be 
d i d i i i bili i B Fibdesigned to mitigate instabilities—Bragg Fiber

• With the exception of the first (matching) layer,
z

With the exception of the first (matching) layer, 
each layer: 

• Interaction impedance peaks for large contrast. 
Optimal materials.

/ 4 1λ ε −yx

νε
Optimal materials.

• Harness developments in the communication 
and semiconductor industry: e.g. solid state 
laser wall-plug to light efficiency.

νΔ

laser wall plug to light efficiency.

• At optical wavelengths, dielectrics sustain 
higher electric fields than metals and have 
smaller loss.

int2D

smaller loss.

A. Mizrahi and L. Schächter, Optical Bragg , p gg
Accelerator, Phys. Rev. E, 70, 016505 (2004).



Driving a Dielectric Wakefield Acceleratorg
(Common to both Microwave and Terahertz cases)

Electron bunch (β ≈ 1) drives Cerenkov Electron bunch (β ≈ 1) drives Cerenkov 
wake in cylindrical dielectric structure

Dependent on structure properties
Multimode excitation

*

Can be resonantly driven by a pulse train
Wakefields accelerate trailing bunch

Mode wavelengths (quasi-optical)
4 b( )λ n ≈
4 b − a( )

n
ε − 1

Peak decelerating field
−4Nbr m c 2

Design Parameters a,b σ z ε

l   d eEz,dec ≈
4Nbremec

a 8π
ε −1

εσ z + a
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ Ez on-axis

(OOPIC)

Extremely good 
beam needed

Transformer ratio (unshaped beam)

R=
Ez,acc

Ez,dec

≤2

J. Rosenzweig, UCLA.



Progress Developing Microwave 
Two‐Beam Structures

Proof of principle experiments 
ΔE vs. witness delay

Proof‐of‐principle experiments 
(H. Figueroa, et al, PRL, 60, 2144–2147 (1988))

ANL AATF

Mode superposition Mode superposition 
(J. Power, et al. and S. Shchelkunov, et al.)

ANL AWA, BNL

Transformer ratio improvement p
(J. Power, et al.)

Beam shaping
Tunable permittivity structures Tunable permittivity structures 

For external feeding
(A. Kanareykin, et al.)

T bl itti itTunable permittivity

Demonstrated gradients limited to <100 MV/m by available drive beams
The FACET facility will enable significant extension of results in both gradient and frequency



High‐Gradient DWA Accelerator Module

3ns 3ns

Trf=28ns Competitive rf-beam efficiency 
for the short pulse TBA

bl db TLEI
3GeV module (15m)                         

(38 DWPE & 38 DLA fill factor=76%) Tbeam=16ns=416rf cycles  4160bunches 
(Qtotal=2080nC),                                          
1bunch/2 rf periods  0 5nC/bunchTf=9ns

%26=×=
rf

beam

rf

sloadbeam
bRF T

T
P

LEIη

1bunch/2 rf periods, 0.5nC/bunchf 9

1.33GW output/Dielectric PETS;   
5% rf transportation loss;            

AWA Short Pulse 
(1.5TeV,e+)

Drive beam becomes 80MeV, 
main beam gain 3GeV

Eload =267MV/m (Ib=6.5A); Average drive beam current 80 mA

Average drive beam power 68.8 MW

Average rf power to main 
linac 60MWlinac

Average main beam current 10.4 uA

Average main beam power 15.6 MWW. Gai, ANL.



ANL 26GHz 3TeV Dielectric‐based Short Pulse Two Beam Linear 
Collider  (conceptual layout of one side of a 3TeV  e+e‐ collider)( p y )

150 GeV stage #1 150 GeV 
 #

5us

100us

3 GeV 
module #1

3 GeV 
module #2

3 GeV module 
#50

stage #10
5

16ns

main beam structure 
(100us consists of 20 beam 

1.5TeV0.86GeV 
drive beam

(100us consists of 20 beam 
pulses, 6.5A inside the pulse)

1.5TeV

1 2 50

51 52 100

24ns
100ns

Beam 
pulse #

drive beam

photons

1.3GHz rf
5 5

951 952 1000
Drive beam structure (one 100us 

l f b l d h l )macro pulse consists of 1000 beam pulses, 65A inside the pulse)

W. Gai, ANL.



DWA VariationsDWA Variations
Coaxial two‐beam DWA

High transformer ratios (~10!)
Sotnikov, et al, PRST‐AB, 12, 061302 (2009).

Terahertz StructuresTerahertz Structures
Collinear DWA

Scaled to λ~300μm

Slab structure collinear DWA
Suppressed transverse wakes
Reduced gradient, but larger bunch charge
A. Tremaine, et al, Phys. Rev. E, 56,  7204 (1997)

Other Materials
CVD Diamond (doped for low SEY)( p )

Euclid Techlabs LLC

Silicon, GaAs
CVD deposited diamond



Laser‐Driven Dielectric AcceleratorsLaser Driven Dielectric Accelerators
Structure Candidates for High‐Gradient Accelerators

Projected maximum gradients based on measured material damage threshold data

Photonic Crystal Fiber        

Silica, λ=1890 nm,        Ez=400 MV/m
laser
beam

cylindrical 
lensvacuum 

channel

cylindrical 
lens

laser
beam

cylindrical 
lensvacuum 

channel

cylindrical 
lens

z
electron

top view

z
electron

top viewtop view

Input 
waveguide

beam

Photonic Crystal “Woodpile” 

Silicon, λ=2200nm,          Ez=400 MV/m

xy
electron 

beam
λ/2

λ

xy
electron 

beam
λ/2

λ

λ/2

λ

Transmission Grating Structure             

Silica, λ=800nm,                   Ez=830 MV/m

g

B. Cowan,  et al, PRST‐AB, 11, 011301 
(2008).

X. Lin, PRST‐AB, 4, 051301 (2001).  T. Plettner, et al,  PRST‐AB, 9, 111301 
(2006).

Wave Guiding Structures  Phase Mask Structure Wave Guiding Structures  Phase Mask Structure 



3D Photonic Crystal: Woodpile Structures in Silicon

Silicon woodpile structure produced at the 
Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF)

Detailed Tolerance Studies of CDs
Process Version Rod width base Rod width top Taper Angle Layer Thickness Alignment Offset Period

3 389 486 9.89624641 556 142.5 1834
3 402 507 10.69429961 660 146 1827
3 486 583 10.01988665 549 161.5 1834
3 486 583 10.01988665 688 102.5 1808
3 311 441 9.575247964 516 2013
3 280 391 11.1759075 658 1721
3 379 509 11.04285784 5593 379 509 11.04285784 559
3 348 485 10.49147701 702
2 438 556 13.12686302 506 412.5 1844
2 419 506 9.755861898 681 400 1838
2 469 525 5.75140209 556 522 1813
2 450 544 9.595956437 545 516 1857
2 384 455 7.092112957 643 1870
2 366 446 6.301068652 580 1832
2 446 527 5.850496153 527
2 464 518 8.737992324
1 434 529 10.43182293 542 1818
1 503 669 15.86761887 516 1789
1 483 649 15.86761887 584
1 480 690 19.90374954 580

average 420.85 529.95 10.55991867 586.7368421 300.375 1835.571
std 62.16808709 76.49594072 3.503712238 64.14206637 179.4061135 62.12112
version 3 mean 390.4285714 500 10.34633323 598 138.125 1839.5
version 3 std 74.27062003 65.09649431 0.57608771 73.11243787 25.14416765 95.24022
version 2 mean 429.5 509.625 8.276469191 576.8571429 462.625 1842.333
version 2 std 37.27887184 39.6157887 2.542079837 63.49128174 65.34188932 19.84607

Best achieved:

Width Variation:

<40 nm RMS (~λ/125)

Layer Thickness:

6    RMS ( λ/ )<65 nm RMS (~λ/75)

Layer Alignment:

<65 nm RMS (~λ/75)

Measurement 
Technique 
G l i  Designed for acceleration at λ~4 μm Granularity: 7nmDesigned for acceleration at λ 4 μm

C. McGuinness,  et al, J. Mod. Opt., 56, 18 & 19 p. 2142ff, (2009).



The next level of integration:                            
A Single-Pulse 32 MeV-Gain Woodpile Accelerator Chip

(1 chip ≈ 1 ILC cavity) input

Leff=2mm
beam beam

Distribution, delay, and mode shaping lines

Silicon Chip

Fiber coupled 

p

~8 cm

Fiber coupled 
input

λ=2 μm                   
20 μJ/pulse              
1 ps laser pulseInput 

beam

1 ps laser pulse
4‐layer Structure Fabrication             

(completed at SNF)Cutaway sketch of       
coupler region

Image courtesy of B. Cowan, 
Tech‐X.

Input 
waveguide

Image courtesy of C. 
McGuinness, Stanford.



St li i d t iStrong coupling impedance comes at a price
Strong coupling to E⊥ r<γλ ; Strong coupling to E//  r~λ

Structure aperture  λStructure aperture  ~λ
Terahertz: has been achieved with CVD diamond deposition and capillary drawing
Optical: Has been achieved with semiconductor and fiber drawing technology

Optimum beam loading requires bunch charge 
Terahertz: ~picoCoulombs per bunche ahe t : picoCoulombs pe bunch
Optical: ~femtoCoulombs per bunch

Beam transmission requires very small emittances  ~nm
Possible with metal tip emission sources
Naturally leads to reduction in IP spot sizes

    d  h l h  λ/Narrow energy spread  Bunch length ~λ/100
Terahertz: Bunching by conventional means to ~λ/30 already achieved
Optical: Single‐stage bunching at ~410as (~λ/8) demonstrated

Beam current ~1‐10 μA requires high repetition rates 
Terahertz: klystron based power sources imply low rep rate and long pulse trainsTerahertz: klystron‐based power sources imply low rep rate and long pulse trains
Optical: lasers operating in the ~10‐100 MHz are commercially available

BBU Alignment tolerances  ~λ/100
Single‐mode structures with no confined deflecting modes
Terahertz: Moderately high rep rate effective position stabilization feedbackTerahertz: Moderately high rep rate  effective position stabilization feedback 
Optical: Very high repetition rate very broadband position stabilization feedback



Present Status of Optical StructuresPresent Status of Optical Structures
Dominant effort to date has been on designing and making structures
that can support high gradient and scale to high energy (efficiently that can support high gradient and scale to high energy (efficiently 
transfer power, preserve beam quality)

Wave guiding
Phase mask and swept‐laser methods

Demonstrations of “large‐aperture” but inefficient acceleration 
concepts (r>>λ) at λ=10 μm and 0.8 μm have been done
Facilities and accelerator techniques for working in the picosecond‐
i C d i h   dmicron‐pC domain have matured

Research on suitable electron sources is underway
Laser‐triggered field emission sources
L t i d f l t i    Laser‐triggered ferro‐electric sources 

Work to experimentally quantify structure limitations is underway 
(damage threshold, dephasing, thermal, etc.)

Image credit: Gennady Shvets, UT Austin



Laser‐Driven Dielectric Accelerator  LC Cartoon

CW Injector Laser Accelerator

…

Warm rf gun Cold Preaccelerator Optical Buncher
433 MHz x 6E03 e‐/macropulse (145 μpulse/macropulse)
εN~10‐10 m (but note Q/εN << 1 nC/μm)

λ=2‐4 μ, G~1 GeV/m
Photonic Band Gap Fiber structures embedded 
in optical resonant rings
Permanent Magnet Quads (B’~2.5 kT/m)

An Acceleration Unit
Resonant ring 
path length: 
λ 23 cm

Laser 
amplifier
Optical resonator

λrf=23 cm

PBG accelerator 
structure

p

Phase 
control

17Optical Debuncher              Final Focus  I.P.
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Strawman 3 TeV Collider Parameters

RF Source RF Source ==> Beam Driven Laser-Driven

Strawman 3 TeV Collider Parameters 

"ILC" "CLIC" Microwave Terahertz Grating Waveguide
E_cms GeV 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000
Bunch Charge e 2.0E+10 3.7E+09 3.1E+09 1.1E+08 6.5E+03 3.5E+03
# bunches/train # 1700 500 4160 4160 145 145
train repetition rate Hz 4 50 5 120 50 MHz 125 MHztrain repetition rate Hz 4 50 5 120 50 MHz 125 MHz
design wavelength micron 230610 24983 11530 300 4 2

Invariant Emittances micron 10/0.04 0.7/0.02 0.3/0.02 0.008/0.001 1e-04/1e-04 1e-04/1e-04
I. P. Spot Size nm 185/1.7 49/1.2 33/1.1 8/0.2 0.1/0.1 0.1/0.1

Enh Lumi /cm^2/s 1E+39 9E+38 9E+38 9E+38 1E+39 9E+38
Beam Power MW 32.7 22.2 15.6 13.2 11.3 15.2

Beamstrahlung Power MW 14.1 7.4 6.3 1.2 0.0 0.0
Beamstrahlung Loss % 43 1 33 4 40 2 8 9 0 1 0 3Beamstrahlung Loss % 43.1 33.4 40.2 8.9 0.1 0.3

Gradient MV/m 31.5 100 270 2000 1000 500
Linac Length km 95 30 11 2 3 6

For illustrative purposes only! 

cm micron



Limitations and QuestionsLimitations and Questions
• Physics Issues

• Deflecting‐mode‐driven instabilities are severe, requiring small bunch 
charge and innovations in focusing and dampingcharge and innovations in focusing and damping
• Two‐beam short‐pulse accelerators require efficient broadband mode 
convertors
• What process ultimately limits the achievable gradient? 

• Material Issues
• Degradation with high field and radiation exposure
• Charging and multipactoring
• Nonlinear polarizability and Raman scatteringNonlinear polarizability and Raman scattering
• What materials have the best combination of attributes?

• Particle Source Issues
•How can electron and positron sources with the required properties be made?

P  S  I• Power Source Issues
• Drive beam stability and power transfer structure design
• Efficient production of the drive beam
• How can compact, cost‐effective drive sources be built?p , ff

• Fabrication Issues
• How can the required tolerances be achieved for THz and optical structures?
• How can the required alignment tolerances be achieved?



F t P tFuture Prospects
Dielectrics offer higher damage resistance than metals and a natural way to provide 
synchronism with β<1 particlessynchronism with β<1 particles

Frequency‐selective boundary conditions are possible, allowing destructive HOMs 
to radiate out of the accelerator

Higher frequency methods will require smaller bunch charges and increased 
repetition rates, providing experimental advantages of reduced beamstrahlung 
background and event pileupbackground and event pileup

In contrast to higher‐gradient plasma wakefield techniques, dielectric acceleration 
is linear, the structure is solid‐state, and the technique is inherently more stable

High power structure and beam tests are planned or underway for microwave, 
terahertz, and optical technologies and clear evidence as to the suitability of each 
technique should be available in the next few yearstechnique should be available in the next few years
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OUTLINE
• Introduction

• Soft-Collinear Effective Theory

• Photon production cross section

•NNLL resummation for at large pT photon production

• Resummation by RG evolution

•Numerical results and comparison to Tevatron data

•NNLL resummation for W and Z production

2
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TB, Ch. Lorentzen, M. Schwartz, to appear



SOFT-COLLINEAR EFFECTIVE THEORY

• EFTs split physics into high- and low-energy part. In 
collider processes, we have an interplay of three 
momentum regions
• Hard

• Collinear

• Soft

•Correspondingly, EFT for such processes has two low-
energy modes:
• Collinear fields describing the energetic partons propagating 

in a given direction, and

• soft fields which mediate long range interactions among 
them.

}  high-energy

} low-energy part

Bauer, Pirjol, Stewart et al. 2001, 2002; Beneke et al. 2002
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RESUMMATIONS WITH SCET
• EFT provides an elegant framework to factorize contributions 

associated with different scales.

• Terms enhanced by large log’s of scale ratios are resummed 
by RG evolution

• By now, many applications of SCET to collider processes. 
Resummations in many cases up to N3LL:

• thrust distribution in e+e− 

• Drell-Yan rapidity dist.

• Drell-Yan, low pT

• inclusive Higgs production

• ...

Idilbi, Ji, Ma and Yuan ‘06 ; 
Ahrens, TB, Neubert, Yang ’08, update for 
ICHEP, see M. Neubert’s talk

TB, Neubert, Xu ‘07

TB, Schwartz ’08; 
Abbate et al. ’10

Gao, Li, Liu ’05; Idilbi, Ji, Yuan ’05;
Petriello, Sonny ‘09;  
TB, Neubert to appear Monday

all of these involve two directions of large energy flow
4



N-JET PROCESSES
• Important progress in past year towards higher-log 

resummation of processes with large energy flow in 
several directions.

• All-order constraints on the anomalous dimensions 
from soft-collinear factorization, factorization in 
collinear limit, non-abelian exponentiation.

•General result for hard anomalous dimensions 
relevant for NNLL of n-jet processes

•massless: determined by constraints

•massive: two-loop computation of three-particle 
correlations

TB, Neubert ’09; Gardi, Magnea ’09 + Dixon ’09

Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang ’09

explains two-loop results of Aybat, Dixon and Sterman ’06
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PHOTON PRODUCTION  pp→ γ + X AT LARGE pT 

• First SCET calculation of a physical cross section with 
energetic particles in three directions.

• Perform NNLL resummation of αsnlog2n(MX/pT) 
corrections arising for at large pT.

•NLL was known Laenen et al. ’98, Catani et al. ’98, Kidonakis and Owens ’99

• In the meantime we have extended the result also to 
W± and Z production TB, Lorentzen, Schwartz, to appear

•Other examples involving multiple directions

• top-production Ahrens, et al. ’10 

• EW Sudakov resummation Chiu, et al. ’08, ’09

TB, M. Schwartz 0911.0681
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PHOTON PRODUCTION MECHANISMS
•Direct production

• sensitive to gluon PDF

• dominates fragmentation very at 
high pT

• perform NNLL resummation for 
this part match to NLO (own 
code for inclusive case; JetPhox for 
isolation)

• Fragmentation

• needs non-perturbative 
fragmentation function

• can be suppressed by putting 
isolation cone around γ
• included in NLO (Jetphox)

p̄p p̄p

γ γ

7



• Have derived factorization theorem for prompt photon 
production at large

• (there are different partonic channels, with different H, J, S 
and f’s)

FACTORIZATION THEOREM AT LARGE PT

p

X

γ

p

pT �MX

d2
σ

dydpT
= H ⊗ J ⊗ S ⊗ f1 ⊗ f2

8



HARD, JET AND SOFT FUNCTIONS

• Hard function is square of on-shell qg→qγ amplitude. Ellis et al. ’83, Arnold and Reno 
’89

• Jet functions are quark and gluon propagators in light-cone gauge.

• Soft function is matrix element of Wilson lines Yi from 0 ... ∞ along the 
beam and jet directions.

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

Figure 2: Diagrams contributing to the gluon jet function at NLO. The usual gluon self-energy
contributions are represented by the first graph. In the remaining diagrams gluons are emitted
from one of the Wilson lines, which are denoted by crosses.

The only place where the gluon jet function has appeared previously is in the analysis of
quarkonium production [40, 41, 42]. In [42], its one-loop anomalous dimension was calculated.
Here, we will compute the full order !s gluon jet function and derive its anomalous dimension
to order !3

s, although for NNLL resummation we only need the !2
s result.

The gluon jet function is defined by

tr !0| Aa
J

µ
!(x)Ab

J
!

!(0) |0" = (#gµ!
! ) "ab g2

s

!
d4p

(2#)3
$(p0) Jg(p

2) e"ipx . (80)

The strong coupling constant gs on the right-hand side is the bare coupling; the collinear
gluon fields were defined in Eq. (24). These collinear gluon operators only have non-vanishing
matrix elements for intermediate collinear states. Thus, this jet function can be thought of as
the result of integrating out the collinear modes at the scale µj. Equivalently, we can extract
the jet function from the imaginary part of the time-ordered product of collinear fields

1

#
Im

"
i

!
d4x eipx!0|T

#
Aa

J
µ
!(x)Ab

J
!

!(0)
$
|0"

%
= (#gµ!

! ) "ab g2
s Jg(p

2) . (81)

This second definition shows that the jet function is given by the imaginary part of the
Feynman propagator in light-cone gauge, since in this gauge the Wilson lines in Eq. (24) are
absent.

The relevant diagrams in SCET are shown in Figure 2. In Feynman gauge all of the graphs
in the bottom row vanish. The first graph contributes to the wavefunction renormalization.
Since the collinear sector of SCET is equivalent to full QCD, this graph can be found in
textbooks. In units of the tree-level result, the graph gives

Ia =
!s

4#

&
µ2

#p2

'" "&
5

3
CA #

4

3
TFnf

'
1

%
+

31

9
CA #

20

9
TF nf

%
. (82)

The second and third diagrams have been computed in [56] and [57] in Feynman gauge. They
give

Ib = Ic =
!s

4#

&
µ2

#p2

'"

CA

"
2

%2
+

1

%
+ 2 #

#2

6

%
. (83)

20

Figure 1: Two-loop diagrams contributing to the jet function in QCD. Gluons emitted from the
crossed circles originate from the Wilson lines. Not shown are additional diagrams resulting from
mirror images in which the two external points are exchanged. The first diagram is the full fermion
two-point function, not just the one-particle irreducible part.

2.1 Evaluation of the two-loop diagrams
We first discuss the evaluation of the bare quantity jbare(Q2) and later perform its renormalization.
Let us begin by quoting the result for the one-loop master integral

!
ddk

(!1)!a!b!c
"
k2 + i0

#a $(k + p)2 + i0
%b (n̄ · k)c

= i!
d
2
&
!p2 ! i0

' d
2!a!b (n̄ · p)!c J(a, b, c) , (8)

with

J(a, b, c) =
!(d2 ! b) !(

d
2 ! a ! c) !(a + b !

d
2 )

!(a) !(b) !(d ! a ! b ! c)
. (9)

At two-loop order, the most general integral we need is (omitting the “+i0” terms for brevity)
!
ddk
!
ddl

(!1)!a1!a2!a3!b1!b2!b3!c1!c2
"
k2
#a1 "l2

#a2 $(k ! l)2
%a3 $(k + p)2

%b1 $(l + p)2
%b2 $(k + l + p)2

%b3 (n̄ · k)c1 (n̄ · l)c2

= !!d
&
!p2
'd!a1!a2!a3!b1!b2!b3 (n̄ · p)!c1!c2 J(a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2) . (10)

We use the same standard reduction techniques as in the two-loop calculation of the soft function [2]
to express all integrals we need for the evaluation of the diagrams in Figure 1 in terms of four master
integrals Mn. Introducing the dimensional regulator " = 2 ! d/2, we obtain

M1 = J(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) =
!3(1 ! ") !(2" ! 1)
!(3 ! 3")

,

3

n1n1

n2n2

nJ

nJ

Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to the soft function at NLO.

4.2 Soft functions

We consider the soft functions next. The Lagrangian of the soft sector of SCET is identical
to the standard QCD Lagrangian, so the calculation of the soft matrix element is the same as
in QCD. They are determined by matrix elements of time-ordered products of three Wilson
lines. Rewriting Eq. (47), for the two channels,

1

Nc
!0|Tr T̄

!
(Y †

1 YJta Y †
J Y2)(x!)

"
T

!
(Y †

2 YJtaY †
J Y1)(0)

"
|0" =

# "

0

dk+ e!ik+(n̄J ·x)/2 Sqq̄(k+) ,

1

Nc
!0|Tr T̄

!
(Y †

1 Y2t
a Y †

2 YJ)(x!)
"

T

!
(Y †

J Y2t
aY †

2 Y1)(0)
"
|0" =

# "

0

dk+ e!ik+(n̄J ·x)/2 Sqg(k+) .

The soft functions for the qq̄ and qg channels di!er only by which representation of SU(3)

is associated with which direction. In particular, the position xµ
! = (n̄J ·x)

nµ
J

2 at which they
are evaluated points in the direction of the adjoint in the qq̄ # g! case and a triplet (or
anti-triplet) in the qg # q! case.

In dimensional regularization the virtual graphs contributing to this soft function vanish,
so we are left with real emission diagrams. These can be drawn as cuts through diagrams
with a gluon being exchanged between any Wilson line at 0 and any other Wilson line at x,

as shown in Figure 1. The soft (Eikonal) Feynman rules give a factor of nµ
i

(q·ni)
for the emission

from leg i, so in particular graphs involving emission and absorption into the same leg vanish.
As indicated by the one-dimensional Fourier transforms in Eq. (64), the x! dependence means
we only need the dependence on the component of soft radiation backward to the direction of
the jet.

The non-vanishing diagrams for the qq̄ # g! case give

Sqq̄(k) = 2 g2
sµ

2!

#
ddq

(2")d!1
#(q2)$(q0)#(k $ nJ · q)

%
$%

CF $
1

2
CA

&
n1 ·n2

(n1 ·q)(n2 ·q)
+

1

2
CA

nJ ·n1

(nJ ·q)(n1 ·q)
+

1

2
CA

nJ ·n2

(nJ ·q)(n2 ·q)

'
, (64)

and for the qg # q! channel
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Hard function Jet function Soft function

Sq̄q(k+) =
1

Nc

�

Xs

���
�
Xs

���T
�
Y †

1 (0) YJ(0)ta Y †
J (0)Y2(0)

� ��� 0
����

2
(2π)δ(nJ · pXs − k+)
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RESUMMATION BY RG EVOLUTION

• Evaluate each part at its characteristic scale, evolve to 
common scale:

0

µ2

µ2
f

PDFs

pT

Soft functionJet functionHard func.

mX

m2
X/pT

H

J

S

fi(x1)fj(x2)
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• Have analytic solution for the RGs of H, J and S. TB and Neubert ’06

• Using RG invariance and known results, we are able to extract all 
anomalous dimensions to three loops

• Hard anomalous dimension ΓH  from general result TB and Neubert ’09 
(see also Gardi and Magnea ’09 + Dixon ’09)

• For n=3, the constraints determine ΓH  uniquely.

• Quark-jet function anomalous dimension         known

• Soft anom. dim. for qg channel is

• Soft anom dim. for qq channel  is 

• Gluon-jet function anom. dim. is        

ANOMALOUS DIMENSIONS

ΓJq

ΓSq̄q =
2CF − CA

CA
ΓSqg

ΓSqg = ΓHqg − ΓJq

ΓJg = ΓHq̄q − ΓSq̄q

11



• Have analytic solution for the RGs of H, J and S. TB and Neubert ’06

• Using RG invariance and known results, we are able to extract all 
anomalous dimensions to three loops

• Hard anomalous dimension ΓH  from general result TB and Neubert ’09 
(see also Gardi and Magnea ’09 + Dixon ’09)

• For n=3, the constraints determine ΓH  uniquely.

• Quark-jet function anomalous dimension         known

• Soft anom. dim. for qg channel is

• Soft anom dim. for qq channel  is 

• Gluon-jet function anom. dim. is        

ANOMALOUS DIMENSIONS

ΓJq
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• Natural choice for scale in hard function is

• Choice of jet scale      is more difficult, since partonic invariant mass 
varies                            where the hadronic

• For small MX , i.e. very large pT,                          is appropriate

• Choice                   leads to Landau pole ambiguities; is implicit in 
trad. resummation method. 

• Convolution with PDF dynamically enhances threshold region of low 
mX. TB Neubert ’08

• Would like to set        to the average value of mX , but convolution 
with PDFs can only be done numerically.

• Determine       by looking at jet-function corrections as a function 
of      . Reasonable scale choice gives moderate corrections. 

SCALE CHOICE
µh ∼ pT

mX = 0 . . . MX

pT!100 GeV

pT!500 GeV

" j scale sensitivity

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.00.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

" j!pT

d#
""

j#

d#
""

j
!
p T
#

pp, ECM!1960 GeV

pp, ECM!14 TeV

Optimal " j scale choice

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

pT

" j

pT

Figure 4: Determination of µj . On the left is the relative cross section for variations of µj

around µj = pT for ECM=1960 GeV. The other scales are chosen to be µh = µf = pT and
µs = µ2

j/µh. On the right, the values of µj which minimize the scale variation at various pT ’s
are shown for the Tevatron and the LHC. The solid lines show a linear regression to the points,
and the dashed line is our default choice, Eq. (107).

power corrections arising in the integration can be of a lower order (and thus of larger size)
than the physical power corrections to the factorization theorem [58].

In [59] it was argued that these spurious singularities are particularly strong in momentum
space and that it is therefore preferable to perform resummation in moment space. However,
the e!ective theory framework allows us to completely avoid the need to evaluate the coupling
at unphysically small scales. It is not necessary to eliminate the logarithms in the partonic
cross section, what matters is that the final physical cross section is free of large logarithms.
Instead of choosing the jet scale µj at the integrand level we should choose the scale after the
convolution with the PDFs. That is, instead of setting µj = mX , the appropriate jet scale is
something like the average mass of a jet contributing to the cross section.

To get a sense of what an appropriate average jet scale should be, let us consider some
limits. At very large pT , the relevant scale in the physical cross section is the mass of the
hadronic final state, so the choice µ2

j ! M2
X = E2

CM(1 " pT /pmax
T ) is appropriate. However, at

moderate pT , which is relevant in practice, the appropriate scale choice is less clear. In this
case, the partonic mass mX at a given pT value can vary kinematically over a large range,
0 < mX < MX , but the fall-o! of the PDFs near x # 1 suppresses the region of large MX

and hence of large mX as well. Consequently, the partonic threshold region of small mX

is enhanced. This dynamical enhancement of was pointed out by [6, 7] and was studied in
detail [20] for the case of Drell-Yan production. It was found that this enhancement is mostly
e!ective for relatively high Drell-Yan masses, which corresponds to high pT in our case.

Since we cannot perform the convolution integrals analytically, we will determine the ap-
propriate choice of µj numerically, following two di!erent procedures. On the one hand, we
can study the size of the corrections which arise at the di!erent scales. Once the scale is
chosen appropriately, no large logarithms and associated large corrections should arise. To
study the size of the corrections, we take the factorized cross section, Eq. (19), as a function

27

µj

µj ∼MX

µj = mX

µj

µj
µj
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SCALE CHOICE

• As a default, we choose

and vary by a factor two. 

pT!100 GeV

pT!500 GeV

Hard function correction

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
"0.2

"0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

#!pT

$%NLO

%LO pT!100 GeV

pT!200 GeV
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Jet function correction
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%LO
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# j

Optimal scale choice
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Figure 3: Size of the hard and jet function one-loop corrections as a function of the scale for
di!erent values of pT at ECM =1960 GeV. The right panel shows the optimal scale choice at
di!erent pT , with the dashed lines denoting our default choice, Eq. (107).

6 Scale choices and matching

While the resummed result is formally independent of the scales µh, µj , and µs, there is
residual higher-order dependence on these scales if the perturbative expansions of the hard,
jet and soft functions are truncated at a finite order. To get a well behaved expansion, we want
to evaluate each contribution at its natural scale, where it does not involve large perturbative
logarithms. In a fixed order calculation, the presence of several scales can preclude such a
choice, but since the hard jet and soft functions each only depend on a single scale, we are
guaranteed that there are scale choices for which large logarithms are absent.

By examining the form of the resummed distribution, Eqs. (92) and (93), it can be seen
that the hard, jet and soft scales appear in the cross section only through the combinations

p2
T

µ2
h

,
m2

X

µ2
j

,
m2

X

pT µs
. (106)

Picking µh = pT , µj = mX and µs = m2
X/pT as the canonical scales would guarantee the

absence of large logarithms, but this choice is problematic. To see the problem, recall that

m2
X = 1

w
p2

T

v̄ (1 ! w), and the parton-level distribution is singular at w = 1. This singularity
is integrated over since the hadronic final states are integrated over, and the final photon pT

spectrum is completely regular. Near w " 1, the mass of the partonic final state mX becomes
small and with the choice µj = mX the coupling constants !s(µj) and !s(µs) are evaluated
at arbitrarily low scales. Because of the Landau pole singularity of the running coupling the
convolution integrals are then no longer well-defined. The w " 1 part of the integrand is
suppressed by the resummation, and the contribution from this region of the integral should
only amount to a power-suppressed correction to the overall result. However, the spurious
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Figure 5: Reduction of the factorization scale dependence through matching. The dotted lines
show the µf scale uncertainty of the unmatched NNLL result, the red lines show the NLO
uncertainty, and the green band shows the µf uncertainty on NNLL matched to NLO. This is
for pp̄ collisions at ECM = 1960 GeV integrated over !0.9 < y < 0.9.

of µ, integrate over the partonic phase space, and compare the tree-level value to the result
obtained after including the one-loop corrections to either the hard, jet, or soft function. The
result is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that the hard corrections are moderate if they
are evaluated at µh " pT , as expected. The jet function corrections are small at a lower value.
Looking at the middle panel, we find that the choice µj " pT

2 is reasonable for small pT . For
larger values of pT , the the optimal scale µj is lower than pT

2 . To be concrete, let us define the
optimal scale as the scale which minimizes (or in the case of the hard function maximizes) the
correction. The right-hand panel shows that the choices

µh = pT ,

µj =
pT

2

!
1 ! 2

pT

ECM

"
, (107)

provide a good approximation to the optimal scale choice as a function of pT . For the soft
scale, we choose µs = µ2

j/µh as our default choice and we have checked that the corrections
are moderate for this scale choice. The plots in Figure 3 are for the Tevatron case, but we
have also checked that the above scale choices are also valid at the LHC, and that the optimal
scales for the qq̄ and qg channels are compatible.

The reasoning behind the above procedure for choosing the scale is that there are no large
logarithms and thus no large corrections if the scale is chosen appropriately. Another criterion
for a good scale choice is that the residual scale dependence should be small. To explore this,
we set µh = µf = pT and µs = µ2

j/µh so that the cross section only depends on the single
scale µj. We then choose µj such that the distribution is minimally sensitive to variations
in µj away from its canonical value. In the first panel of Figure 4 we show the photon pT

spectrum integrated over |y| < 1 at the Tevatron for various values of µj . For simplicity,
we normalize to the cross section at µj = pT , but since we are only interested in the scale
dependence, the normalization is arbitrary. The position of the maxima fit nicely along the
curve µj = 0.56(pT ! 1.6 pT

ECM
). The same procedure at the LHC (14 TeV) gives a best fit
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Figure 5: Reduction of the factorization scale dependence through matching. The dotted lines
show the µf scale uncertainty of the unmatched NNLL result, the red lines show the NLO
uncertainty, and the green band shows the µf uncertainty on NNLL matched to NLO. This is
for pp̄ collisions at ECM = 1960 GeV integrated over !0.9 < y < 0.9.

of µ, integrate over the partonic phase space, and compare the tree-level value to the result
obtained after including the one-loop corrections to either the hard, jet, or soft function. The
result is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that the hard corrections are moderate if they
are evaluated at µh " pT , as expected. The jet function corrections are small at a lower value.
Looking at the middle panel, we find that the choice µj " pT

2 is reasonable for small pT . For
larger values of pT , the the optimal scale µj is lower than pT

2 . To be concrete, let us define the
optimal scale as the scale which minimizes (or in the case of the hard function maximizes) the
correction. The right-hand panel shows that the choices

µh = pT ,

µj =
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provide a good approximation to the optimal scale choice as a function of pT . For the soft
scale, we choose µs = µ2

j/µh as our default choice and we have checked that the corrections
are moderate for this scale choice. The plots in Figure 3 are for the Tevatron case, but we
have also checked that the above scale choices are also valid at the LHC, and that the optimal
scales for the qq̄ and qg channels are compatible.

The reasoning behind the above procedure for choosing the scale is that there are no large
logarithms and thus no large corrections if the scale is chosen appropriately. Another criterion
for a good scale choice is that the residual scale dependence should be small. To explore this,
we set µh = µf = pT and µs = µ2

j/µh so that the cross section only depends on the single
scale µj. We then choose µj such that the distribution is minimally sensitive to variations
in µj away from its canonical value. In the first panel of Figure 4 we show the photon pT

spectrum integrated over |y| < 1 at the Tevatron for various values of µj . For simplicity,
we normalize to the cross section at µj = pT , but since we are only interested in the scale
dependence, the normalization is arbitrary. The position of the maxima fit nicely along the
curve µj = 0.56(pT ! 1.6 pT

ECM
). The same procedure at the LHC (14 TeV) gives a best fit
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SCALE VARIATIONS

• Matching scales variations are small, factorizations scale uncertainty 
dominates. Matching to NLO reduces factorization scale dep.

Factorization scale variation
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Figure 6: Scale variations at the LHC (14 TeV). The lighter bands are NLL and the darker
bands are NNLL matched to NLO. The unmatched NNLL curves are shown as dotted lines.

µj = 0.57(pT ! 1.9 pT

ECM
). In the right panel, we show these points, the fits, and our simple

scale choice, Eq. (107). It is comforting that also this criterion leads to similar results.
So that the results from SCET agree with the NLO partonic cross section in the appropriate

limit, power corrections must be added through matching. Because of the peculiar kinematics
of the threshold limit, this must be done with some care. The factorization theorem in SCET
is derived in the limit where the momentum fractions x1 and x2 of the incoming partons, and
the partonic threshold variable w, are all close to 1. The resummed cross section is therefore
only formally µf independent for very large pT , in contrast to the fixed-order cross section,
which has additional terms to cancel the µf dependence exactly, but only works to order !s.
These additional terms are not singular in the threshold variables and therefore not reproduced
by the leading-power factorization theorem. In the phenomenologically relevant regime, x1, x2

and w may not be close to 1, and the residual scale dependence might not be small. This NLO
part of the µf sensitivity can be removed as we match to the NLO partonic cross section, if
the factorization scale in the NLO cross section is varied appropriately. For the matching, we
use

!
d2"

dvdw

"matched

=

!
d2"

dvdw

"NNLL

!
!

d2"

dvdw

"NNLL

µh=µj=µs=µf

+

!
d2"

dvdw

"NLO

µf

. (108)

The subscripts of the last two terms mean set all scales equal to the relevant value of µf . Having
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MATCHING TO FIXED ORDER 

• We match the NLO fixed order result in JETPHOX. This allows us to 
account for isolation cuts and fragmentation contributions.
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Figure 5: Reduction of the factorization scale dependence through matching. The dotted lines
show the µf scale uncertainty of the unmatched NNLL result, the red lines show the NLO
uncertainty, and the green band shows the µf uncertainty on NNLL matched to NLO. This is
for pp̄ collisions at ECM = 1960 GeV integrated over !0.9 < y < 0.9.

of µ, integrate over the partonic phase space, and compare the tree-level value to the result
obtained after including the one-loop corrections to either the hard, jet, or soft function. The
result is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that the hard corrections are moderate if they
are evaluated at µh " pT , as expected. The jet function corrections are small at a lower value.
Looking at the middle panel, we find that the choice µj " pT

2 is reasonable for small pT . For
larger values of pT , the the optimal scale µj is lower than pT

2 . To be concrete, let us define the
optimal scale as the scale which minimizes (or in the case of the hard function maximizes) the
correction. The right-hand panel shows that the choices

µh = pT ,

µj =
pT
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1 ! 2
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, (107)

provide a good approximation to the optimal scale choice as a function of pT . For the soft
scale, we choose µs = µ2

j/µh as our default choice and we have checked that the corrections
are moderate for this scale choice. The plots in Figure 3 are for the Tevatron case, but we
have also checked that the above scale choices are also valid at the LHC, and that the optimal
scales for the qq̄ and qg channels are compatible.

The reasoning behind the above procedure for choosing the scale is that there are no large
logarithms and thus no large corrections if the scale is chosen appropriately. Another criterion
for a good scale choice is that the residual scale dependence should be small. To explore this,
we set µh = µf = pT and µs = µ2

j/µh so that the cross section only depends on the single
scale µj. We then choose µj such that the distribution is minimally sensitive to variations
in µj away from its canonical value. In the first panel of Figure 4 we show the photon pT

spectrum integrated over |y| < 1 at the Tevatron for various values of µj . For simplicity,
we normalize to the cross section at µj = pT , but since we are only interested in the scale
dependence, the normalization is arbitrary. The position of the maxima fit nicely along the
curve µj = 0.56(pT ! 1.6 pT

ECM
). The same procedure at the LHC (14 TeV) gives a best fit
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Figure 6: Scale variations at the LHC (14 TeV). The lighter bands are NLL and the darker
bands are NNLL matched to NLO. The unmatched NNLL curves are shown as dotted lines.

µj = 0.57(pT ! 1.9 pT

ECM
). In the right panel, we show these points, the fits, and our simple

scale choice, Eq. (107). It is comforting that also this criterion leads to similar results.
So that the results from SCET agree with the NLO partonic cross section in the appropriate

limit, power corrections must be added through matching. Because of the peculiar kinematics
of the threshold limit, this must be done with some care. The factorization theorem in SCET
is derived in the limit where the momentum fractions x1 and x2 of the incoming partons, and
the partonic threshold variable w, are all close to 1. The resummed cross section is therefore
only formally µf independent for very large pT , in contrast to the fixed-order cross section,
which has additional terms to cancel the µf dependence exactly, but only works to order !s.
These additional terms are not singular in the threshold variables and therefore not reproduced
by the leading-power factorization theorem. In the phenomenologically relevant regime, x1, x2

and w may not be close to 1, and the residual scale dependence might not be small. This NLO
part of the µf sensitivity can be removed as we match to the NLO partonic cross section, if
the factorization scale in the NLO cross section is varied appropriately. For the matching, we
use

!
d2"

dvdw

"matched

=

!
d2"

dvdw

"NNLL

!
!

d2"

dvdw

"NNLL

µh=µj=µs=µf

+
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"NLO

µf

. (108)

The subscripts of the last two terms mean set all scales equal to the relevant value of µf . Having
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CROSS SECTION AT THE TEVATRON

• Rapidly falling, so in the next slides I will plot                     .  

•                is the direct photon production w/o isolation cuts.
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Figure 7: Direct photon distributions at the Tevatron, compared to SCET. Green bands are
scale uncertainty. On the left, comparison is made to CDF data. On the right, the rapidity
distribution is shown for pT = 200 GeV. The SCET prediction, matched to NLO, is compared
to the scale uncertainty on the NLO prediction (solid red lines) and to the PDF uncertainty
(dashed blue lines).

µf in the matching terms vary in this way significantly reduces the overall µf dependence,
as can be seen in Figure 5. This figure also shows that the factorization scale uncertainty at
large pT is smaller than the uncertainty on the NLO cross section, even without matching.

With the canonical scales and matching procedure established, we estimate the higher
order uncertainty by varying the scales by a factor of 1

2 to 2 around their default values. The
resulting uncertainties are shown in Figure 6. The overall uncertainty is dominated by the
factorization scale variation. The small bands from variations of µj and µs should be taken
with a grain of salt. The above discussion shows that our scale choice is close to the point
with minimal scale sensitivity, so that the scale variation might underestimate the higher order
corrections. Also, we observe that the one-loop corrections to the soft function happen to be
small in our case, much smaller than what was found in other applications.

7 Results

To compare to data, we need to deal with the important experimental issue of photon isolation.
To account for isolation we use the Monte Carlo program jetphox. This program includes
both the NLO partonic cross section and a fragmentation contribution, applying a user-defined
isolation criteria. To correct the SCET distributions for isolation, fragmentation, and finite
NLO e!ects, we match to jetphox, i.e. we use the output of this program for the NLO cross
section in the matching relation Eq. (108). To compare to the D0 data [60], we attempt to
match their isolation criterion by demanding less than 10% of the energy in a cone of R = 0.4
around the photon be hadronic. For the CDF data [61, 62], we require less than 2 GeV of
energy inside the R = 0.4 cone. Some studies of sensitivity to isolation parameters can be
found in [61] and we do not attempt to reproduce them here.

In addition, we apply to all the Tevatron theoretical calculations an overall rescaling
of 0.913 (taken from [61, 62]) to account for underlying event, multiple interactions, and
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TEVATRON RESULTS
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Figure 8: Fixed order and resummed comparison to D0 and CDF data. Left plots show
the LO and NLO scale uncertainties. Right plots show the SCET predictions with NLL
resummation or with NNLL resummation matched to fixed order. The dashed blue lines are
PDF uncertainties. The curves are all corrected for isolation, fragmentation, and hadronization
as described in the text, while the reference distribution d!(dir)

NLO is the fully inclusive NLO
distribution without corrections.

hadronization. The D0 data corresponds to 380 pb!1 of integrated luminosity at ECM = 1960
GeV, integrated over !0.9 < y < 0.9. The CDF data corresponds to 2.5 fb!1 of integrated
luminosity at ECM = 1960 GeV, integrated over !1 < y < 1. For all calculations, including
jetphox and scale uncertainties, we use the MSTW 2008 NNLO PDFs [63]. The rationale
behind this choice is that our calculation includes the dominant NNLO corrections.

The scale uncertainties for the fixed order result include variation of the factorization
scale µf , the renormalization scale µR, and a fragmentation scale M ". The fragmentation
scale is related to collinear singularities in final state photon emission from, for example, qq̄
final states, which are relevant starting at NLO. For simplicity, we call all these scales µ
and vary them together. We define the NLO uncertainty as the maximum and minimum
value of the prediction from varying these scales between 1

2pT < µ < 2pT . For the SCET
prediction, we vary the jet, hard, soft and factorization scales. The largest uncertainty is
from the factorization scale variation, even after the proper matching to NLO (see previous
section), and so we use the µf dependence for the SCET uncertainty bands. Again, we take
the maximal and minimal values along the range 1

2pT < µf < 2pT .
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(a factor 0.91) as determined in CDF paper from MC studies.
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LHC RESULTS

• Direct contribution only: no fragmentation or isolation cuts.
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Figure 9: Predictions for the inclusive direct photon distribution at the LHC. Left plots
show the LO and NLO scale uncertainty. Right plots show the SCET predictions with NLL
resummation or with NNLL resummation matched to fixed order. The dashed blue lines are
PDF uncertainties. No correction for isolation or hadronization is included. In contrast to
Figure 8, here NLO refers to the inclusive direct photon distribution whose central value is
identical to the reference distribution d!(dir)

NLO.

Figure 7 shows the pT and rapidity distributions at the Tevatron. The pT distribution is
compared to CDF data [61, 62] and the rapidity distribution only to the inclusive NLO result
and the PDF uncertainties. No comparison to data has been made in the rapidity plot because
all of the published Tevatron data di!erential in the photon rapidity is di!erential in the jet
rapidity as well, for which our factorization theorem does not apply. Nevertheless, such a
comparison would be interesting as there is a significant discrepancy between the SCET result
and the NLO prediction.

For more detail, we show in Figure 8 the normalized pT spectra and compare to CDF [61,
62] and D0 data [60]. In this figure and in the LHC plots in Figure 9, we normalize to
!NLO, the inclusive NLO direct photon cross section, without isolation cuts and fragmentation
contributions, evaluated with the default scale choices. The left plots show the LO and
NLO distributions, matched to jetphox, with the blue dashed lines indicating NLO PDF
uncertainties (from the MSTW 2008 NNLO PDFs). The right plots show the predictions from
SCET at NLL and NNLL, also matched to jetphox, with the appropriate PDF uncertainties
included as well. Note that at high pT , the scale uncertainty for the SCET result is smaller
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• Factorization theorem has exactly the same structure as in 
the photon case

• Same soft and jet function, but different hard function and 
kinematics.

W AND Z PRODUCTION

d2
σ

dydpT
= H ⊗ J ⊗ S ⊗ f1 ⊗ f2

p

X

p

W±, Z
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W AND Z PRODUCTION

• Use  MCFM for NLO

• All scales varied by a factor 2 around default
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W AND Z PRODUCTION

•NNLL+NLO has somewhat larger central value, reduced scale 
dependence.

pT
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CONCLUSIONS
• A lot of progress during the past year towards the 

analysis of more complex collider observables in SCET

• n-jet anomalous dimensions 

• completely known to NNLL

• fulfills stringent all-order constraints

• First application involving three directions of large 
momentum flow

• Photon production at large pT to NNLL

• Computation of W and Z finished, phenomenological 
analysis in progress
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Until recently, HiRes was located 
on the U.S. Army’s Dugway 
Proving Ground,  ~100 miles south-
west  of the University of Utah

• HiRes2:  @ Camel’s Back Ridge 12.6 
km south-west of HiRes1.

• 42 mirrors, 2 rings (3
o
<altitude<31

o
)

• FADC electronics (100 ns period)

• HiRes1:  @ Five Mile Hill 

(aka Little Granite Mountain)

• 21 mirrors, 1 ring 
(3

o
<altitude<17

o
) 

• Sample-and-hold electronics 

(pulse height and trigger time)





HiRes Spectrum

• Monocular spectra - HiRes I and II

• HiRes I - largest statistics, limited elevation 

angle viewing = high threshold energy

• HiRes II - best low energy response

• Stereo spectrum - best geometrical and 

energy resolution



Reconstruction 
• The trajectory of the EAS can be 

determined in one of two ways:

1. Monocular reconstruction using the 
arrival time of light signal at the 
detector.

2. By intersecting the shower-detector 
planes (SDP) seen from the two 
detector sites. 2
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Typical Stereo HiRes Event:

Looking South



Measured Shower Profile

Event by event:

• Xmax in g/cm2;

• Total energy of the primary 
particle:

• Arrival direction

Statistically:

• Mass composition

• p-air inelastic cross-section

Measured shower parameters.



Monocular and Stereo Aperture



Data/MC Comparison(mono)



Stereo Geometrical  Resolution



With Stereo 

Measurements, 

you have 

redundant 

measurements 

of Xmax and 

Energy

HR2 Energy

Resolution 15%

Systematic

17%

Stereo Energy Resolution



5σ Observation of the GZK Suppression (mono)

• Broken Power Law Fits 
(independent data)

– No Break Point

c2/DOF = 162/39

– One BP

c2/DOF = 63.0/37 

• BP = 18.63

– Two BP’s 

c2/DOF = 35.1/35 

• 1st BP = 18.65 +/- .05

• 2nd BP = 19.75 +/- .04

– BP with Extension

• Expect 43.2 events

• Observe 13 events

• Poisson 
probability:P(15;51.1)= 
7x10-8(5.3s)



Mono and Stereo Spectra

Mono – HR1 and HR2 Stereo

Mono, stereo, AGASA



HiRes/Auger spectra comparison

Auger confirms all spectral features of HiRes spectrum



How is Xmax defined?

• Generate CORSIKA showers in 

atmosphere – QGSJET01,02, Corsika etc.

• Define Xmax numerically or by fitting

• “spline” numerical fit - previously used

• Gaisser-Hillas functional form - fit to 

simulation and data

• Gaussian-in-age functional form 

• We now use Gaussian-in-age(GIA ) for 

both real and simulated showers

Gauss-in-age fit to two

Highest energy events



Data/MC Comparisons

• Compare p and Fe simulated data with real 

data in all available variables

• Excellent agreement in all variables for 

proton composition.

• Pure Fe composition has difficulty fitting all 

distributions.







Overall comparison of Xmax data with QGSJET02 p and FE



Comparison of Xmax difference with MC predictions (L)

Gaussian fit to Xmax difference (R)

Stereo Detection enables check on Xmax resolution calculation





Reconstruction and Acceptance Bias after cuts



QGSJET02 p and Fe Xmax plots, full detector simulation



















Chisq = 6.9/8 degrees of freedom for QGSJET-II

Elongation rate = 47.9 +/- 6 (stat) +/- 2.7 (sys) gm/cm2/dec

HiRes Elongation Rate – Simulated data includes all

Detector resolution and bias effects.
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Xmax distribution.
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K. Belov, EDS07,  May 23, 2007

HiRes 2007 Measurement.

HiRes 2007



Comparison of Xmax fluctuations with predictions for Proton

and Iron using QGSJET-II. Truncated Gaussian fit.



Elongation rate corrected for detector acceptance and

comparison with previous HiRes results and PAO





Conclusions_01
• A cut off  has now been clearly observed by the 

HiRes mono and stereo data  in the Northern 
hemisphere cosmic ray flux at the 5 sigma level.

• An ankle structure is clearly seen in HiRes and in 
monocular TA data.

• The composition is consistent with a light, mostly 
protonic flux.

• The cut-off is consistent with the GZK prediction



Anisotropy

• No significant large scale anisotropies found by HiRes at any 

energy.

• AGASA claim of clustering is not supported by HiRes data 

• However, one AGASA triplet becomes a quartet - significance 

still not strong.

• Search for correlations with  BL-Lacs – low statistical 

signifiance effect published, confirmation required – not seen by 

PAO

• No evidence for correlations with AGN’s applying PAO cuts.

• No evidence for correlations with LSS



HiRes AGN Correlation Study
Take-home message:

• Apply PAO cuts - no significant correlation

• Split data in half and search for most significant 
cuts in z, theta, and Emin

• Apply cuts to second half of data - no significant 
correlation

• Use total data set using method proposed by 
Finley and Westerhoff (penalty for scanning over 
entire data set taken into account) - no significant 
correlation



HiRes with PAO cuts

• PAO has maximum significance for < 3.1 deg., 
Emin=.56 EeV, Zmax=.018

• 8 pairings from 13 events in confirming set.

• Expect 2.7 chance pairings

• PAO chance prob. = 0.0017

• HiRes with PAO cuts (10% shift) 

• 2 pairings from 13 events 

• Expect 3.2 chance pairings

• HiRes chace prob. = .82

Pao  spectrum, 10% energy shift



Independent HiRes search

• First data set scan

• Strongest correlation 1.7 deg., 15.8 EeV, 

zmax =0.02. (chance prob = 0.005)

• Apply to second data set

• 14 correlations out of 101 events

• Chance probability .15



HiRes correlation with Veron AGN catalogue in North

Black - AGN’s

Blue - HiRes data

Red - correlated events (from scan in z, theta and Emin)



Search for correlations with LSS

• Assume UHECR source distribution 

follows density distribution of matter (LSS)

• Assume magnetic effects can be described 

by a Gaussian smearing angle

• Look for significance of correlation as a 

function of smearing angle and energy.





Results

• Choose 95% c.l. exclusion 
to quote, a priori.

• For isotropic model, get 
good agreement.

• For local LSS model get 
poor agreement.

• Exclude correlation at 
95% c.l. for θs < 10°,       
E ≥ 40 EeV

• At 57 EeV, Auger point, 
exclude correlation at 5°
at 99.5% c.l.



Conclusion_02

• No evidence of correlations with AGN’s in Northern Sky

• No evidence of correlation with local LSS with smearing 

angles less than 10 degrees in Northern Sky



HiRes is complete. New data now 

becoming available  from TA experiment



Systematic issues with Xmax 

fluctuations

• Control of Xmax resolution

• Undersampling

• Acceptance bias



Control of Xmax Resolution

• Monte Carlo Simulation

• Stereo Xmax comparison – agrees with MC predictions

• While stereo  runs out of statistics at the highest energies, 

HE events lie in the same Rp, zenith angle domain as 

higher statistics lower energy events. No geometrical or 

signal strength difference of significance

• Atmospheric effects. Cut on “better than average” and 

“worse than average” atmosphere data. No difference.



Effect of taking simulated

Fe events, smearing by

an ADDITIONAL 40 gm/cm2

Resolution (65gm/cm2 in  total) 

and shifting peak to coincide with

proton dist

Incompatible with measured

XmaxI-XmaxII distribution.



Undersampling

• Problem if width of 

distribution is smaller than 

“parent distribution” –

undersampling cannot 

broaden a distribution.

• RMS’s of ~25 gm/cm2 

have a ~ 10% chance of 

occuring for N~20



Acceptance bias

• Xmax distributions can be distorted by cuts 

or variation in detector acceptance.

• Difficult to produce a broadening of Xmax 

distribution with energy.

• Simulations indicate that HiRes acceptance 

improves with energy. Cuts remove any 

residual energy dependence.





Simulated proton and data biases



Illustration of effect of changing total inelastic cross-section 

(keeping everything else constant in minijet model T.K. Gaisser 

et al., Phys. Rev D 47, 1993, p.1919)



Comparison of predicted elongation rates 

using different Xmax definitions



Upper limit on HiRes –II Xmax 

Resolution

• If HRI and HRII were identical detectors, 

Delta(Xmax) = 45 gm/cm2 implies each 

detector has resolution of 45/sqrt(2) = 30 

gm/cm2

• HRI has ~ 1.5 x worse resolution (limited 

FOV), so Delta(Xmax) = 45 gm/cm2 

implies a HRII resolution of ~25gm/cm2, in 

agreement with MC calculations



Systematic errors in <Xmax>

• 15 +/- 1.8 gm/cm2 shift (to lower values) of 

MC data due to energy-independent 

acceptance bias

• 3.3 gm/cm2 uncertainty in Data due to 

alignment and survey errors

• 0.7 gm/cm2 uncertainty due to MC 

statistics.



Comparison of data and p-QGSJET02,01 fluctuation widths

Use 2-sigma truncated gaussian width to fit Xmax distr.

Detector resolution is NOT deconvoluted!



Data/MC Comparison - Stereo



Excellent agreement between

Simulation and observables



Data and MC Cuts to minimize 

reconstruction error and bias

• Good weather cuts

• Zenith angle < 70 deg.

• Zenith angle error < 2 deg.

• Xmax uncertainty < 40 gm/cm2

• Rp with respect to HiRes-2 > 10 km.

• Xmax bracketed in HiRes-2 FOV

• Energy > l0^18.2 eV. 

• 815 events survive these cuts.
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Outline 

• Introduction

• TA Results:

– FD mono spectrum 

– SD mono spectrum

– Stereo composition result

– Search for AGN correlations

• Conclusions  



TA is a Hybrid Experiment

• TA is in Millard Co., Utah,       
2 hours drive from SLC.

• SD:  507 scintillation counters, 
1.2 km spacing, scintillator 
area= 3 sq. m., two layers.

• FD:  3 sites, each covers       
120 az., 3 -31 elev.

• 2.5 yr (FD) and 2 yr (SD) of 
data have been collected.



5

Long Ridge Black Rock Mesa

Middle Drum
Refurbished

from HiRes

~30km New FDs

6.8 m2

~1 m2

14 cameras/station

256 PMTs/camera

5.2 m2

TA Fluorescence Detectors

Observation 

started Dec. 

2007

Observation 

started Nov. 

2007

Observation 

started Jun. 

2007

256 PMTs/camera

HAMAMATSU R9508

FOV~15x18deg

12 cameras/station



Typical Fluorescence Event

Black Rock 

Event Display

Monocular timing fit Reconstructed Shower Profile

Fluorescence

Direct (Cerenkov)

Rayleigh scatt.

Aerosol scatt.



TA Surface Detector

• Powered by solar 

cells; radio readout.

• Self-calibration 

using single muons.

• In operation since 

March, 2008.



r = 800m

Typical surface detector event

Lateral Density 

Distribution Fit

Geometry Fit (modified Linsley)

Fit with AGASA LDF

• S(800): Primary Energy 

• Zenith attenuation by MC 

(not by CIC).

2008/Jun/25 - 19:45:52.588670 UTC



Stereo and Hybrid Observation

• Many events are seen by several detectors.

– FD mono has ~5 resolution in ψ.

– Add SD information (hybrid reconstruction)  ~0.5
resolution.

– Stereo FD resolution ~0.5

• Need stereo or hybrid for composition analysis.

• Independent operation so far.

• Hybrid trigger will be instituted this summer.



Triple FD Event (2008-10-26)

MD

LR BR
SD

q[deg] f [deg] X[km] Y[km]

MD 

mono
51.43 73.76 7.83 -3.10 

BR 

mono
51.50 77.09 7.67 -4.14

Stereo

BR&LR
50.21 71.30 8.55 -4.88 



Fluorescence Detector (FD) 

Monocular Spectrum

• For FD (mono, hybrid, stereo) 

measurements, the aperture depends 

significantly on energy. Must calculate it 

by Monte Carlo technique.

• This is an important part of UHECR 

technique, and must be done accurately. 

• We use HEP methods for this purpose. 



MC Method

• Simulate the data exactly as it exists.

– Start with previously measured spectrum and 
composition.

– Use Corsika/QGSJet events.

– Throw with isotropic distribution.

– Include atmospheric scattering.

– Simulate trigger, front-end electronics, DAQ.

• Write out the MC events in same format as data.

• Analyze the MC with the same programs used for 
data.

• Test with data/MC comparison plots.

• This method works.









Energy SpectraMonocular Energy 
Spectrum from Middle 
Drum (MD) Detector

• 14 refurbish HiRes-1 
telescopes

• TAMD mono processing is 
identical to HiRes-1 
monocular data analysis

– Same program set, event 
selection, cuts

– Using the same “average” 
atmospheric model 
(aerosol VAOD=0.04)

• Differences
– telescope location and 

– pointing directions

– Thresholds (~20% lower 

– than HiRes-1) 

• Preliminary MD 
spectrum  in
good agreement 
with HiRes.



Surface Detector (SD) 

Monocular Spectrum

• Must cut out SD events with bad resolution. 

Must calculate aperture by Monte Carlo 

technique.

• We use the same techniques for the SD that 

we use for FD.



List of Cuts

• chi2/ndof cut: 4.0

• Border Cut > 1200m

• Zenith Angle Cut, 45 degrees

• Pointing direction resolution: 5 degrees

• Fractional S800 uncertainty: 0.25

• 1.75 years, 6264 events.



SD Monte Carlo

• Simulate the data exactly as it exists.

– Start with previously measured spectrum and 

composition.

– Use Corsika/QGSJet events.

– Throw with isotropic distribution.

– Simulate trigger, front-end electronics, DAQ.

• Write out the MC events in same format as data.

• Analyze the MC with the same programs used for 

data.

• Test with data/MC comparison plots.



How to Use Corsika Events

• Use 10-6 – thinned CORSIKA 
QGSJET-II proton showers that 
are de-thinned in order to 
restore information in the tail of 
the shower. 

• De-thinning procedure is 
validated by comparing results 
with un-thinned CORSIKA 
showers, obtained by running 
CORSIKA in parallel

• We fully simulate the SD 
response, including actual  
FADC traces



Dethinning Technique

• Change each 

Corsika “output 

particle” of weight 

w to w particles; 

distribute in space 

and time.

• Time distribution 

agrees with 

unthinned Corsika 

showers.



SD Event Reconstruction

• Two fits:

– Time fit to determine event 
geometry (modified Linsley 
function).

– Lateral distribution fit (LDF) 
to determine signal size 
800m from the shower axis, 
S800 (AGASA fitting 
function).

• Fitting procedure and 
formulas are adjusted 
using only the data.



Fitting results

• Fitting procedures are 

derived solely from 

the data



Fitting results

• Fitting procedures are 
derived solely from the 
data

• Same analysis is applied 
to MC 

• Fit results are compared 
between data and MC

• MC fits the same way as 
the data.

• Consistency for both time 
fits and LDF fits. 

• Corsika/QGSJet-II and 
data have same lateral 
distributions!



Data/MC Comparisons

χ2

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/spctr_y10m07d05_all/190-spctr_y10m07d05_all_hQpSdNoSat7.gif


DATA/MC Event Direction

Azimuthal angleZenith angle

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/spctr_y10m07d05_all/286-spctr_y10m07d05_all_hTheta7.gif
http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/spctr_y10m07d05_all/150-spctr_y10m07d05_all_hPhi7.gif


DATA/MC: S800, Energy

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/spctr_y10m07d05_all/254-spctr_y10m07d05_all_hS8007.gif
http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/spctr_y10m07d05_all/012-spctr_y10m07d05_all_hEnergy6.gif


First Estimate of Energy

• Energy table is 

constructed from the 

MC

• First estimation of the 

event energy is done 

by interpolating 

between S800 vs 

sec(θ) lines



Energy Scale

• Energy scale is 

determined more 

accurately by FD than by 

CORSIKA QGSJET-II

• Set SD energy scale to 

FD energy scale using 

well-reconstructed events 

seen by both detectors:

• 27% renormalization.



TA SD Resolution

• To achieve good 

resolution one applies 

quality cuts

• Correct aperture is 

calculated from MC 

which:

– Agrees with the data

– Analyzed in the same 

way as the data, 

including the quality 

cuts



TA SD Spectrum

-3.33

18.71

-2.72

19.75
-4.7

Preliminary, 7/2010

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/june2010spec/009-182_tasd_plaw.gif


Significance of the Suppression



TA SD, Middle Drum Monocular, 

and TA Hybrid Spectra

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/june2010spec/007-182_tasd_and_taall.gif


TA SD and HiRes Spectra

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/june2010spec/003-182_tasd_and_hr.gif


AGASA, Auger, HiRes, TA Spectra

http://hrlx05.cosmic.utah.edu/june2010spec/016-183_tasd_and_all.gif


FD Stereo Composition 

• Measure xmax for Black Rock/Long Ridge 

FD stereo events

• Create simulated event set

• Apply exactly the same procedure as with 

the data 



Data/MC Comparisons

Black

Rock

Long

Ridge

Rp
y



Data/MC Comparisons (cont.)

• Data and MC show excellent agreement geometric
agreement

• What about xmax?

Zenith

Angle



QGSJET-

II

QGSJET-01 SIBYL

L

P 1.44 1.046 1.63

Fe 55.54 56.67 85.71

●：Proton

●：FePreliminary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

QGSJET-II QGSJET-01

SIBYLL

c2 /dof

xmax Data/MC comparison



xmax vs. Energy

• Use MC treated identically to the data to 

establish energy dependence

●：proton

●：Fe



TA-FD stereo : Mass Composition

10.7.20TeV Particle Astrophysics 2010 @ Paris

41

Preliminary 

32
9 13

HiRes

Auger



Search for AGN Correlations
• Auger found correlations 

with AGN’s with (57 EeV, 
3.1 ,0.018). 14 events 
scanned + 13 event test 
sample appeared in 
Science article; 2.9σ.

• Later Auger data (42, 12, 
8.8) show no significant 
correlations.

• HiRes data (13, 2, 3) show 
no significant correlations.

• TA data (13 events) has 3 
correlated events, 3.0 
expected by chance.

 No Effect.



Conclusions 

• The Telescope Array (TA) Experiment is collecting 
data in the northern hemisphere.

• TA is a LARGE experiment which has excellent 
control of systematic uncertainties.

• SD mono, FD mono, stereo, hybrid, hybrid-stereo 
analyses are all ongoing.

• Important TA spectrum, composition, and 
anisotropy results are being presented.  With more 
to come.

• TA is a discovery experiment.
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NICA/MPD at JINR (Dubna)

G.Trubnikov,
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QCD phase diagram
The most intriguing and little studied
region of the QCD phase diagram:

 Characterized by the highest net
baryon density

 Allows to study in great detail
properties of the phase transition
region

 Has strong discovery potential in
searching for the Critical End Point
and manifestation of Chiral
Symmetry Restoration

 Recently became very attractive
for heavy-ion community:

RHIC/BNL, SPS/CERN,
FAIR/GSI, NICA/JINR

Challenge: comprehensive experimental program requires scan over the QCD
phase diagram by varying collision parameters: system size, beam energy
and collision centrality

Deconfinement matter (high ε,T,nB):
ε >1 GeV/fm3, T>150 MeV, nB>(3-5)n0

http://theor.jinr.ru/twiki-cgi/view/NICA/WebHome

Triple point?



Kinetic calculations (QGSM)
Phase Diagram

NICA
√s = 4-11 GeV

J.Randrup, 
J.Cleymans, 
2006

Study of in-medium properties of hadrons and nuclear matter equation of 
state, including a search for possible signs of deconfinement and/or 
chiral symmetry restoration phase transitions and QCD critical endpoint

NICA/MPD physics problems:

Présentateur
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NICA/MPD
Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility

GSI: FAIR/CBM

Elab ~ 34 GeV/n

√sNN = 8.5 GeV

Elab < 60 GeV/n

√sNN = 4 ÷ 11.0 GeV/n

Searching for nuclear matter at extreme states

Average luminosity

1027sm2s-1 (!!!) Au x Au

Présentateur
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The NICA Project goals :
1a) Heavy ion colliding beams 197Au79+ x 197Au79+ at 

√sNN = 4 11 GeV (1 4.5 GeV/u ion kinetic energy ) 
at 

Laverage= 1E27 cm-2⋅s-1 (at √sNN = 9 GeV) 

1b) Light-Heavy ion colliding beams of the same energy range and 
luminosity 

2) Polarized beams of protons and deuterons:
p↑p↑ √sNN = 12 25 GeV (5 12.6 GeV kinetic energy ) 

d↑d↑ √sNN = 4 13.8 GeV (2 5.9 GeV/u ion kinetic energy ) 

Laverage= 1E30 cm-2⋅s-1

Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA/MPD)



Alexander 
Baldin

Nuclotron: Superconducting Synchrotron (1993)



2.3 µ

4.0 µ

Parameter Project
Status 

(March 2010)

1. Circumference, m 251.5

2. Max. magn. field, T 2.05 1.8

3. Magn. rigidity, T⋅m 45 39.5

4. Cycle duration, s 2.0 5.0

5. B-field ramp, T/s 2.0 1.0

6. Accelerated particles p–U, p↑, d↑ p-Xe, d↑

7. Max. energy, GeV/u
12.6(p), 5.87(d) 
4.5( 197Au79+)

5.1(d),
1.0(124Xe42+)

6. Intensity, ions/cycle
1E11(p,d),

1E9 (A > 100) 

3E10 (p,d),
2E10 (d↑)
1E6 (Xe24+)

Nuclotron parameters



Present Basic Research on Nuclotron Beams
Relativistic nuclear physics

 FAZA - phase transitions in hot nuclear matter: p (8 GeV) + Au …

 DELTA-2 – Fine resonant structure at π- meson generation: 
d (350 MeV/u) + Ag => π+ + …

 MARUSYA – Cumulative generation of antimatter in heavy ions
collisions at below threshold energy 

Spin physics in few body nuclear systems (d↑) 
 TPD - Tensor polarization detection in d↑ crossing a target
 LNS - Light nuclei spin polarimetry in d↑ scattering on p and 3He
 NN amplitude - d↑ + p => n + 2ps↑

 Polarization effects in cumulative particle production: 
d↑(3.5 Gev/u) + A => π+ + X,   A = H, C, Be

 Δσ - Determination of the np elastic scattering matrix element 
at zero degree  in the few GeV energy region

Physics of flavours
NIS – Nucleon intrinsic strangeness: test of OZI rule in 

p + p => 2p + ϕ/ω and n + p => n + p + ϕ/ω near threshold



Nuclotron

SPI & LU-20
(“Old” linac)

Synchrophasotron 
yoke

Beam transfer lines 
& New research area

KRION-6T 
& HILac

2.3 m

4.0 m

Booster

Nuclotron beam 
transfer line

MPD

Spin Physics 
Detector (SPD)



SC Nuclotron (45 Tm)
injection of one bunch 

of 1.1 109 ions,
acceleration up to 
1 ÷ 4.5 GeV/u max.

SC Collider (45 Tm)
Storage of 

30 bunches х 1х109  ions per ring 
at 1 ÷ 4.5 GeV/u,

electron and/or stochastic cooling

Injector: 2 109 ions/pulse of 197Au32+

at energy of 6.2 MeV/u

IP-1 IP-2

Two SC
collider 

rings

Operation regime and parameters   

SC Booster (25 Tm)
1(2-3) single-turn injection, 

storage of 2·(4-6) 109,
acceleration up to 100 MeV/u,
electron cooling, acceleration 

up to 600 MeV/u

2х30 injection 
cycles

Stripping (80%) 197Au32+ -> 197Au79+

All rings (Booster, Nuclotron and Collider) are superconducting synchrotrons based 
on 2 Tesla super-ferric magnets (Nuclotron technology);
Main issues for R&D: High voltage electron cooling, stochastic cooling for collider, 
high-level luminosity  life-time, flexible collider lattice for energy scan.



Superconducting Booster synchrotron

HILAC – Heavy ion linac RFQ 
+ Drift Tube Linac (DTL), 
under design and construction 
(IHEP,Protvino).

RFQ Electrodes 2H cavities of "Ural" 
RFQ (prototype)

Sector H-cavity
of “Ural” RFQ DTL

(prototype)



Collider (2T) Conceptual Design ⇒ in progress

at 3.5 AGeV   -> L= 10^27

at 1.0 AGeV  ->  L = 5*10^25

Ring circumference, m 534
Number of interaction points (IP) 2
Bρ max, T⋅m 45.0
Ion kinetic energy (197Au79+), GeV/u 1.0 ÷ 4.50
Dipole field (max), T 1.8
Quad gradient (max), T/m 40
Long straight sections: number / 
length, m 2 / 87
Short straight sections: number / 
length, m 2 / 35
Free space at IP (for MPD detector), m 9
Beam crossing angle at IP 0
Number of dipoles (arc)/ length, m 48 / 1.62
Number of quads (arc)/ length, m 24 / 0.6
βx_max / βy_max in regular part, m 19 / 19
Dx_max / Dy_max in regular part, m 3.8 / 0.1
βx_min / βy_min in IP, m 0.35 / 0.35
Dx / Dy in IP1, m 0.0 / 0.0
Betatron tunes Qx / Qy 12.44 / 12.44
Chromaticity Q′x / Q′y -38 / -36
Transition energy, γ_tr 7.63
Vacuum,   pTorr 100 ÷ 10
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The main collider parameters

Ion energy range, GeV/u 1 ÷ 4.5

Ring circumference, m 534
Luminosity, cm-2·s-1 1e27
Lasslett tune shift 0.05
Ion number per bunch  (9 ÷ 0.3)e9
Rms unnormalized beam emittance 

π⋅mm⋅mrad
30.0 ÷ 0.03

Rms momentum spread σp 1e-3
Transition energy GeV/u  4.2-14.2
Rms bunch length σs,  m 0.6
Number of bunches 30
Number of RF harmonics 160
Beam-beam parameter  (1 ÷ 7)e-3
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Collider feeding with the heavy ions:

1. Storage of a coasting beam (Barrier bucket RF + Stochastic 

cooling)

2. Adiabatic bunching at harmonics equal to the bunch number

3. Bunch rotation by RF phase jump

4. Bunch matching with the RF at high harmonics 

The bunch intensity, 
number of the bunches, 
emittance, momentum spread and the bunch length

can be prepared independently on the injection chain parameters 
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Stochastic cooling Electron cooling
Useful for stacking Recombination 

Collisions

Long bunch ~ 1.5 - 2 m Short bunch 0.3 – 0.6 m

Low VRF ~ 20-30 kV Large VRF ~ 100 kV

The luminosity is limited by 
IBS

Luminosity is limited by bunch 
stability

∆Q < 0.02, Ipeak < 2 A, ξ < 0.005 ∆Q ~ 0.05, Ipeak ~ 5-10 A

To concentrate luminosity in IT 
β* ~ 0.2–0.3 m

β* ~ 0.5 m is acceptable

η = 0.02 - 0.03 Does not sensitive to η
(choice of η is determined by RF 

system)
Requires IBS optimization Cooling power is large enough to 

suppress IBS



Energy,  GeV 5 12
Proton number per bunch 6E10 1.5E10
Rms relative momentum spread 10E-3 10E-3
Rms bunch length, m 1.7 0.8
Rms (unnormalized) emittance, 
mmmrad

0.24 0.027

Beta-function in the IP, m 0.5 0.5
Lasslet tune shift 0.0074 0.0033
Beam-beam parameter 0.005 0.005
Number of bunches 10 10

Luminosity, cm-2·s-1 1.1E30 1.1E30

Parameters of polarized proton beams in collider



Since publication of the 1-st version of the
NICA CDR, the Concept was developed, 
the volumes I,II and III of the TDR have 
been completed:
Volume I   – Part 1, General description

- Part 2, Injector complex 
Volume II  – Part 3, Booster-Synchrotron

- Part 4, Nuclotron - NICA
Volume III – Part 5, Collider
Volume IV 
- Part 6, Beam diagnostics & control
- Part 7, Cryogenic system
- Part 8, Radiation safety & control system
Volume V    – Part 9, Civil Engineering



Prototype for the SIS100/NICA 

booster quadrupole lense

Prototype for the SIS100 dipole

Cryovacuum vessel for 6T ESIS Collider dipole (under construction)



Budker INP
 Booster RF system
 Booster electron cooler
 Collider RF system
 Collider SC magnets

(expertise)
 HV e-cooler for collider
 Electronics
 Injector linac (under discussion)

The NICA Collaboration

Corporation “Powder Metallurgy” (Minsk, Belorussia): Technology of TiN
coating of vacuum chamber walls for reduction of secondary emission

GSI/FAIR
SC dipoles for Booster/SIS-100

Beam losses, Vacuum, Beam cooling

IHEP (Protvino): Injector Linac

Fermilab: HV E-cooler, 
Beam dynamics, Stoch. cooling

All-Russian Institute for Electrotechnique
HV Electron cooler, electricity network problem

BNL (RHIC)
Electron &
Stoch. Cooling

ITEP: Beam dynamics in
the collider

FZ Jűlich (IKP): HV E-cooler 
& Stoch. cooling 

CERN: Beam dynamics, E-cooling, 
Acceler. technique 



Toroid

3 stages of putting into operation detector MPD

1-st stage 
barrel part (TPC, Ecal, TOF) 
+ ZDC,FFD, BBC, magnet, …

2-nd stage 
IT,EC-subdetectors

3-d stage 
F-spectrometers

(optional ?)

Forward 
spectrometer-B



List of Tasks
.. To measure a large variety of signals systematically changing collision

parameters (energy, centrality, system size).

Reference data (i.e. p+p) will be taken at the same experimental conditions.
 bulk observables (hadrons): 4π particle yields (OD, EOS)
 multi-strange hyperon production : yields & spectra (OD, EOS)
 electromagnetic probes (CSR, OD)
 azimuthal charged-particle correlations (LPV)
 event-by-event fluctuation in hadron productions (CEP)
 correlations involving π, K, p, Λ (OD) 
 directed & elliptic flows for identified hadron species (EOS,OD)
 …….

OD – Onset of Deconfinement

CEP – Critical End Point

CSR – Chiral Symmetry Restoration

LPV – Local Parity Violation in strong interaction

EOS – Equation Of State

NICA White Paper (http://nica.jinr.ru)
Round Table materials  (http://jinr.ru/theor/)



Angle coverage of 
MPD

22

Acceptance (B=0.5 T):
Full azimuthal
TPC  (|η| <2)
ECAL (|η|<1.2)
FD (2<|η|<4)
TOF (|η|<3)
IT (|η|<2.5)
ZDC (|η|>3)

Detector dimensions: length 8140, diameter 5344 cm



Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
Challenges
 low material budget, max. transparency for forward tracking 
 high event rates (up to ~ 7 kHz)
 small distortions, stable conditions, Br/Bz < 5*10-4

TPC parameters
Size: 3.4 m (length) x 2.2 m (diameter) 
Drift Length: 150cm
# of samples: 50
Electric field: 140V/cm
Magnetic field: 0.5 T (max.)
Gas: 90% Argon + 10% Methane atm+2mbar)
Readout: 2x12 sectors (MWPC+pads or GEM)
Pad size – 4x10mm in inner sector area

6x12mm in outer sector area
Total # of pads: ~80000

Performance required (MWPC option)
Spatial resolution: δrϕ~300 mm sz~ 2 mm
Two track resolution < 1 cm
Momentum resolution ∆p/p < 3% (0.2<p<1 GeV/c)
dE/dx resolution < 8%

TPC prototype №1 (Electric field – 140 v/см, Drift distance – 40 сm)



Time Of Flight (TOF) system

Basic requirements
Coverage: barrel > 30 m2, 
Endcap covers down to |η|<3 
σ ~ 80 ps (100 ps overall)

Dimensions
barrel: 5 m (length), 2.5 m (diameter)

endcap: 2 x 2.5 m (diameter ) disks
Gas: 90% C2H2F4 + 5% iC4H10 + 5% SF6

Segmentation (barrel)
12 sectors 

module: 10-gap RPC, 48 pads 2.5x3.5 cm2

or 30-50 cm long and 1-2 cm wide strips
endcaps

24 mRPC 53,37,21x80-100 cm2

pad size : 4x4 cm2

geom. efficiency ~ 95%



V.Kekelidze, PAC PP

ECAL – “shashlyk” type modules with APD readout 
(Lead plates (0.275 mm) and plastic scintillator (1.5 mm), the 
radiation length of tower 18Х0  (40 cm)) 
The active area of APD- 3x3 mm; density of pixels in APD – 104/mm2

Energy resolution    2.5%/√E 
Time resolution        80 psec/√E 

ECAL time resolution VS particle momentum 

ECAL  Detector



Particle multiplicities in hadronic model (HSD)

O. Linnyk, E.L. Bratkovskaya, 

W. Cassing, H. Stöcker,

Nucl.Phys.A786:183-200,2007 



Particle yields in Au+Au collisions 
√sNN = 7.1 GeV (10% central)

Particle 
(mass)

Multi-
plicity

decay
mode

BR ε
(%)

yield 
(s-1)

yield
10w

K+ (494) 55 -- -- 20 7.7·103 4.6·1010

K- (494) 16 -- -- 20 2.2·103 1.3·1010

ρ (770) 23.6 e+e- 4.7·10-5 2 1.6·10-2 9.4·104

ω (782) 14.2 e+e- 7.1·10-5 2 1.4·10-2 8.6·104

φ (1020) 2.7 e+e- 3·10-4 2 1.1·10-2 6.8·104

Ξ- (1321) 2.4 Λπ- 1 4 67 4.0·108

Ω- (1672) 0.16 ΛK- 0.68 2 1.5 9.2·106

D0 (1864) 7.5·10-4 K+π- 0.038 1 2.0·10-4 1200
J/ψ (3097) 3.8·10-5 e+e- 0.06 5 8.0·10-5 480

Luminosity L = 1027cm-2s-1

Event rate (central) 700 Hz



NICA Physics. Electromagnetic probes (dileptons)

Changes of the particle properties (broadening of spectral functions)

in hot and dense medium.  NICA is well situated to study in-medium effects 

due to highest baryon densities.

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

R
at

io

0.0      0.2       0.4      0.6       0.8      1.0
mee (GeV/c2)

PLB 666 (2008) 425 

HSD model : ratio of modified by
medium to free di-electron spectra

Energy range (NICA):
 Onset of the low-mass pair enhancement.
 Study the effect under  highest baryon density conditions



NICA physics. Critical End Point  
(experimental signatures)

K/π-ratio: event-by-event dynamical fluctuations

σ2
dyn = σ2

data - σ2
mixed

NICA

Better precision than fixed
target experiments provide!
(factor of ~3 compared
to existing data)

NICA: 
 Large acceptance (close to 4π, total φ-coverage)
 Excellent tracking and PID
 Better precision for fluctuation measurements (CEP search)



http://nica.jinr.ru

Nuclotron-M/NICA/MPD/SPD cooperation
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
 Institute for Nuclear Research, RAS, RF
 Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, NAS, Ukraine
 Nuclear Physics Institute of MSU, RF
 Institute Theoretical & Experimental Physics, RF
 St.Petersburg State University, RF
 Institute of Applied Physics, AS, Moldova
 Institute for Nuclear Research & Nuclear Energy BAS, Sofia, Bulgaria
 Institute for Scintillation Materials, Kharkov, Ukraine
 State Enterprise Scientific & Technolog

Research Institute for Apparatus construction, Kharkov, Ukraine
 Particle Physics Center of Belarusian State University, Belarus
 Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
 Physics Institute Az.AS, Azerbaidjan

Members of the Collaboration
 JINR                    ~ 100

 Other institutes    54

Institutions
 JINR

 12 institutes from  7 countries

The Collaboration is permanently growing

New participants  – are welcome !



NICA time-line

manufactureR & D Design Mount.+commis. commis/opr operation

Infrastructure

MPD

Cryogenics

Control systems

Powes supply

Diagnostics

Collider

Channel to collider

NuclotronM→NICA

Nuclotron-M

Booster + channel

LINAC + channel

ESIS KRION

2016201520142013201220112010



Thank you for your attention.
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Booster superperiod lattice functions

Working point ~ 5.8 / 5.85

Chromaticity -6.5

∆p/p (max/min) 1E–3 /  8E–4

Norm. 
emittance 1  π·mm·mrad

Beta function 
(max) 14.5 m

Booster (600 MeV/u)

FODO lattice



 ICHEP 2010

Contribution ID : 1038

W/Z + Multi-Jet Production at the LHC
Saturday 24 Jul 2010 at 16:15 (00h20')

Content :
We compute the NLO QCD corrections for the production of a weak vector boson (W or Z)
in association with up to three jets at the LHC, using the programs BlackHat and
SHERPA. We study total cross sections as well as distributions. We discuss W
polarization phenomena. We also present a study of ratios between related processes,
which could enable data-driven background estimations,
especially with early data sets.

Primary authors : FEBRES CORDERO, Fernando (Universidad Simon Bolivar, Dept. of Physics)

Co-authors : BLACKHAT, collaboration (x)

Presenter : KOSOWER, David ()

Session classification : 03 - Perturbative QCD, Jets and Diffractive Physics

Track classification : 03 - Perturbative QCD, Jets and Diffractive Physics

Type : Parallel Session Talk



W/Z+Multi-Jet Production at the LHC 

with BlackHat
David A. Kosower

(subbing for Fernando Febres Cordero)

Institut de Physique Théorique, CEA–Saclay

on behalf of the BlackHat Collaboration

Carola Berger, Z. Bern, L. Dixon, Fernando Febres Cordero, 

Darren Forde, Harald Ita, DAK, Daniel Maître, Tanju Gleisberg

ICHEP, Paris

July 22–28, 2010



Next-to-Leading Jet Physics with BlackHat, RADCOR, Ascona, October 25–30, 2009

Why NLO?

QCD at LO is not quantitative: large dependence on unphysical renormalization 

scale

NLO: reduced dependence, first quantitative prediction

…want this for W+more jets too

CDF, PRD 77:011108

NLO (MCFM)

PS+LO matching

PS+LO matching

W+2 jets



V+Jets at Next-to-Leading Jet Physics with BlackHat, Weizmann Institute, April 25, 2010

Ingredients for NLO Calculations

• Tree-level matrix elements for LO and real-emission terms

known since ’80s 

• Singular (soft & collinear) behavior of tree-level amplitudes, 
integrals, initial-state collinear behavior  known since ’90s 

• NLO parton distributions known since ’90s 

• General framework for numerical programs known since ’90s 
Catani, Seymour (1996);  Giele, Glover, DAK (1993); Frixione, Kunszt, Signer (1995)

• Automating it for general processes
Gleisberg, Krauss; Seymour, Tevlin; Hasegawa, Moch, Uwer; Frederix, Gehrmann, Greiner (2008); 

Frederix, Frixione, Maltoni, Stelzer (2009)

• Bottleneck: one-loop amplitudes

• W+2 jets (MCFM) W+3 jets 
Bern, Dixon, DAK, Weinzierl (1997–8); Campbell, Glover, Miller (1997)
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BlackHat

• New technologies for one-loop computations: numerical 

implementation of on-shell methods

• Automated implementation industrialization

• SHERPA for real subtraction, real emission, phase-space integration, 

and analysis

• Other groups using on-shell methods: Ossola, Papadopoulos, Pittau, Actis, 

Bevilacqua, Czakon, Draggiotis, Garzelli, van Hameren, Mastrolia, Worek; 

Ellis, Giele, Kunszt, Lazopoulos, Melnikov, Zanderighi;

Giele, Kunszt, Winter;

Anastasiou, Britto, Feng, Mastrolia; Britto, Feng, Mirabella

V+Jets at Next-to-Leading Jet Physics with BlackHat, MC4LHC, CERN, March 30–April 1, 2010



Recent Developments in BlackHat

• Generation of ROOT tuples

• Re-analysis possible

• Distribution to experimenters

• Flexibility for studying scale variations

• Flexibility for computing error estimates associated with parton

distributions

• More processes

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



The Tevatron is Still Producing Ws…

• Third jet in W+3 jets 

[0907.1984]

• Reduced scale dependence 

at NLO

• Good agreement with CDF 

data [0711.4044]

• Shape change small 

compared to LO scale 

variation

• SISCone (Salam & Soyez) vs

JETCLU

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



Z+3 Jets at the LHC

• Z+3 jets: new

• NLO scale uncertainty 

smaller than LO (band 

accidentally narrow given central 

choice — but would in any case be 

much improved)

• Shape change mild

• Scale choice ĤT/2 (half total 

partonic ET)

• Anti-kT

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



Reduced Scale Dependence

• Anti-kT @ Tevatron

(CDF cuts)

• Reduction of scale 

dependence

• NLO importance 

grows with 

increasing number of 

jets

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



Scale Choices

• Need to choose scales event-by-event

• Functional form of scale choice is also important

• ET
W is not suitable; ĤT is

• NLO calculation is self-diagnosing, LO isn’t

• In the absence of an NLO calculation, should use a scale like ĤT

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



W− + 4 Jets

• Background to top quark 

studies

• Background to new physics 

searches

• High-multiplicity frontier

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



• R(1st,2nd) jet

• Shapes can change!

• Physics of leading jets 

not modeled well at LO: 

additional radiation 

allows jets to move 

closer

• Cf Les Houches study 

[in 1003.1241] (Hoche, 

Huston, Maitre, Winter, 

Zanderighi) comparing to 

SHERPA w/ME 

matching & showering

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



High-ET W Polarization

• Polarization of low-pT, longitudinal, Ws is textbook material 

(Ellis, Stirling & Webber) dilution in charged-lepton rapidity 

distribution asymmetry at Tevatron

• This is a different effect!Ws are also polarized at high pT ET

dependence of e+/e− ratio and missing ET in W+/W− at LHC

– Present at LO

– Present for fewer jets too: universality

• Useful for distinguishing ―prompt‖ Ws from daughter Ws in top 

decay (or new heavy-particle decays)!

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



Jet-Production Ratio in W,Z+Jets
• Ratios of jet cross sections 

should be less sensitive to 

systematics

• Ratios are stable LO NLO

• But hide a lot of structure in 

differential distributions!

– Kinematic constraints at low 

pT in 2/1

– Factorization & IR 

ln(pT / pT min)s at intermediate 
pT

– Phase-space & pdf

suppression at higher pT

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



Summary

• NLO calculations required for reliable QCD predictions at the 

Tevatron and LHC

• On-shell methods are maturing into the method of choice for 

these QCD calculations

• BlackHat: automated seminumerical one-loop calculations

• Phenomenologically useful NLO parton-level calculations: 

– W+3 jets at Tevatron and LHC

– Z+3 jets at Tevatron and LHC

– First results for W+4 jets at LHC

– Broad variety of kinematical configurations probed

W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



W/Z+Multi-Jets Production at the LHC with  BlackHat, ICHEP, Paris, July 22–28, 2010



 ICHEP 2010

Contribution ID : 1039

The ANTARES neutrino telescope
Saturday 24 Jul 2010 at 14:20 (00h17')

Content :
The ANTARES high-energy neutrino telescope is a three-dimensional array of 885
photomultipliers distributed over 12 lines, installed deep in the Mediterranean Sea
and completed in May 2008. The detector is optimized for the detection of muon
neutrinos in an energy range from a few hundred GeV up to 1 PeV. The main goal of
the experiment is to probe the Universe by means of neutrino events in an attempt to
investigate the nature of high energy astrophysical accelerators, to contribute to
the identification of cosmic ray sources, and to explore the nature of dark matter.
The status of the detector and the first results from the analyses carried out will
be reported. In particular, the results of the searches for point-like neutrino
sources and of the search for an excess of events over the expected atmospheric
neutrino background due to a diffuse flux of very-high energy (E>100 TeV) neutrinos
will be presented.

Primary authors : Prof. SPURIO, Maurizio (University of Bologna and INFN)

Co-authors :

Presenter : Prof. SPURIO, Maurizio (University of Bologna and INFN)

Session classification : 11 - Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology

Track classification : 11 - Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology

Type : Parallel Session Talk



Maurizio Spurio
Department of Physics 

and INFN – Bologna

1
M.Spurio- The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope ICHEP 2010
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among the most intriguing science questions:
• origin of cosmic rays  1020 eV ?
• astrophysical acceleration mechanism ?
• origin of relativistic jets ?
• dark matter ?
• exotics 

Cosmic sources of neutrinos
• Extragalactic: Active Galactic Nuclei, GRBs
• Galactic: micro quasars, supernova remnants …

neutrinos reach Earth undisturbed: need large detector and good angular resolution

HESS

TeV rays (p+X 0 ) at the
centre of our galaxy from 
supernova remnant RX J1713.7-39.

Expect:
p+X

p

n

Ref:  EPJC 65 (2010) 649, arXiv: 0906.2634v2 
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Mkn 501

Mkn 421

CRAB

SS433

Mkn 501

RX J1713.7-39

GX339-4SS433

CRAB

VELA

Galactic

Centre

AMANDA / IceCube (South Pole)                       ANTARES (43o N)

1.5 sr common view over a day

acceptance

visible sky
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 APC, Paris
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 Univ. de H.-A., Mulhouse
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 C.O.M. Marseille

 LAM, Marseille
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IFIC, Valencia

UPV, Valencia

UPC, Barcelona

 NIKHEF (Amsterdam) 
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 ITEP, Moscow
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7 COUNTRIES
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 University/INFN of Bari 
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 University/INFN of Catania 

 LNS  – Catania

 University/INFN of Pisa

 University/INFN of Rome 

 University/INFN of Genova 
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14.5 m

~60-75 m

buoy

350 m

100 m

Junction
box

readout cables

45 km 
electro-
optical 
cable

storey

12 detection lines
25 storeys/line
3x10” PMT/storey
885 PMT s
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Two kinds of background :

1. (Particle) Physics Background : cosmic rays (atmospheric and ).

2. Optical Background: bioluminescence and 40K decay (sea environment):

• Continuous 40K (~30kHz) and bioluminescence (~40 kHz, long term average).

• Bursts from bioluminescence (~MHz).

ANTARES 
5 Lines

Full ANTARES
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Ref:  arXiv 0908.0816

Fast tracking: 
• almost online to discriminate atmospheric  muons /neutrinos;
• No detailed calibration/ no real time detector positioning needed
• Angular resolution: 3o .
• Used in most analyses in this talk.

The precise tracking:
• detailed real-time positioning of the 
detector;
• detailed PMTs charge/time calibration;
• detailed systematic knowledge of the 
apparatus (OMs angular acceptance, etc.)
•Angular resolution: up to 0.2o .
• Used in the diffuse analysis search
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height

time

8

reconstruction of muon trajectory from time, charge and position of PMT hits
assuming relativistic muon emitting Cherenkov light

Fast tracking
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Example of a reconstructed up-going 
muon (i.e. a neutrino candidate) detected 
in 6/12 detector lines:

time

height

9

Fast tracking
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Ref: arXiv:1007.1777, Accepted to 
APP

Dots: Data
MUPAGE Monte Carlo.  

[Com. Phys. Comm. 179(2009)915]
CORSIKA + QGSJET + NSU 

(model of the primary CR)
CORSIKA + SIBYLL + NSU
CORSIKA + QGSJET + “poly-

gonato” model.  
Shadowed band:  systematic 
uncertainty w.r.t. black line. 

Zenith angle distribution of reconstructed 
tracks from atmospheric ’s 5 line detector. 

Fast tracking

Main sources of syst. uncertainties: 
• environmental parameters (absorption and scattering)
• detector parameters (OM efficiency)
• (physics)  hadronic interaction models
• (physics)  models of cosmic ray composition 
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Fast tracking
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5-line data (May-Dec. 2007) + 
9-12 line data (2008)=
341 days detector live time

Upgoing:
1062 neutrino candidates:
3.1 ν candidates/day

Monte Carlo:
atmospheric neutrinos: 916 
(30% syst. error)
Wrong reco atmospheric : 40 
(50% syst. error)

Fast tracking

Zenith angle
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Fast tracking
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list of 25 potential sources 

(stringent cuts to reduce background) 

Analysis optimization based on simulations

no excess found after 5-line data unblinding

140 days of detector livetime

Fast tracking
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direct photons +
scattered photons +

light from EM showers

Energy estimator=
Repetition (R) of integration 
gate on the same Optical 
Module
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Precise tracking

Wrongly 
reconstructed

Well
reconstructed
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1. Rejection of downward going atmospheric muons (using 
measured zenith angle, track quality parameter, number of hits)

2. Separation of the atmospheric background from signal          
using the energy estimator R

3. Blind analysis.  
Model Rejection Factor 
[APP 19 (2003)393] to 
select the best cut value on 
R (=1.31) predefined from 
MC only.
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R< 1.31
Bartol (conventional )  104.0 
Max  “prompt” model        2.1
Data                                     125

R 1.31
Atmospheric 10.7 2
Data                          9

Precise tracking
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E2 (E)90%= 4.7×10-8

GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

20 TeV<E<2.5 PeV
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Log10(E [GeV])

1.E-08

1.E-07

1.E-06

4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8

S05

MPR 2000

Mpp+pg

SeSi

P96pg

E2
[G

eV
 c

m
-2

s-1
sr

-1
]

<1 : model rejected
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• Receive GRB alerts from Satellites (Fermi, Swift...)
search for coincident neutrinos within time window (~100  s)

• Send neutrino cluster alert for optical follow-up
Trigger: multiple / HE single  neutrino event; Reconstruction 
“on-line” (<10ms)
Alert message to Tarot Telescope in La Silla (Chile). Tarot takes 6 
images of 3 minutes immediately and after 1, 3, 9 and 27 days
sending alerts to the ROTSE system (4 telescopes)

• Correlation with AUGER source distribution
investigate directional correlation of neutrinos and UHE 
particles

• Correlation with VIRGO-LIGO signals
investigate correlation of neutrinos and gravitational waves
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ANTARES  
• continuously taking data
• complements the sky coverage of IceCube
• has a broad physics program
• determined  most sensitive upper limit on 

diffuse flux
• paves the way for KM3NeT
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angular resolution

< 0.2° above 10 TeV

limited tracking accuracy due to
time resolution:
 Light scattering ~ 1.0 ns
 TTS in PMT      ~ 1.3 ns
 time calibration  < 0.5 ns
 OM position      < 10 cm 

(↔ < 0.5 ns)

dominated 
by reconstruction

rec− gener.

rec− gener.
dominated 

by kinematics

angular resolution = difference between
reconstructed and MC generated angles vs. neutrino energy

6.0
)TeV(

º7.0

E
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• Transceivers on the bottom of each line
• 5 hydrophones at specific heights on each line
• 4 autonomous transponders around the apparatus
• Sound velocimeters installed at various depths
• Tiltmeter and compass at each storey

Measurements performed every 2 minutes

20 days

resolution better than 10 cm

Position of hydrophone relative to 
line base location

26M.Spurio- The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope     ICHEP 2010



3 OMs

Optical LED 
beacon

- Electronics + calibration  ~ 0.5 ns

- TTS in photomultipliers   ~ 1.3 ns

- Light scattering + dispersion in sea water  ~ 1.5 ns at 40 m 

Angular resolution  0.3o (for E > 10 TeV )
Including the acoustic position resolution and the -µ angle

Time difference between the LED OB and an OM

= 0.4 ns

27M.Spurio- The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope ICHEP 2010



The biggest challenge is to determine 

the separate contribution of absorption and scattering

2

0
)/exp(

)(
R

LRQ
RQ
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PMT

Has to be known  to compute reconstruction efficiencies and effective areas

Detailed GEANT4 
simulation of the OM

LED

Measurements were performed in a water tank 
Photon scattering affects the measurements

angular acceptance determination is not reliable at large  PMT

Dedicated measurements of 
the photocathode surface 
of OMs 
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GEANT4 acceptance

water tank acceptance

\\

Angular acceptance uncertainty at large affects flux significantly, but not flux
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40K

40Ca

e- ( decay)

Cherenkov

Gaussian peak on 
coincidence plot

Peak offset

Integral under
peak = rate of 
correlated 
coincidences

High precision (~5%) 
monitoring of OM 

efficiencies

Cross check of 
time calibration 

No dependence on bioluminescent activity 
has been observed

Heide Costantini – INFN Genova RICH2010, 3rd May 201030M.Spurio- The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope     ICHEP 2010



Resolution better than 10 cm
Acoust i c

t ranscei ver

Acoust i c

t ranscei ver

hydrophone Hydrophone position relative to line base location (20 days)

THE ANTARES DETECTOR POSITIONING SYSTEM

31

• REAL TIME POSITIONING  Acoustic positioning system + set of tiltmeters and compasses.
• Transceivers (RxTx) on the bottom of the lines, 4 autonomous transponders around the apparatus.
• 5 hydrophones (Rx) per line at specific heights.
• Tiltmeter and compass per storey, sound velocimeters (various depths).

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LINE SHAPE  GLOBAL 2 FIT TO LINE SHAPE 
MODEL (BEHAVIOUR OF LINE: SEA CURRENT)

31M.Spurio- The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope     ICHEP 2010
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Contribution ID : 1050

Material Studies with Photon Conversions
and Energy Flow at the ATLAS

Experiment
Thursday 22 Jul 2010 at 16:15 (00h15')

Content :
With the start of the LHC operations at at center of mass energy of 7 TeV a large
sample of low energy photons, mostly coming from the decay of neutral mesons, have
been collected with the ATLAS detector. Due to the large amount of material upstream
the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter, about 50% of these photons will convert before
reaching it. The converted photons are used as a tool to map the material of the
ATLAS tracker in front of the EM calorimeter. The results of the material
measurements relative to an accurately measured reference volume inside the tracker,
together with an estimate of the most important sources of systematic uncertainties
will be shown. The effect of the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung on the conversion
vertex reconstruction precision is also discussed. The results from using the
extremely pure electron sample provided by the converted photons to study the
particle identification capabilities of the ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT),
are presented.
Furthermore, the measurement of the energy flow in the electromagnetic calorimeter
(EM) is typically used to spot early detector problems, but it is also sensitive to
the (radially integrated) amount of material in front of the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Using the LHC collision data collected at a centre of mass energy of 7
TeV, the two dimensional (eta versus phi) occupancy maps of the EM calorimeter for
each longitudinal layer have been extracted. Such a method provides a cross check of
the total amount of material in front of the calorimeter and it is complementary to
others only sensitive to the amount of material in the tracker. The measurement
accuracy will be dominated by the systematic uncertainties and the ultimate accuracy
is expected to be about 5% of the material upstream.

Primary authors : ATLAS COLLABORATION ()

Co-authors :

Presenter : MORLEY, Anthony (CERN)
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ATLAS INNER DETECTOR AND EM CALORIMETER 

• |η|<2.5, Barrel and end cap geometry

• In the barrel a particle will pass through

• 3 Si pixel layers

• 8 layers of Si microstrip detectors (SCT) (4 space points)

• On average 35 straws in the transition radiation tracker 
(TRT)

• Details were given in  Antonio  Limosani’s presentation on 
Commissioning and Performance of the ATLAS Inner Detector 

2

• |η|<3.2, Barrel and end cap geometry 

• Liquid Argon active medium

• 3 longitudinal layers with a accordion geometry 

• Pre sampler provides pre shower sampling inside the 
cryostat

• Details were given in Pascal Pralavorio’s presentation on 
Commissioning and Performance of the ATLAS 
Calorimeter Systems 
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MATERIAL IN THE INNER DETECTOR
• A knowledge of the location and 

composition of the material is important for 
the physics performance of the detector

• Calibration of the EM calorimeter

• Track reconstruction performance

• Multiple Coulomb scattering and 
ionisation

• Electron and Photon analysis

• Conversions and Bremsstrahlung

3
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Methods to determine material

• Calorimeter based method
• Energy Flow

• Tracking Based method
• Photon Conversions
• Hadronic Interactions
• Ks mass vs pT (not discussed here)
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PHOTON CONVERSION RECONSTRUCTION
• Dominated by low energy conversions from π0, 

etc. decays

• Tracks are reconstructed in the Inner Detector 
using:

• Inside-out algorithm seeded by silicon hits

• Backtracking seeded by the TRT (extended to Si)

• Conversion vertexing

• Combinatorics reduced by using 

• Particle identification from the TRT

• Geometric Cuts 
• Opening angles
• Distance of minimum approach between 

tracks
• D-R1-R2

• Constrained  Vertex Fit (χ2)

• Δϕ = Δθ = 0

4
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ELECTRON IDENTIFICATION FROM THE TRT

• Transition Radiation Tracker used 
to reduce hadronic background in 
photon conversion studies

• Transition radiation (dependant on 
Lorentz γ) in scintillating foils and 
fibre result in a larger fraction of 
high threshold (HT) hits in the TRT

• Photon conversions have been 
used as the first clean supply of 
electrons for an in situ 
measurement of the HT 
probability at large γ

5
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MATERIAL MAPS FROM PHOTON CONVERSIONS
• Conversion Selection 

• Silicon Hits required on both tracks

• Electron identification from TRT high 
threshold hits 

• Vertex fit χ2 <5

• Results in > 90%  purity

• Good spatial resolution, ~4 mm in R 

• Good agreement between data and 
simulation

• Pixel support structure and tube shifted 
by ≈1cm in the simulation
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MATERIAL MAPS FROM PHOTON CONVERSIONS

• Structure of the Pixels and first SCT layers are resolved 

• Support structures from pixel detector are visible

• Octagonal support structure at incorrect radius in simulation 

7

|η|<1 |η|<1
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NEUTRAL MESON DALITZ DECAYS
• Dalitz decays to be used as crosscheck of 

the beam pipe material

• Same selections as material mapping 
analysis

• Good agreement between data and MC 

• Calibration of conversion rate:

• Use Dalitz decays to measure the rate of 
π0 decay

• Check ratio of conversions in the beam 
pipe and Dalitz decays to extract a 
conversion rate and hence the material.

• Use the well known beam pipe 
geometry and material to normalise the 
material estimates

8

π→e+e-γ
Beam pipe

Innermost 
Pixel Layer
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MATERIAL MAPPING WITH HADRONIC INTERACTIONS

• Hadrons created at the primary interaction will 
interact with material layers

• Secondary hadronic interactions can produce 
more than two outgoing particles

• Reconstructed vertices of hadronic interaction can 
provide information about the material distribution

• Vertex reconstruction procedure:

• Tracks from the primary vertex are vetoed

• Transverse impact parameter < 2mm

• Find all two track vertices and  merge all two 
track vertices that are compatible with each 
other

• Finally it is ensured that all track-vertex 
combinations are unique  

9

• Vertices from K0s‘s,γ’s and Λ’s are 
vetoed after vertices are constructed 
by mass selection

Reconstructed mass of the vertex assuming the 
particle mass is equal to that of a pion 
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MATERIAL MAPS FROM HADRONIC INTERACTIONS

• Structure of beam pipe, pixels layers and supports visible

• Vertex resolution ≈250μm in R and Z for R <100mm

10

Beam pipe

Innermost Pixel Layer

2nd Pixel Layer

|η|=2.5
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MATERIAL MAPS FROM HADRONIC INTERACTIONS

• Overall good agreement between data and simulation

• Pixel support structure and tube shifted by ≈1cm in the simulation,  in good 
agreement with what was observed with conversions

• Evidence that beam pipe is not in the centre of the detector

• Possible implications for conversion studies

11

Pixel Support
Pixel Support Tube

Beam pipe Pixel Layer 0
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MATERIAL MAPS FROM HADRONIC INTERACTIONS

• Hadronic interaction vertices prove to be a very useful tool  

• Fine details of the detector description can be tested

12

Pixel Module

Cooling pipe

Services

Innermost Layer of the Pixel Detector
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ENERGY FLOW IN THE EM CALORIMETER
• Calorimeter occupancy variation in ϕ 

(at constant η) is sensitive to the 
total material in front of the 
calorimeter

• Calorimeter intrinsically uniform in 
Φ

• The occupancy is defined as the 
fraction of events in which the energy 
is above a fixed threshold  (5 times 
the electronic noise level)

• R<0 implies larger amount of 
material w.r.t.  material in the slice

13

R =
Occφ,η−slice − �Occη−slice�

�Occη−slice�

Occupancy in the 2nd sampling 
layer of the calorimeter

• Hot and cold zones due to noisy cells,  readout 
problems and non-nominal high voltage 

• More details in Pascal Pralavorio’s presentation on 
Commissioning and Performance of the ATLAS 
Calorimeter Systems 
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INNER DETECTOR SERVICES

• Inner wall of Barrel Liquid 
Argon cryostat before ID 
endcap insertion.

• Note that services etc. run 
at constant Φ.

14
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ENERGY FLOW IN THE EM CALORIMETER

• Up to 1 X0 of material missing in a very localised region 
near ID rails for 0.6 < |η| <1.4 

• Good description of SCT heat exchangers and TRT services
15

ID Rails |η|<0.6

SCT heat exchangers

ID Rails 0.6<|η|<1.4 TRT Services
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SUMMARY
• A variety of complementary techniques have been used to 

probe the material in the ATLAS Detector

• Generally the Monte Carlo is in very good agreement with data

• Small differences between data and Monte Carlo have been 
observed and understood

• Systematic studies of the material throughout the whole 
detector are underway to quantify any difference between data 
and simulation

• Simulation geometry will be updated to accurately model the 
detector

16



EXTRA SLIDES
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ID MATERIAL ESTIMATION
• Radiation length of a given detector layer

• Fconv fraction of converted photons

• Nreco number of reconstructed  conversions

• Ntot initial numbers of photons

• Mup material upstream of a given layer

• Fcomb correction for combinatorial background

• Fmis correction for resolution effects

• ε efficiency

• Fcomb, Fmis and ε are currently evaluated on simulation  

18

X
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Content :
This talk will give an overview on first results on QCD, quarkonia, and heavy-flavour
physics in proton-proton collisions at √s=7 TeV, recorded with the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC. The QCD measurements address properties of both soft and hard collisions,
such as the underlying event, particle production in minimum bias events and jet
production. First results from quarkonia and heavy flavour production will be
highlighted.
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First Results from ATLAS on QCD, Quarkonia and 
Heavy-flavour Physics in p-p collisions at 7TeV

• Charged particle multiplicities

• Underlying event

• Jets

• Quarkonia

• ttbar events

Julie Kirk, RAL

On behalf of the ATLAS Collaboration

Julie Kirk, RAL 1ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Introduction

Peak luminosity : 1.6 x 1030 cm-2s-1

Data-taking efficiency : 95%

A very exciting few months :
 November 2009 - First physics at 900 GeV. 
 End of 2009 - ATLAS recorded 12 μb-1 (plus a few hours at 2.36 GeV)
 Since 30th March 2010: LHC running at 7 TeV 

Many physics results now being produced – can only give a flavour of results here.
For the details please see other ATLAS talks at this conference!!

Julie Kirk, RAL 2ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



ATLAS Detector

Much work done already to understand detector and trigger  performance: see previous talks
J. Baines - Performance of the ATLAS Trigger 

A. Limosani – Commissioning and performance of the ATLAS inner detector

J. Fleckner – Performance of track and vertex reconstruction and b-tagging studies

P. Pralavorio – Commissioning and performance of the ATLAS Calorimeter Systems

A. Morley – Material studies with Photon Conversions and Energy Flow at the ATLAS Experiment  

A. Schwartzman – Performance of Jet, Missing Transverse Energy and Tau Reconstruction with ATLAS

M. Woudstra – Performance of the ATLAS muon spectrometer and of muon identification

All allows us to 

start doing 

physics

Min. Bias. trigger scintillators

Julie Kirk, RAL 3ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Charged Particle Multiplicities

ATLAS uses a single arm MBTS (min bias scintillator)  trigger 
→ no subtraction of SD component  
→ minimal model dependence
→ measurement in kinematic region defined at hadron level  
by cuts on pT, η, nch

For details see 

talks by Alison Lister
(Track 8 17:20 22nd July)

and Emily Nurse

(Track 3, 12:05 24th July)

Nch = total number of charged particles 

Nev = number of events

Nch= number of charged particles in an eventObservables:

• Data

|   Statistical uncertainty

 Statistical + systematic in quadrature

Study inclusive charged particle multiplicities:
 Can be used to tune MC models and study 
components of cross-section

New pT region

 Analysis extended to lower momentum region (pT>100MeV, nch≥2)

 Luminosity – 190 μb-1 (10 M events)

 Data-MC agreement is worse at low pT – larger diffractive component 

which was not used in MC tune.

New MC tune to diffractive 

limited ATLAS dataset

ATLAS-CONF-2010-046

ATLAS-CONF-2010-047

Julie Kirk, RAL 4ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Charged Particle Multiplicities

dn/dη (@ η= 0) :

pT>100 MeV

7 TeV: 5.635 0.002(stat.) 0.149(syst.)

0.9 TeV: 3.486 0.008(stat.) 0.077(syst.)

pT>500 MeV

7 TeV: 2.418 0.004(stat.) 0.076(syst.)

2.36 TeV: 1.739 0.019(stat.) 0.058(syst.)

0.9 TeV: 1.333 0.003(stat.) 0.040(syst.)

900 GeV data published

( Phys. Lett. B 688 1(April 2010))

Summarise all results:

Repeat published analysis at:

2.36 TeV and 7 TeV

New results including 

lower pT region

2 fills with SCT at standby

- analysed using special track 

reconstruction 

- see Alison’s talk 

Julie Kirk, RAL 5ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Diffractive enhanced sample

NB. Not yet corrected for detector effects

Probe diffractive part of cross-section:

Min. Bias Scintillator - require activity on one-side of 

detector ONLY

Rss = Events with ONLY 1 side/ Events with EITHER side

= (4.52 0.02 (stat) 0.61 (syst)) %

• Pythia 6 and 8 describe rate of diffractive events well

• Phojet best description of  track distributions

ATLAS-CONF-2010-048

Julie Kirk, RAL 6ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Underlying event For details see talk by 

E. Nurse
(Track 3, 12:05 24th July )

Underlying Event  (UE) = everything EXCEPT the hard scattering.

Similar to Min Bias analysis but look at topology of event.

Leading track = highest pT. 

Transverse region most sensitive to UE

Distributions are fully corrected for detector effects

Charged particle density 

• MC all underestimate

activity in plateau region 

by ~10-15%

• also at 900 GeV

Emergence of jet-like structure as pT
lead inc.

ATLAS-CONF-2010-029Julie Kirk, RAL 7ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Julie Kirk, RAL 8ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Uncalibrated

energies

Julie Kirk, RAL 9ICHEP, 23rd July 2010 (Jet pT: 30-70 GeV)



Observation of energetic jets

Anti-kT jet algorithm (R=0.6) using 

calorimeter clusters.

pT(jet) > 80 GeV

Compare to Pythia MC09 tune : LO 

matrix element + parton shower

Di-jets with Mjj up to >2TeV

(pT(jet1) > 80 GeV , pT(jet2) > 40 GeV)

(Statistical uncertainty only - systematic 

uncertainty on jet energy scale ~7%)

ATLAS-CONF-2010-043Julie Kirk, RAL 10ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Jet production

Jet production cross-sections for R=0.4,0.6, pT(jet)>60 GeV

Theory: NLO perturbative calculations with non-perturbative corrections

For details see talk 

by T. Carli
(Track 3, 15:00 24th July)

Systematic uncertainty dominated by Jet Energy Scale ( ~7% for central jets , <9% over full pT and y region)

11% uncertainty due to luminosity measurement is not shown

Cross-sections in different rapidity bins

Note multiplication factors for display:

ATLAS-CONF-2010-050Julie Kirk, RAL 11ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Di-jet production
Di-jet production cross-sections for R=0.4,0.6, pT(jet1)>60 GeV, pT(jet2)>30 GeV

Good agreement between data and MC in both single and di-jet cross-sections

Julie Kirk, RAL 12ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Track jets
Track jets – charged particle jet cross-section (pT>500MeV)

Anti-kT jets with R=0.4,0.6

Complimentary to calorimeter based measurement:

- Independent systematic uncertainties

- Can go to low momentum (min. bias trigger so no jet pT cut at 

trigger) – emergence of jets from soft collisions

Measure Jet pT and corrected fragmentation distribution f(z)  

(z is defined to be the momentum of a charged particle in a jet 

along the jet's axis, divided by the momentum of the charged 

particle jet)

For details see 

poster by S. Zenz

Unfolded z (pT 4-6 GeV) Unfolded z (pT 15-24 GeV)

Shape of fragmentation best described by  ATLAS AMBT1 tune for pT 10-24GeV.

For pT<10GeV fragmentation not well described by any tune

ATLAS-CONF-2010-049

Julie Kirk, RAL 13ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



D(*) Mesons
D*+ → D0 πs

+ → (K- π+) πs
+ (πs

+ = soft pion)D0 → K- π+

D+ → K- π+ π+ Ds
+ → Φ π+ → (K+ K-)π+

ATLAS-CONF-2010-034
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MPDG = 1864.84 MeV

MPDG = 1869.5 MeV MPDG = 1969.0 MeV

For details see talk 

by L. Gladilin
(Track 8, 12:00 22nd July)

1.83<M(Kπ)<1.90 GeV

144<ΔM<147 MeV

Julie Kirk, RAL 14ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



J/Ψ→μ+μ- event

 Understand detector performance 

(alignment/tracking/trigger)

 Production cross-sections, polarisation.... – test of QCD

 Later B physics measurements - CP-violation

Inc. Lumi

We are here

Julie Kirk, RAL 15ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



J/ψ→μ+μ-
For details see talks by 

A. Korn, A. Nelson 
(Track 6, 16:34, 16:47 24th July)

First observation of J/ψ→μ+μ-

Loose selection cuts:

 Min Bias trigger → sensitive to pT(μ) ~1GeV

 2 opposite sign muons

 Fit to common vertex. 

Kinematic distributions agree with MC expectation

Julie Kirk, RAL 16ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



In the fraction:

many factors cancel (efficiency, acceptance) making this 

an attractive “early data” measurement.

Fraction of J/ψ→μ+μ- from B decays

Discriminating variable pseudo proper-time:

Mass and lifetime distributions fitted simultaneously 

using unbinned maximum likelihood fit.

ATLAS-CONF-2010-062

Julie Kirk, RAL 17ICHEP, 23rd July 2010

ATLAS Preliminary



Fraction of J/ψ→μ+μ- from B decays

Good data/MC agreement for pT(J/ψ) up to 15 GeV

Fit to 

• sidebands to get 

shape for 

background

• then to signal 

region.

Julie Kirk, RAL 18ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Use unbinned maximum likelihood fit.

Event weight:

J/ψ→μ+μ- differential cross-section

Detector acceptance

(from generator level MC –

dependence on spin alignment 

of J/ψ is taken as a systematic)

Reconstruction efficiency

(from fully simulated MC – will 

eventually use tag-and-probe 

methods)

MC-data shape agree – MC normalisation 

is higher than data

Trigger  efficiency

(from data)

Julie Kirk, RAL 19ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



J/ψ→e+e-

More difficult – large background, small signal and bremsstrahlung of electrons 

– important source of low pT electrons to understand electron ID and trigger

Selection:

 2 electrons with pT>2,4 GeV

 Track quality and shower shapes

 high threshold hits in TRT

6.2nb-1

Julie Kirk, RAL 20ICHEP, 23rd July 2010

For details see talk 

by S. Snyder
(Track 1, 15:00 22nd July)

Corrected for 

bremsstrahlung

ATLAS Preliminary



Observation of ψ(2s) and ϒ

Julie Kirk, RAL 21ICHEP, 23rd July 2010

ψ(2s) selection as for J/ψ

(slide 16)

pT(μ1) > 4 GeV

pT(μ2) > 2.5 GeV



Candidate event  ttbar → ‘e + jets’

• Electron pT=41.4 GeV, MET=90.6 GeV MT= 68.2 GeV

• Four jets with pT>20 GeV

• One b-tagged jet 

First candidate ttbar events

Julie Kirk, RAL 22ICHEP, 23rd July 2010

Analysed 280 nb-1

Lepton+jets: 7 candidate events (4e, 3 μ)

Di-lepton + jets : 2 candidate events (1 ee, 1 eμ)

For details see talk 

by A. Lucotte
(Track 2, 12:10 23rd July)

ATLAS-CONF-2010-063



Candidate event ttbar → e-μ + jets

• Electron pT=22.7 GeV, Muon pT=47.8 GeV, MET=90.6 GeV

• Three jets with pT>20 GeV

• One b-tagged jet 

Julie Kirk, RAL 23ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Summary

• ATLAS producing many new physics results
– LHC luminosity increasing all the time so we can expect many more in the near future

• Studies of minimum bias events and underlying event well underway. 
– Tuning of MC to high energy data started

• Jet studies started :
– first measurement of jet production cross-sections 

– good agreement with data

• Heavy flavour physics getting underway
– J/Ψ→μ+μ- production cross-section

– Fraction of J/Ψ→μ+μ- from B decays

– Observation of ϒ→μ+μ- and ψ(2s)→μ+μ-

– First candidate ttbar events

• Looking to the future:
– expect more detailed quarkonia results soon for QCD studies

– top quark observation

– New Physics... 
Julie Kirk, RAL 24ICHEP, 23rd July 2010



Backup



ttbar “e+jets” candidates



ttbar “e-mu +jets” candidates
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Outline
Soft and hard QCD results

jets performance
inclusive jet pT

 

spectrum, decorrelations, event shapes,
 

3j/2j

Inclusive b physics

b-tagging performances

track multiplicity, Underlying Event (jet area)

Quarkonia, exclusive B-physics 

muon trigger, tracking resolution

J/ψ→μμ, Υ→μμ

 
inclusive xsec and B→J/ψ

 
fraction

B→J/ψ
 

+ X,
 

(open charm resonances)

b-jet and
 

b→μ+X
 

production xsec
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CMS preliminary

Soft QCD

dN/dη at 0.9, 2.36 and 7 TeV

• 3 methods
 

(pixel clusters, tracklets, tracks)
• correction for NSD (~6% corr. →2.5% syst)

• Multiplicity of strange hadrons
 

(Ks

 

, Λ0

 

, Ξ)

Underlying event in transverse region
•

 
underestimation of track multiplicity at  

low
 

pT
leading

→ rate increasing with √s
 

underestimated
 by MC tunes

(pT
 

track>50 MeV)
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•
 

rise 0.9→7 TeV described only 
qualitatively by MC tunes

Phys. Rev. Lett. : 105 (2010) 



UE from jet area (√s=900 GeV)
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area (η,φ) estimated from a uniform grid of very 
soft pseudo-particles* (FASTJET)

→ measurement of total activity in the event

kT algo (others force a fixed jet shape) with R=0.6 (where ρ stable)

uncorrected detector-level Same pattern of disagreement
tunes-data as standard approach
but complementary:

useful technique to remove PU (and 
UE) contribution at high luminosity 

• IR/collinear safe variable
•

 
look at all the event (not 

only transverse region)

• no need of leading object (multi-jets)
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track-jets
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T
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, R=0.6Tk

track-jets
 = 0.9 TeVs

CMS Preliminary

ρ →ρ’ considering only physical jets (at low √s→ low occupancy, pseudo-jets dominate)

* Cacciari, Salam, Sapeta JHEP 04 (2010) 065



Jet performances
4 jet algorithms with energy corrections from MC (+data cross-checks):

anti-KT algorithm with D=0.5 (or 0.7)

single jet trigger:

jet quality cuts (100% eff. pT>50)

• Calorimeter Jets

• Jet-Plus-Tracks

• Track Jets
• Particle-Flow Jets

→ uncertainty on Jet Energy Scale 10%

→ uncertainty on Jet Energy Scale 5%

• η

 
dependence of jet

 
energy : 2% uncertainty, linearly increasing with η

L1 jet>6 GeV + HLT jet > 15 GeV (uncorrected)

S. Bolognesi –
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Rich set of measurements (next slides) → jet commissioning and test pQCD

• Jet Energy Resolution 10%
 

(σ(pT

 

)~10±1GeV for pT

 

~100GeV)
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probes parton scattering with 
light dependency on PDF
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corrected at hadron level

Comparison with NLO 
using CTEQ6.6

μf
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set to average dijet pT→

 
varied from half to twice
PDF uncertainty from CTEQ6.6 
uncertainty eigenvectors
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Dijet mass (|η|<1.3) 

detector level

(correction<5% with 100% uncertainty)

• flat for t-channel gluon exchange
•

 
new physics →

 excess at low χ

+ non-perturb. from Pythia
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High sensitivity to ISR, 
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•
 

Madgraph underestimates 
low Δφ

 
(multi-jet) region
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3 jets4 jets

detector level

2 jets
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Hadronic Event Shape

Central transverse thrust

4 jet types in very good agreement

pT
leading>60 GeV, |ηj1j2|<1.3, 

pT>30 GeV, |η|<1.3,  
→ JES dominant syst, JER and 
position resolution (±10%)



2j → 3j results
Pythia6 D6T Tune

20 GeV matching threshold

detector level (calo jets)

30 GeV matching threshold

sensitivity to tune ME MC
Hadronic event shape:

3j / 2j VS HT:

• same behavior for higher pT
leading

•
 

better data-MC agreement for 
higher jet multiplicity

not conclusive yet

S. Bolognesi –
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Pythia 8

Herwig++

Madgraph

Alpgen
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b production
Understanding and testing b-quark production at 7 TeV

FEX, GS are higher order effects but dominate at LHC
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• 3 muons angular correlation BBbar

 

→J/ψ

 

+ μ + X
• pixel precision would allow multiple Secondary Vertices reconstruction

Gluon SplittingFlavor Creation Flavor Excitation

~15 % ~35 %~50 %

With available statistics:
•

 
measurement of inclusive b production cross section with 

2 independent methods (next slides)

With more statistics:
• test the relative fractions of the different production processes

for pT

 

20-100 GeV
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b-tag purity: fit to secondary vertex 
mass with templates

b-tag efficiency

b-tag based on Secondary Vertex

b-tagging

from fit to muon pT
rel

 

with templates

mistag rate from negative tag tails

secondary vertex energy / b-jet energy 
sensitive to FC+FE (large ratio) versus 
GS (low ratio)

efficiency, purity from MC but x-check

 

with data:



Ratio to inclusive → partial syst 
cancellation

b-jet dσ/dpT

• JES b-jets VS LF jets ~1%

• inclusive jets from NLO (CTEQ6M)
• b-jets from MC@NLO (CTEQ6M)
Comparison to theory:

→ reasonable agreement with NLO 
but different pT

 

, η
 

shapes
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• b-tag efficiency syst.~
 

20%

b-jet xsec
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b → μ  + X

(pT
μ>6 GeV, |ημ|<2.1)

NLO underestimates xsec at central η and low pT (very low pT!)

Measurement from pT
rel distribution fit with 

b and light-flavors templates
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Quarkonia

CSM NNLO*

COM [NRQCD]: long-distance 
contribution tuned to Tevatron 
data → check at LHC scale

J/ψ polarization :

Non-prompt J/ψ’s for B-cross section
→ CMS can probe wider η

 
and pT

 

range

transverse polariz. at high pT in COM 

CDF coll, 
arXiv: 0412071

Production process not understood:

Artoisenet, 2008
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longitudinal polariz. in NLO CSM



CMS features for 
J/ψ

 
and Y 

Muon final state:

high trigger efficiency up to low pT
~50k J/ψ

 
per pb-1 (up to few E31)

1%-3% tracking resolution

Electron final state:
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MinBias trigger
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analysis

•
 

central region
 

with better resolution 
and low background
endcap region

 
down to pT

 

~0 
•

 
Largest syst due to stat. uncertainty on 

efficiency from tag&probe
• Results for 5 polarization hypotheses

from fit to J/ψ
 

pseudo-decay length
Prompt non-prompt separation: 

Inclusive (same for Υ): 

(2D fit: mass & decay length)

(difference up to 20%-30% on J/ψ

 

xsec)
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, FONLLψ J/→B
CASCADE
PYTHIA
CMS data

Inclusive J/ψ→μμ

(similar behavior 
in central region)

[ (2 ) (3 )] / (1 ) 0.44 0.06 0.07Y S Y S Y s+ = ± ±
stat syst



Exclusive B-physics and open charm

D0→Kπ

D+→K-π+π+

 

(and cc)

D*+→D0(Kπ)π+

 

(and cc)

•
 

First mass 
peak for 
B→J/ψ

 
K

• First candidates for Bs

 

→J/ψ φ
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In the meanwhile…
 

we are training with open charm spectroscopy
 

!



Summary

basic hard QCD measurement for the jet commissioning

→ strategic measurements (2j-3j) to tune non-perturbative
 

component:

amazing b-tag performance → first b jet measurement

→ first steps into exclusive B-physics
 

(training on open-charm)
B→J/ψ K, Bs

 

→J/ψ φ

 
soon!

very good trigger efficiency and tracking resolution → rich quarkonia 
and B-physics program

GS, FE, FC components under study

soft QCD (pT>50 MeV) for UE tuning

→ NLO calculation underestimates b xsec at (very!) low pT

 

and central |η|

sensitivity to tune Matrix Element MC 

→ Y, J/ψ
 

prompt and non-prompt: first measurement at 7 TeV !
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Measurement of the inclusive b production cross section in pp collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV

 
by L.Caminada in Session 05

Measurement of J/psi, Upsilon and b-hadron production in proton-proton collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV 
with the CMS experiment
by N.Viegas

 

Guerreiro in Session 05

Studies of QCD jet production with the CMS detector in pp Collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV
by Mikko Voutilainen in Session 03

Study of the underlying event with the CMS detector at the LHC
by A.Lucaroni in Session 03

Dijet physics with the CMS detector at LHC
by C.Dragoiu in Session 03

Inclusive b-jet production measurement on early CMS data
by S.M.Honc in Session 01

Underlying Event Studies and Forward Physics at CMS

 

by P.Bartalini in Session 03 

Study of hadronic event shapes with the CMS detector at LHC
by M.A.Weber in Session 03 
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POSTERS:

TALKS: 

More details in …
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Underlying 

event: tunes

regularization of 1/ (pT

 

)4divergence of the leading 
order partonic scattering amplitude

pT0

 

cut-off parameterized by
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dN/dη

 
and dN/dpT

 

for NSD

2.5% uncert.from SD 
and DD fraction

checked with data with 
20% precision

 

(sensitive 
HF variables)

Correction for SD and DD

3 methods:
pixel cluster counting

pixel tracklets (cluster pairs) counting

track counting (pixel+strip)

• pT>30 MeV
• 4.4% sys: 3% from cluster selection

• pT>50 MeV
• 2.9% sys: 1.9% reco efficiency

• pT>100 MeV
• 2.4% sys: 2.0% reco efficiency

dN/dpT for |η|<2.4 and pT>0.1
extrapolated to 0,inf with Tsallis fit

(3.7% uncert. from ev.selection)



Jet performances
4 (!) jet reconstruction algorithms 

with energy corrections from MC:

anti-KT algorithm with D=0.5

single jet trigger:

jet quality cuts (100% eff. pT>50)

Calorimeter Jets

Jet-Plus-Tracks
Track Jets

Particle-Flow Jets

p0 ECAL mass peak, p0 HCAL response

→ uncertainty JES 10%, JER 10%

good precision on B field, tracker 
material budget and alignm.

particle composition of jets agree with 
simulation at few %
fragmentation impact on energy corrections < 3%

→ uncertainty JES 5%, JER 10%

Relative energy: 2% uncertainty, 
linearly increasing with η

• EM fraction, more cells or channels combined

• sizable charged component (not only electrons)

L1 jet>6 GeV + HLT jet > 15 GeV (uncorrected)
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JES: cross-checks  with data

Offset correction:

• noise + Pile Up
<NPU> ~ 0.001 → 0.5

• dijet pT

 

balance

Energy scale VS η

• photon+jet

Absolute scale
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JES: cross-checks  between 
different algorithms



Ingredients of 
JES for PFJets
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Photons Hadrons

Jet composition



For all the b-tagging algorithms amazing data-
MC agreement for all the involved variable !

b-tag efficiency from data: pT
rel fit with MC 

templates for passing/failing tag requirement
εdata

 

/εMC

 

>~ 0.85

mistag rate
from data, 
assuming 
mistag/negative rate 
same in data and MC

εmistag
data

 

/εmistag
MC

 

>~90%
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b-tagging
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b-tag efficiency: 

mistag rate from MC: 
• 10% syst. from ±50% LF fraction

•

 

3-4% uncert. from ±20% c mistag 
rate (constrained from SV mass fit)

• from data (pT
rel) with 20% uncertainty

• from MC, depends on FC,FEX,GS fractions

varied by 50% → 2%

 

syst.
composition checked with pT

SV/pT
jet

b-jet xsec: systematics



b → μ
 

+ X: 
systematics

pT
μ>5 GeV, |ημ|<2.1 (track jets, pT

 

>1 GeV)

c VS udsg content 

2-5% syst.

 

from FC, FE, GS (Pythia VS Herwig)

→ 2-8% syst

Light Flavors template from data

b template from MC

c template from MC → unique LF template

reweighting hadron spectrum with muon fake 
rate probability (from data)

 

and considering 
pT

Rel for any tracks → 1-14% syst

UE description has effect on track jet 
efficiency → 8% syst

11% syst from luminosity
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First step in exclusive B-physics



B-
 

→ J/psi K-
 

Event Reconstruction in CMS

Contact: cms-pag-conveners-bph@cern.ch
Date: July 20, 2010

Select opposite sign di-muon combinations, 
Select combination/event with mass closest to the J/psi mass
Select events with a di-muon vertex Probability >0.1%
Muons satisfying quality criteria (require a muon chamber 

segment 
matching in position and direction with the prediction 
of the associated track extrapolation)
At least one muon required to fire the trigger
Both muons required to have  pT

 

(mu)>3 GeV/c, |eta(mu)|<2.4
Combine J/psi candidate with tracks (pT

 

>0.9 GeV/c)
Kinematic fit with J/psi mass constraint
Require vertex probability > 0.1% 
If multiple candidates/event, choose highest pT

 

B-

 
candidate
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Single Muon trigger 
(pT

 

>3 GeV/c cut at HLT level)
ct/sigmact

 

>1
ct:transverse decay length of J/psiK-

vertex relative to primary vertex  
sigmact

 

=error on transverse decay length

1-d fit to J/psiK-

 
invariant mass:

-
 

Signal: sum of three Gaussians 
(means and widths fixed to MC)
-

 
Mean: 5.280 GeV/c2

-
 

Resolution = 32 MeV/c2

 
(weighted          

sum of gaussian resolutions)
-

 
Background is fitted with                         

exponential function
(slope floated in the fit)

-
 

N_sig = 48 ±
 

8  

Contact: cms-pag-conveners-bph@cern.ch
Date: July 20, 2010
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•

 
Contact: Andrzej Zuranski

–

 

Andrzej.Zuranski@cern.ch
•

 
Pre-approval talk

•
 

Data: ~37M events in good runs:
–

 

/MinimumBias/Commissioning10-Apr20Skim_GOODCOLL-v1
–

 

/MinimumBias/Commissioning10-GOODCOLL-v9

•
 

Reconstruct D*

 

→ D0πS

 

, D0

 

→ Kπ
–

 

Kinematic selection:
•

 

pT

 

> 600 MeV/c

 

for K and π 
•

 

pT

 

> 250 MeV/c

 

for πS
•

 

pT

 

> 5.0 GeV/c

 

for D*

–

 

Select D*

 

candidate with highest pT

 

if 
there is more than one in an event

–

 

Track quality:
•

 

Nhit

 

> 5 (except for πS

 

)
•

 

χ2

 

/ ndof

 

< 2.5
•

 

|dxy

 

| < 1mm; |Δz| < 1cm
–

 

Mass windows (when plotting the 
other mass variable):

•

 

|M(Kπ) –

 

PDG| < 25 MeV/c2

•

 

|M(Kππ) –

 

M(Kπ) –

 

PDG| < 1.2 MeV/c2

•
 

Unbinned
 

extended ML fit (RooFit)
–

 

Signal = Gaussian
–

 

Bkg

 

= threshold function for ΔM and 
quadratic for M(Kπ)

•
 

Date: May 4,
 

2010

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=22&sessionId=5&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=82582
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Inclusive muons from J/ψ→μμ

from K0
s

 

→ππ from φ→KK from Λ→pπ

Muons
Efficiency and fake rates 
measured from data

 
(good 

agreement with MC)
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Introduction
I will report on results from two data samples 
~3nb-1 that is “untriggered,” all interactions 
taken, & ~12 nb-1 that uses selective triggers. 
Some plots with up to ~100 nb-1 will be shown

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 2



Measurement of 
σ(pp→bbX) using

B→D0Xμ -ν



Strategy
Signal: Measure right-sign Do μ−

combinations using tracks not pointing at 
primary vertex but which form a common 
vertex. (Use Do →K-π+ decays)  
The two types of Do produced are “Prompt” 
and those from B’s “DfB.” They can be 
separated statistically by examining the 
impact parameter (IP) with respect to the 
primary vertex (Definition IP: smallest distance 
between Do direction and primary vertex 
position.) 

4ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010



Do selection criteria - general
We want to get Do’s from B→DoXμν decays, 
We know B(b→DoXμ−ν) =(6.82±0.35)%
Want to separate Do from background events 
and mass combinations. A good way to do 
this is to require that both K & π tracks don’t 
come from the primary vertex & that they 
form a vertex detached from the primary
Require minimum pt so that IP is well defined
Make sure Do is separated from primary
Most cuts insensitive to detailed detector 
performance

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 5



Analysis with untriggered sample

~3 nb-1



Analysis with Untriggered Sample
K-π+ mass spectrum
used to define signal
shape

IP distribution used 
to separate Prompt 
& DfB

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 7

DfB

Prompt
~3 nb-1



Fits to D0μ

8

RS

RS

WS

WS

|m(K−π+)−mDo|<20 MeV |m(K−π+)−mDo|<20 MeV

DfB

Prompt D0 Fake D0

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010

DfB not
visible



Fit procedure and results
Unbinned log-likelihood fit simultaneously to m(K−π+) &  ln(IP). 
Separate fits for RS and WS samples
We take the m(K−π+) shape from the Prompt.
The ln(IP) shape for Prompt is determined from data & that of DfB
from MC that matches the IP resolution of the Prompt
m(K−π+) sidebands then give the background under the D0 peak
Only free parameters are yields

9

Yields RS WS

Prompt 16.3±5.4 14.9±4.2

DfB 84.1±10.4 0.0±1.1

Fake D0 14.0±1.9 10.1±1.5

Yields in |m(K−π+)−mDo|<20 MeV η ∈ [2, 6]

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010



Systematic Errors

10ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010

Determined from 
data whenever 
possible
Ex: Tracking 
efficiency



Tracking efficiency
Ratio of 
K3π/Kπ
data/MC 
gives 
1.00±0.03 
per track

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 11

MC

MC

Data

Data

K-π+ K-π+

K-π+π+π- K-π+π+π-
LHCb preliminary
~3 nb-1



Muon Efficiency Determination
Measure single μ efficiency by using J/ψ with 
only one μ identified. ε data/MC = 

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 12

2.4
2.5(96.9 )%+

−

LHCb
Preliminary



Dependence due to fragmentation 
fraction

Using the Tevatron numbers rather than LEP, 
raises the cross-section by 19%

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 13

Species Zo fraction
(%)

Tevatron
fraction (%)

B- 40.3±0.9 33.3±3.0
B0 40.3±0.9 33.3±3.0
Bs 10.4±0.9 12.1±1.5
Λb 9.1±1.5 21.4±6.8



HLT1 Triggered additional   
12 nb-1

Use single muon trigger with  
pt>1.3 GeV/c (0.5 GeV/c in 

untriggered sample)

14ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010
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Extra problem: Trigger Efficiency
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Checked with data
Evaluated 
using other 
triggers that 
fired 
independently 
of the single 
muon trigger 
that we use for 
our signal 
(TIS)

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 16

LHCb preliminary
~12 nb-1



pt
Checked that pt(Do + μ-) agrees with Monte 
Carlo simulation of b production x detector 
acceptance

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 17



IP distributions from 12/nb
RS                                     WS

18ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010

DfB

Prompt 
sidebands

195±15 events

2< η < 6

WS: 8.8±5.1 events

DfB

Prompt 

sidebands

Preliminary
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IP distributions from 12/nb inη bins

19

2< η < 3 3 < η < 4

4< η < 5 5 < η < 6

48.8±7.5
DfB evnts

111.4±11.0

30.2±6.0 5.2±2.7

LHCb preliminary
~12 nb-1



Systematic Errors in Triggered Sample
Same as in untriggered sample PLUS η 
dependent trigger efficiency 
We use the uncertainties in the corrections to 
the trigger efficiency measured using the data 
(TIS check described earlier) as the 
systematic error
This error is added in quadrature to the 
statistical error in each η bin

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 20



dσ/dη Summary
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+ -Untriggered

x - Single Muon Trigger

Average

Error
on theory

0 0

/2
# of detected D & D

x efficiency x 2bH L
μ μσ

− +

=



σ(pp→bbX) using DoXμν at 7 TeV

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 22

Exp. Central values assuming LEP 
fragmentation fractions: All numbers in μb

Using Tevatron b-hadron fractions would get 
336 μb

η Theory
I

Theory

II
Untriggered Single muon

trigger
Average

2,6 89

all 332 

39
4470+

− 75.4 10.0 13.0± ± 74.6 6.4 12.8± ± 74.9 5.3 12.8± ±

282 20 48± ±114
96253+

−



σ(pp→bbX) using b →J/ψX

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 23

See talk of 
G. Passaleva
track 5 22/7 
9:30

LHCb preliminary
~15 nb-1

/ /z z J zt d M pψ= ×

In 2<η<6, (84.5±6.3±15.6) μb LEP frag
In 2<η<6,  86.2 μb Tevatron frag



Average σ(pp→bbX)

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 24

(77.4±4.0±11.4) μb

(88.3±4.5±13.0) μb



σ(pp→bbX) Over all phase space
To get over all η multiply by 3.77 (Pythia),  
3.63 (MCFM), 3.73 (NFMR)
σ = (292±15±43) μb LEP frag
fractions
σ = 333 μb Tevatron frag functions
Theory: MCFM 332 μb, NFMR 254 μb

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 25



Bo→D*+μν

Used as a check
σ = (275±44±66) μb LEP frag fractions
σ = 333 μb Tevatron frag functions

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 26

WSRS

DfB

DfBPrompt
Prompt

LHCb preliminary
~15 nb-1



Also Charm Production Results 
See talk of Vanya Belyaev track 6, 23-Jul-
2010 17:30

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 27

LHCb preliminary
~2 nb-1

D+
D+

s



D+/Ds Ratio

Consistent with PDG review = 3.08±0.70
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W± Search
While LHCb is optimized for studying physics 
beyond the Standard Model in b & c decays 
we can do quite a bit in the 2<η<6 region in 
other areas
We search for W decays by looking for 
events with isolated muons without a 
transverse energy balance & isolation in a 
surrounding cone in Δη×Δφ=1 phase space

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 29



W Candidate
High pt μ track
Minimal energy 
in surrounding 
cone
No energy 
opposite in 
transverse plane

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 30



Single Muon pt distribution
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LHCb preliminary
~15 nb-1



See talk of Ronan McNulty, track 4, 22/7, 15:20
Plan to measure Drell-Yan cross-section etc.

Also Dimuons

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 32

LHCb preliminary
~45 nb-1J/ψ

Υ

Two Z’s

LHCb preliminary
~37 nb-1



Z0 Event
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Very near term future ~100 nb-1

ICHEP, Paris, July 23, 2010 34

RS WS1540±45
DfB

15±16
DfB

t > 0.3 ps
31.3±6.4 events

31791±235
events

B+→J/ψ K+

b→Doμ

J/ψ → μ+μ−



Conclusions
LHCb producing physics quality 
measurements
First determination of bb cross-section in 
forward direction at 7 TeV
Measurements of charm
Drell-Yan W & Z cross-section 
measurements to come soon
Looking forward to more data, & Upgrade
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